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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Four MSU Students
Charged With Sale
Of Dangerous• Drugs
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. NORTH VIETNAMESE PORTS MINED
The largest U.S. air and naval task force ever assembled in
Vietnam mined the entrances to Haiphong and four other North
Vietnamese ports Tuesday. Hon Cal, Cam Pha, Quang Khe and
Doug Hal were also mined. The planes also struck rail tines and
highways throughout North Vietnam.
(AP Wirephoto)

FourNurray State University Murray-Calloway . County of LSD, accerslipg .to Spann.
Other purchases were 30
students have been arrested Detective Dale -Spann,
and charged with the sale of CallowarCounty Sheriff Clyde capsules of LSD, at one time,
dangerous drugs,according to a Steele were involved"in the and ten lids of marijuana in
statement released today by arrests made last night, A another purchase. Thirteen
the office of Calloway County spokesman for the Kentucky doses of TCP comprised
State Police said that some of another purchase.
Attorney Sid Easley. Arrested' were Steve- Baron, the purchases of LSD were the
Bond was set for the men at
Staten Island, New York largest ever made in Kentucky.
.85,000 each. The sale of
charged with the sale of LSD;
Clark and Baron were dangerous drugs i,s a felony and
Tim Slattery, Deerfield, arrested at 1201 Main last night.
offenders may be punished by
Illinois, charged with the sale of Arrested later were Slattery at confinement in the state
LSD bean Flannsr*.Fort,D*, z. pie .Slaban_ Aparhvents- • n--"Ie ath n are
6peri 0 up
gew Jersey, charged with the Highway 641 Bypass and five years and a fine of up to
sale of "an extremely large
trailer
located
Flannery in a
$5,000, according to the
quantity of LSD;" and Charles just off Highway, 641 norttr.----statement by Easley's office.
Clark,Bangor..M.aine.. rhargpd
P"-purehases--were-made
The statement also said that
with the sale of marijuana, which led to the arrests of the
according to the statement.
individuals. One purchase other arrests are imminent, but
Kentucky State
Police consisted of 39tablets of LSD,25 no further infOrmation was
Detective Walter. Mosher, doses of ISO, and eight ounces released today.

and

U.S.Warplanes Down Seven MIGs
Today; Strike Deep Into North

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. warRadio Hanoi said 14 U.S..
The U.S. Command statement
planes shot down seven enemy planes were shot down and said only military and supply
NiIGs today while carrying out "many pilots, were captured targets were hit.
the deepest and heaviest air alive."
"These strikeg were made in
strikes inside North Vietnam in
U.S. disclosures of aircraft pursuance of orders to reduce
_ more than four years, the U.S. losses often are delayed if to the maximum ektent posCommand announced.
search and rescue operations sible the flow of military supcomthe
fall
and
spring
semester
Baccalaureate and
massive
plies in support of
The downing of seven YILIGs are under waY'.,
mencement exercises this graduating classes includes 122
A 7th Fleet destroyer force Communist invasion across the
weekend for the 49th spring names-23 as Summa Cum in one day is a record for the
also bombarded the Haiphong DMZ," the command said.
graduating. class in Murray laude graduates (overall Vietnam war,
"These actions are being takItse, U.S. aircraft attacked area.
State University history will standing of 3.8 or higher of a
• The U.S. Command in Saigon en to help protect the lives al
climax another academic possible 4.00), 35 as Magna Cum both Hanoi and Haiphong,while
Laude(overall standing of 3.6 to hitting at widespread areas of said an armada of Air Force remaining U.S. forces in South
year.
Vietnam and to help the Repub3.79(, and 64 as Cum Laude North Vietnam, the command planes from bases in Thailand
Dr. Irvin E. Lunger,
and Navy aircraft from three lic of Vietnam resist the agsta/tding of 3.3 to 3.591. said.
(overall
president of Transylvania
It made no mention of any carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin gression by the enemy."
They are:
University in Lexington, will
attacked rail lines, bridges, reIn Saigon, President Nguyen
Swnma Curn Laude-Linda U.S. air losses.
deliver the commencement
The aircraft streaked to with- pair shops, fuel depots, trucks, Van Thieu proclaimed martial
Brady, Hodgenville;
Phelps
address at 10 a.m. Saturday in
boats and supply distribution law throughout South Vietnam
Gregory Taylor Bruce, Mor- in 60 miles of the Chinese borthe university fieldhouse.
centers
on orders from Presi- effective at midnight-noon
ton's Gap; Johanna Catherine der to attack North - Vietnam's
Featured as the speaker for
dent Nixon.
EDT.
link
to
China.
northwest
rail
Peggy
Paducah;
Comisak,
the baccalaureate service in the
The command said that
The nation has been under
Linvingston Conyer, Paducah;
university auditorium at 8 p.m.
"among the targets struck various forms of national emerPeggy Jean Cooper, Barlow:
were rail and fuel storage sites
on commencement -eve will be
Patricia Ann Copeland, Benton;
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
the Rev. E. Thomas Wright,
in the vicinity of Hanoi and
Alan Flynn, West
minister of The First Christian Terry
Haiphong."
Paducah. Murray M. Freeland,
Church of Mayfield.
A naval task force also bombHearl
Leslie
The Murra Middle School arded North Vietnamese posiFinal examinations for the Paducah;
Freeman, Jr., Syins.mia; Ruth PTA will meet on Monday, May tions along the coastline, in adspring term end on Friday.
Hernandez, Lexington; 15, at seven p.m.
A record total of 952 students Ellen
dition to Haiphong, it was reHutson, Murray;
Ada
Sue
The devotion will be given by ported.
have
filed for degrees this
Keaton,
Thomas ,,Steven
Members of the Women's
Rev. Lloyd Cornell, Director of
The announcement hinted
spring, including 794 for
Keith Lewis,
David
Murray;
the Baptist Student Center. The that strikes would be kept up in Society of Christian Service of
bachelor's degree and 139 for
Princeton; Martha Louise Pledge to the Flag will be led by the Hanoi and Haiphong areas. the First United Methodist
'master's. The exact number of
Lockard, Benton; Paulette J Boy Scout Troop No. 77. Officers
"It is anticipated that air Church will be special guests of
graduates will be determined
(Continued on Page Sixt7) for the coming year will be strikes and naval gunfire will the WSCS of the Mason's Chapel
when university officials have
installed.
continue to be used against mil- Church tonight i Wednesday) at
checked the candidates to
The award winning Middle itary targets in North Vietnam 7:30 o'clock at the Mason's
certify that requirements have
- School - Band, under .the to deny the enemy the'weapons , Chapel -church. •
been met.
Mrs. Olga Freettian will- be
direction of Mrs Nancy Page, and supplies it needs to continBoth Mid:year and spring
the speaker and will give- a
ue the attack."
will present the program.
term graduates are awarded
Refreshments will be served
This referred to the 42-day review of the book,"Fire In The
degrees during the spring
in the cafeteria following the North Vietnamese offensive in Hills" by Lee Fisher.
commencement program at
All members of both WSCS
businessession and program. South Vietnam-.
Murray State since no fornial
Wayhe Williams, president,
A Hanoi dispatch of _the So- groups are urged to attend for
graduation exercise is neld
The Murray Lions Club . urges all parents to attend this viet news- agency Tess said this special visitation. program
the conclusion of the fail
honored former-club tieadswith final meeting_ of the Murray bombs fell on -a number of Planned by the Paris District
st-mester.- ,
The list of honor graduates tn a "Past President' Night" at its Middle School PTA for this Populated centers northwest of program &inunittee to include
all churches of the district.
regular meeting Tuesday current school year.
Hanoi."
evening at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Past President Cody Caldwell
the program in
presen d
whic
he recounted the
begining of several club
pr6jects and spoke of various
/
readership
qual s desirable
said.
added taxation, he
aimed at the business conin,,,-„, in a club president.
Lions honored were R. L.
nity.
However, he added it -1% j(1 Cooper, Rue Overby', Bryan
be "overreacting" to say that Tolley, A. H. Kopperud, C. B.
Kentucky's business klimate Ford,Fred Schultz, M. C. Ellis,
Henry Fulton, Joe Pat James.
has been destroyed.'
"We had a real sharred.:e Robert flendon, C. C. Lowry,
going before," he said. "See' Bethel Richardson, James Dale
of that sharpness has been tak- Clopton. Rob Ray, James
Rogers, Vernon Anderson,
en off by the legislature."
Watkins said that if he hal to George Ligon, Cody Caldwell,
"pick the sorest spot for ern-, Z. (7. Enix, and Lester Nanny.
Presiding at the meeting was
ployers" in the last session it
would be in the area of Auak- current president Joe Pat
Ward. Lion Rex Thompson is
men's compensation.
He said everyone know (kit president elect.
Project chairmen Finis
"industry in general picks op
the tab" for insurance pay- Griffith and L. M. Holloway
ments of the coal industry, gave a report on the club's mop
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR--E. R.Hnwton (left), chairman of the igrteultate depattthent at
while acknowledging that at and broom sale just coqcluded.
Murray State University, beams as he ccepts the coveted award as the distinguished professor on
President Ward expre3sed his
least the coal oPerators are
the campus at the innual alumna banfu t Saturday. May 6. Presenting Howton with a certificate of
contributing a little more than deep appreciation for the
recognition as the ninth professor acc rded the annual honor and a check,for .$500 is Dr. Karl
PLeYlously under the new ‘s i•rk- support given jbe....Liaas__ by Hussung, professor 4f chemistry and last year"safftniiished professor. Hon ton, a native of Dawson
community residents,
men's compensation act.
springs,joined the Murray State faculty in 1937 and has been chairman of the department since 1959.
The May board meeting will
Criticizing the 4 per cent coal
He was chosen by the Kentucky Farm Press and Radio Association as the Stair of the Year in Kenseverance tax imposed under be in the home of Lester Nanny,
tucky Agriculture in 1971.
(Photo by Wiliou Woolley
(Continued on Page Sixteen) 1509 Chueer Drive,

Commencement Exercises
Are Planned For Weekend

New Kentuckians To
Be At Locust Grove
The New Kentuckians, a
gospel group from Paducah,
will be siecial guests at the
eleven o'clock Morning worship
services on Sunday, May 14, at
the Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene at Kriksey.
The gospel group will also be
featured in a program at 1:30
p.m. on Sunday at the church.
The public-is invited to ,attend, a church spokesman-said.

Anti-Business Legislators
Blasted By AIK President

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
Jackson Purchase
, FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Sunny and cool today with a
Members of the Associated Inhigh in the mid to upper 60s. dustries of Kentucky have been
Fair tonight and not so cool, advised by their leader to help
with a low in the upper 40s. defeat legislators who continPartly sunny and warmer ually oppose business interests.
'Thursday with the high,in the
"If you see a consistent antitow 70s. Mild Friday with a business tone coming through,"
chance of showers.
President Rayburn Watkins
said Tuesday, "we would urge
Kentucky State Forecast
Fair and mild this afternoon you to do a little candidate reand cool tonight. Mostly fair cruiting."
Watkins, who has complained
and wanner Thursday. Highs
today in the upper 50s and 60s. that business suffered economLows tonight in the 40s and ically in the past session, made
highs Thursday.from the upper the .remarks to a group of
Frankfort businessmen without
60s to mid 70s.
singling oaf any lawmakers.
,
"There's no point i& voting
\I(entucky's extended outlook
for those who are 100 per cent
Friday through Sunday.
A chance of showers ol thun- against you," Watkins said.
dershowers Friday and in the "ite're going to make some
-41iest-laturday. Partly cloudy thrueLcat (them' in next year's
Sunday. Not much temperature legislative elections.)"
Watkins said the AIK is not
change. Lows in the 50s and
violating its political neutralhighs in the 70s each day.

k

U.S. MINES

A spokesman for the North
Vietikeerse deleeostion to Paris
said Nixon "has taken the
gravest step in the escalation of
the war to date, hurling an insolent challenge to the Vietnamese people." And a statement from Hanoi declared "the
North Vietnamese people will
never accept Mr. Nixon's ultimatum."
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim conferred with So(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Miss_ Maria Graciela Gonzalez, 18,from Mexico City, will
arrive in'Murray toward the
end of August, 1972, to participate in an exchange
program between her country
and the United States, according to Miss Phyllis Yemen,.
Scoot Coordinator at Murray
High for the International
Fellowship, Inc. of Buffalo, New
York.
Miss Gonzalez desires to
improve her English and will
a tend -regular classes at the
High SchooL She will live in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwara
Watson, Route 3, Murray. The
Watson's daughter Molly will be
in Spanish II next year and will
be able to help Miss Gonzales in
her orientation to Murray High.
. Miss Gonzalez' hobbies are
swimming, the guitar, the
accordion, and cooking. She
plans a career in chemical
pharmacology upon graduation
from the University of
Mexico..
The International Fellowship,
Inc. exchange program was
organized at Murray High
School in the fall of 1971. Under
.this program's stipulations, a
school may elect to receive or to
send students to Spanishspeaking countries on a
three,six, or nine-month basis.
Miss Gonzalez wilLbe in gurray
on a three-month basis.
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Senate Democrats Vote Disapproval Of Action
WASHINGTON 4 AP)— Pres- disapproval of the'action, and a
ident Nixon's decision to seal House_ antiwar member who:
Off- North Vietnamese harbors talked of initiating impeachwith mines has touched -off civil ment proceedings agaftist the
• disturbances, raised a blast of commander in chief.
Democratic_ criticism and
Kissinger, the White House
brought White House reas- foreign affairs adviser, told re_ surances for "a new era in 'porters that Nixon was still
East-West relations."
hopeful of meeting with KremBut the impact of scattering lin leaders later this month
the undersea explosives to keep during the planned Mciscow
ships laden with military cargo summit talks.
from entering North Vietnam"I am not able to predict Soese ports probably won't be felt viet reaction," Kissinger said.
on the battlefield for at least, But he said the decision to
three weeks, White House ad- mine the harbors woul4 pose
sneer HefinFAArehtsingerstif
erIllIfficultierrfg-Perhaps the strongest denun- net leaders.
ciation ef the President's latest
Whether Moscow would scrub
war decision came from Senate the talks, however, remained
ta-who Tuesday voted uncertain. Kremlin reaction
was muted.
Jacob A. Malik, Soviet ambassador to the United Nations,
told-newsmen kV New York that
"I agree with many American
congressmen who condemn the
new act of aggression." It was
the first comment from a high
Soviet official. The official So-Vtet-neWS agency Tess- called
the decision "naked aggres"Our, enemy is not the sion."
President of the United States,
Peking made no immediate
whether the incumbent, his comment on the mining.
• successor to come, or his
predecessors.
"The Constitution charges the
President with the duty of
--conducting our foreign relations
and with_the_advice hf_the
Senate. It makes him the
leading actor; not a spectator
Cigarettes, money, and a
and a mere witness. And this lady's wrist watch were stolen
role has been discharged by from Kentucky Fried Chicken,
sucressive Presidents of the 1113 Sycamore Street, between
United States throughout the 10:30 p.m. Monday and 9:05
nearly two centuries duration of ain. Tuesday, according to the
the Constitution. It was never report made to the Murray
intended by the Founding Police Department at 9:05 a.m.
Fathers that the President of
Tuesday.
the United States should be a
The police report said $40 in
ventriloquist's dummy sitting rolled change, $3 in bills,
on the lap of the Congress."
unknown amount of cigarettes,
Sen. J. William Fulbright, and lady's wrist watch, Hal
April, 1954.
Bros, 17 jewel white gold with,
stretch band valued at $0 were
The community was shocked stolen in the breaktIV
-this morning to learn of the
Entry to the building was
death of Ace McReynolds. Ace gained by the person or persons
was one of those fellows who climbing on a cooler outside the
always had a cheerful outlook • building located on the south
and greeted you each time he side, going up to the Tod of.the
met you. He was blessed with building, removing the blower
the ability to see humor in cover, sliding-down through the
things, regardless of the blower shaft, and dropping onto
situation. He enjoyed life and he a gas range inside the building,
enjoyed people. He literally got according to the police report
a bang out of being with people
The , subject or subjects
andlasted life deeply and was ransacked the desk, small
thankful for it. Murray and the 'money box, and struck: five or
world needs more folks like six matches throwing them on
Ace. We have too many who feel the floor, the police report said.
that life is so tough and un- The thief or thieves apparently
friendly that it is hardly worth left the building by the roof as
the effort. Ace met life headon the doors were still locked when
and relished each minute of it. the breakin was discovered by
employees when they 'opened
With Ace leaving so quickly, it the business on Tuesday
makes us Mindful
the
morning, the police report said.
Death Angel'hovers nearby and
makes it all ,the:More needful
for all of us to enjoy life while
we have it.
(Continued on Page Sixteen
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In Our 93rd Year

Impact Of Nixon Decision Will
Not Be Felt On Battlefield For
At Least 3 Weeks Kissinger Says
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and-Calloway County

ity-that is not telling members
who to elect or ,distributing
money to candidates.
"But we do think the time
has come to really activate the
interest you have in public affairs," he said.
.
In an analysis of the past session, Watkins said "the truth of
the matter is that the Kentucky
busineSs climate did take its
first beating in 10 years."
The main thrust of new and
FOUR CITED
Four persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Tuesday and Tuesday night.
They were one for driving while
tintoxicated, one for reckless
driving and no state inspectidri
sticker, one for improper
registration and no state inspection sticker, and one for
disregarding stop signs at 16th
and Main and Story" and
Meadow Lane, according to the
citation report&.

the

Middle School PTA
Plans Monday Meet

Special Program At

Mason's Chapel

Lions Club Has
Special Night
At Club House
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Howard Clay Gives Reasons For
His Candidacy For U.S. Senator

Q. How's your financing
...My idea of reducing taxes
By SY RAMSEY
A.„ :..I've really 'not asked is a little bit different. The way
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - is to increase personal ex- people to finance this campaign
Here are portions of a tape emptions for dependents from./or me and I do not have a firecorded interview with W. $675 this past year to $1,500. If nance chairman as such, but I
Howard Clay, a Republican would give each individual for do not expect to spend too
each dependent approitely much money in the primary.
candidate for the U.S. Senate.
Q. Since you live in LouisQ. Before you announced, had $155 ... They talk,about reveyou tried to talk with former nue sharing with states and ville, an area that would be
Gov. Louie Nunn about your cities. I think -there should be most affected by school busing
nd where it is possibly most
revenue, shailing with the
plans or tried to learn of his?
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
would you state your
sensitive,
Louie
with
tallsed
I
Yes,
A.
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
People('
Q. I take it then you don't re- views on it?
when we were honoring John
A. I certainly •am against
WEDNESDAY-MAY 10, 1972
Sherman Cooper after he an- gard either Nunn or Gable as
nounced his retirement from the friend of the middle income busing as a method of achieving racial balance in public
the U.S. Senate. After the cere- taxpayer?
A. Certainly not Gable and I schools. But being a former
monies I asked ( him): "Leine,
are you going to announce for think Louie Nunn has by his ac- schoolteacher and principal I'm
tions shown he is not a friend certainly for upgrading all
the Senate?"
How many times will the Administration be able to
I
and
me,
to
said
Louie
of the consumer as much as schools, whether they be in the
And
black section or in the mounlie to the press and public deliberately without losing
quote: Howard, I don't owe the Howard Clay is.
Q. You live in Jefferson tains of Kentucky.
its believability?
people of Kentucky a thing.
And I pledge I will do everyI've served my time and I do County and presumably hope to
That is the serious question rising after the
thing
in my power to bring the
you
Could
here.
Ron
inroads
run.
to
make
intend
not
Secretary
Press
House
disclosure that White
me
school system up
Kentucky
what
called
into
he
glimpse
week
a
next
us
give
The
Ziegler planted a "cover" to conceal Henry
from 4th in .the nation to at
me again you're doing?
told
and
office
my
at
Kissinger's four-day trip to Moscow last week.
A. The young people and the lea.st average.
he would not run and as a matZiegler made a point of telling newsmen that
ter of fact suggested some is- college people are working for
sues that I might use in my me.We are canvassing every
Kissinger and other White House advisers had gone
campaign.
Republican voter in Jefferson
to Camp David for talks with President Nixon. In
announced County ... although I'do live in
not
had
You
Q.
in
already
was
fact, Kissinger
yet?
Jefferson County I was born in Dear Editor:
last summer
Moscw.A
cover story also was invented
not announced. Then Johnson County and taught
had
I
A.
I need your help desperately
make
to
when Kissinger went to Communist China
I announced . . . and the next school ... was principal at with regard to the Cancer Act
that
In
country.
plans (:or the President's trip to that
night Louie Nunn called -me Paintsville when I was 21 ... It of 1971 which authorized $530
and said that he was thinking was my opinion I will carry ev- million for the Cancer Research
instance it could be justified on the grounds that
and
historic
a
up
about reconsidering, which was ery county in the 7th ditrict.
set
to
required
was
treat secrecy
Program beginning 1972. This
only (a few) days before the filhave an organization in act passed by the House and
also
I
visit.
al
confidenti
highly
then
ing date.
the 6th District and when I was Senate, supported by President
however, -the- same- reasoning - of -con• ... He. told me tie `was not running for attorney general Nixon and promised to the
well
so
not
seems
cealment for a sensitive mission
trying to influence me in any (in 1967) I ran without even a American People.
justified. The Nixon journey to Moscow next month
way. And I told him I had al- card or poster and every
However, the office of
LEDGER a TINES FILE
ismnsenrat and Kissinger's visit to Russia would be
ready announced and would be speech I made was for someone Management and Budget is filing.
else and still I ran ahead in the trying to cut the amount to $100
a likely preliminary entirely predictable. Why does
Randy Patterson is valedictorian and Phyllis
Q. Well, then do yon harbor primary. In my opinion I will million. We of course, realize,
It need to be so hush-hush? There may be good Gene Dowdy is salutatorian of the 1962 graduating
any resentment over the fact carry Fayette County and the should this' occur, will slow the
reason but so far it has not been offered.
you gay Nunn led you to believe 6th district.
School.
High
County
Calloway
of
class
cancer research programs
, The problem here is that lying to conceal some
be was out of the race and
I also know I will carry,Jef- tragically and delay the setting
second
ment
5:)rdnance
aviation
Lovett,
L.
CRAFT
Harry
C.
•
CARL
By
clandestine move or activity may become
after you committed yourself ferson County, which is the 3rd up of new cancer research
Associated Press Writer
class USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett,
his mind?
changed
District and makes up a great centers everywhere.
automatic—and used even when there is no need for
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Who
re-enlisted for six years in April at the Naval Air
A. I harbor no personal re- portion of the 4th District. So, it
hope!
still
is
panels
There
it. Other Presidents have lost their credibility and
advisory
what
knows
that is my opinion that I will win.
Station, Key West, Fla:
n William H.
shadows sentment because I feel
Congressma
bureaucratic
in
are
been hurt by it. We hope that doesn't happen to
The Murray High School Tigers beat Benton 4 to I whispering information in gov- anybody certainly is entitlecttn Q. Well,, would you say your Natcher is a key membec of the
President Nixon.—Tulsa (Okla.) World.
run. But I do feel that Louie state exposure definitely is less appropriations subcommittee
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HENDERSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Paul T. Henderson of Murray Route Tivo
are the parents of a baby girl,
Marian Bethanie, weighing six
pounds 13'.2 ounces, born on
Tuesday,May 2,at 5:3ft SIM at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Mark,age
two. The father has just
recently been discharged from
the United States Army.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Henderson of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross of
Paducah. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Ross of Murray Route Two.
MCALPIN BOY.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny McAlpin
of Sedalia are the parents of a
baby boy, Bradley Dane, born
on Wednesday, May 3, at the
Murray -Calloway' County
Hospital.

Dames Club Holds
Dinner Meeting At
The Southside

Dr. Samuel K. Dodson, Jr., minister of the First United
Methodist Church,spoke on "Helping Each Other To Be Human"
at the meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held Tuesday. At the right is Mrs. Jack Shell, program
chairman.

Kappa Department Hears Talk, 'Helping
Each Other To Be Human" by Dr. Dodson

The Kappa Department of the
MERRICK BOY
A baby boy, Michael James, Murray Woman's Club met
weighing seven pounds five Tuesday, May 2, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
ounces, was born to Mr. and
club house with Dr. Samuel-R.
Mrs. Willis G. Merrick of Cadiz
on Friday, May 5, at 8:02 a.m. Dodson, Jr., minister of the
at the Murray-Calloway County First United Methodist Church,
as speaker.
Hospital.
"Helping Each Other To Be
They
have another son,
Timothy Gene, age twenty-one Human" was the theme of Dr.
Dodson.'s talk. In dwlivering the
months. The father is employed
subject, he used the well known
at the Futrell Saw Mill, Cadiz.
Grandparents are Mr. and psychoanalyst, Dr. Carl
Rogers' book , "Helping Each
Mrs. W.H. Merrick and Mr. and
Other
To Be Human." He told
Mrs. Rex Boyd, all of Cadiz.
the group that "we are all
Great grandparents are Mr.
therapists—we can cause each
and Mrs. Oscar Boyd of Prinother to grow or to retreat from
cetia41•
life," In dealing.with others on
an individual basis, he said we
should be "consistently real",
that is be honest and not present
a facade of something we are
not: we can love, respect, and
become involved with the other
person; it is safe to really like
someone; we should allow
A breakfast on Saturday
ourselves to - like Someone
morning, April 22, at the
without trying to mold their
Holiday Inn honored Miss Ellen
attitudes
to fit our own; each
Leigh, fiance of Janies Iven
person is aware of their own
Armbruster, II.
faults and to point them out
The gracious hostesses for the
merely widens the ap of the
gala occasion were Mrs. George
relationship. In an environment
A. Hodge, Mrs. Robert Melugin,
where the above factors are
Mrs. Bobby McDowell, Mrs.
present, growth will occur.
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs.
Mrs. George Stockton, inLouis C. Ryan and Mrs. Clifton
troduced Dr. Dodson.
Cochran.
A business meeting followed
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
the program. Mrs. John Belt
Charles Leigh, mother of the
bride-to-be, Mrs. Robert R. announesid •the three
,.Sr grundinntheL of the
groom-elect, arid Mrs. Robert
D. Fry, all of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Miss Deborah Reeves of
Humbolt, Tenn., cousin of the
Harold White of Tampa, Fla.,
groom-elect, and one of Miss is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Leigh's chosen bridesmaids.
Amanda White, and his two
Miss Leigh was radiant brothers, Seiburn White and
wearing a lime green pants Porter White, all of Murray.
suits with white accessories.
Her white carnation corsage
Jessie Garland of Murray has
was a gift of the hostesses.
been a patient at Lourdes
A beautiful arrangement of Hospital, Paducah.
yellow chrysanthemums, pink
gladioli and white stock
Mrs. Eva Lee Hopkins of
adorned the tables from which Mayfield Route Seven will
fruit juice was served as the celebrateher 72nd birthday on
guests arrived and preceding Thursday, May 11.
the delicious breakfast. After
the twenty-six guests had eaten,
Hardie Adams of Mayfield
the hostesses presented Miss Route Seven will celebrate his
Leigh with an electric can 81st birthday on Thrusday, May
opener.
11.

Miss Ellen Leigh
Complimented At
Bridal Breakfast

1:),Lava
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McGuire-Linn Vows To Be Read

Moot 763-1111?

The last meeting of the spring
semester of the Murray State
University Dames Club was
held on Monday, May 1, with'
dinner at the Southside
Restaurant.
New officers for 1972-73
honored at the meeting were
Mrs.
Bruschi,
Barbara
president; Mrs. Terry Hallnski,
vice-president; Mrs. Sharon
Buckley,secretary; Mrs. Joyce
Hayes, treasurer; Mrs. Gale
Vinson, publicity; Mrs. Lucille
Arnold program..
The out-going officers for
1971-72 are Mrs. Diane Groves
president; Mrs. Linda Allen,
vice-president; Mrs. Barbara
Bruschi, secretary; Mrs. Joyce
Hayes, treasurer; Mrs. Margee
Fleenor, publicity; Mrs. Cindy
Wiley program; Mrs. Marilyn
Williamson, parliamentarian.
The Dames Club had a sue-

Mrs. David Hill
Honored At Shower
Here On Sunday
Approximately thirty people
responded to invitations to a
baby shower in honor of Mrs.
David Hill, on Sunday, April 30,
either- by. attending or sending
gifts.
Held in the Community Room
of the Murray Federal Savings
and Loan, the shower was given
by Mrs. Edward Russell and
Mrs. Jack Wagar.
Two games were played with
Mrs. Gerald Ray winning both
prizes. She presented both to
Mrs. Hill.
The refreshment table was
covered with a white cloth
designed with storks. The
centerpiece Consisted of a cart
holding a white and yellow
:cake with large yellow baby
shoes made of sugar on top.
Cake, with miniature sugar
baby shoes on each piece,
punch, and favors were Served
to each guest. The favors were
nut cups-filled with mints and a
stork decoration. Mrs. Randy
Cunningham and Miss Jane
Wagar served refreshments at
the event.
Wrs. Hill wore white knit
pants and a navy and white
stripped knit top for the occassion. She was presented a
corsage mude of blue and white
baby socks by the hostesses.

by the Murray Woman's Club at
the State Convention. Mrs.
Darold Keller announced that a
new cookbook is being compiled
and each member is' to have
their favorite recipe turned into
her by June 2. Mrs. M.D.'
Hassell announced that the
Land Between the Lakes Art
Miss Jennifer Renee McGuire
Fair, would be held June 24-25.
Mrs. R.E. Wyatt of Paducah and Albert McGliire, Jr. of
The members were asked to
Warren, Michigan, announce the engagement and approaching
support the sale of these crafts
marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Renee, to Eddie Dwain
and artwork.
Linn, oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Linn of Hazel.
As this was the_last meeting of •
The bride-elect will be a Lone Oak graduate in Ma and will be
the year, the outgoing officers
attending Murray State University this fall._
were recognized with a standing
The groom-elect is a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High
ovation. Mrs. Tommy Chrisp
School and is employed at Joe Todd Motor Sales, Murray.
presented Mrs. Bob Billington
The wedding will be soleniinized on Friday, June 30 at sevenwith a silver tray in recoantian
thirty o'clock in the-evening at the Lone Oak United Methaiiist
of her year as chairman of the
Church. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the
department. The officers and
church. All friends and relatives are invited.
committee chairmen for 1972-73
were announced by the new
chairman, Mrs. Glen Grogan.
1(e
;
.:_c
:
11..ti
7
1 pium7
v
ticulturist,
speaking
on
Hostesses for the eyening
"Landscaping". All members
Mrs.
Barbara
Bruschi
*ere Mesdames Bill Burnett,
and newcomers to the area are
A.R. Hatcher, Jack Shell, and cessfur
welcome.
spring semester. AcShroat,
Robert
E.
Hendon,
Charles. Hoke: Wednesday, May. 10— tivities included a spring tea on
Zlyde- ROberlS, and J.P Parker
•Iltay Apart" will-be observed
The ladies day luncheon will
Frbruary 20 to recruit new
as hostesses. Mrs. Margaret by the WSCS of Paris District of
be served at noon at the
members, and the money
the United Methodist Church at
making project of selling candy Calloway County Country Club Tidwell will be golf hostess.
Wesley United Methodist
Thursday, May 11
bars at Roses, Big K, and the with Mesdames Henry Holton,
Church, five miles north of
The
Homemakers
Dexter
Richard
Farrell,
Nat
Ryan
SUB helped with the spring
Fulton, from 9:30 a.m, to noon.
_
banquet on April 8 at Barkley Hughes, Palmer Peterson, Club will meet at the Dexter
Lodge, with the remainder to Gaylord Forrest, John Watson, Community Center at 9:30 a.m.
The Baptist Women of the
be used toward any community Lochie Hart, Eugene Flood,
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
' Richard Cullom, and Kenneth the World will meet at seven Elm Grove Baptist Church
for next fall.
projects
Miss Shelly Ann Ragan and
will meet at the church at 1:30
hostesses. Bridge p m at the WOW Hall.
Many interesting
William Don Nelson will be
p.m.
*bairmen
will be Mrs. Tip
married Saturday, May 27, at were presented during the year
- The Sunnyside Homemakers
p:cl_qcKin the ey_ehi at the on arts and crafts, drugs, Doran and Mrs. Jim Ed Club will meet at home of Mrs.
Friday , May 12
First Presbyterian Churc , 16th makeup-, candiemekulgi--etc. Th
!
,_ _North
Murray
DalIllyPh1
The Dames are hoping for
and—Win Streets
Ladies day luncheon will be
Homemakers Club will Meet at
semester
successful
-and-rail'
Friends and relatives- are
4,13e,hnnrip of Nfrc Ivan Ofillapci,1
served at noon a—Me-invited to attend the wedding at hope that more married women Country Club with Mesdames v, ill have a potluck supper at the 509 South 13th Street, at I:10
the church; and the reception to who are students or wives of Ben Grogan, Max Walker, new school's cafeteria at six— pin.
be held at the Holiday Inn students will come out next Bailey Gore, Darrell Dowdy. p
immediately following the semester to participate in the Edith Story, Bobby Dunn. Joe
Wagon
Welcome
The
The WMU of the Blood River
wedding. Invitations will be club, a club spokesman said.
Pat James, Rude!! Parks, Sam Netvcomers Club will meet at
Baptist Association will have a
sent to out of town guests only.
Cook, Hazel Berkley, Howard
MI p.m. at the First Christian
night meeting at the First
QE ITS APER ROL 11
Giles, Harry Furches, Don Church, 111 North 5th Street,
Miss Ragan is the daughter of
Baptist Church, Calvert City.
PLORI.V Ill 1API' After delis- Henry, Barbara Jeffrey, Eddie
;th Amos Tacke,tt, horMr. and Mrs. Robert R. Ragan, erinp
the morning. Peoria I.wrnal
San Mateo, California. She is a Star tor 27 rears. Mrs. Mars Rands uaaomiwspsswtzr7r,
:miwrrArar-,r---_._
junior at Murray State has risen up her three-mile paper
University and a member of route Mrs Bands started her ,arcer
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority. 'vt1,44 a, a temporary reptai.ement
for her youngest sott..and o.ntinued
Mr. Nelson is the son of Mrs .t, a regular for 41. customers. inAileene „Nelson of 1109 Elm dutbng delivers to the home, ot
la%Ners and hanker, I he •
Street, Murray, and the late
W.A. Nelson. He is presently sear -old Aoman. novi Is a g'and"
mother 01 eight. said that the ,,n1%
employed at the Murray time she missed makiniz delis ci e-.
Division of the Tappan Com- ske, brittl in 1965 'Allen her huspany.
band died

Ragan And Nelson

Wedding Vows To
Be Read May 27

oo on.,
/63-41147

FASHION
NOTES
k
Fashion Notes
Written by
JO CRASS
There is only one way to
travel in today's jet
age ...and
that's
L1GHT...That's why an airbourne suit of washable
polyester is a joy to wear
and a joy to
behold.
Tops continue to be tops
in fashion...They: are so
changed that your old need
be relegated -to the rage
bag..You've only to see the
halters, the low cuts, the
squared offs and the St.
Tropezes to know why.
Gals vacation minded
will find more awl more
swim
wear
ensembles...bikinis
paired
with short and long coats...aad, of course, maillots
mated to the same.
Here's something to clip
and paste where you see It
daily..:13ON'T
BE
A
SHEEP WHEN IT COMES
TO
FASHION...TAKE
THE BULL BY THE
HORNS -AND DARE TO
BE DIFFERENT.
Remember, fashion is
your best SOCIAL security.
Special purchase on
famous brand summer
sportswear, now on sale—
savings up to 50 percent.
the Happy Yellow Store
Is open till S:30 Ptioa.41st,
U11t:*
Fri;- - - - - - - -

Uffleicin s
HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
DOWNTOWN

MURRAY

L

Mother's Day
Special

The Thirsty Terries
at.Nites

For
BATH

30

BEACH
PATIO

r.

Only
Sir
• •OhalolliOAlo

Lux,.
dford
gal

The Happy Yellow Store

-3694
t Dusk

Murray, Ky.

Court Square „der
eef
evens

•
APINIMPOONIIV/

,
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,
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Marichal Loses Fifth Straight
Game; Headed For First Losing
Season Since Joining Giants

Kentucky League Registration
The Murray Colt Leig
—ui wilINoldiryouts and
registration Saturday, May 13, for boys ages 1516, according to Jerry Duncan, president. All
interested boys should be at the park at 3:00 p.m.
If unable to attend the registration, boys shotIld
call Duncan it 753-8581.

By BERT ROSENTHAL
Day's RBI single, before scorAfter Ken Singleton was purAssociated Press Sports Writer ing four times in the sixth with posely
passed, Day hit a
Juan Marichal never has had the help of four San Francisco grounder
to second baseman
a losing leason since joining errors.
Tito Fuentes. Fuentes booted
the San Francisco Giants in
Bob Bailey. opened the sixth the ball into right field, allow1960. Starting this season, he with a single and went to third ing
an -Spree ninners to store.
had the best winning per%viten Marichal fielded Mike Day the_u came home on an ercentage among active National Jorgensen
's bunt and threw the ror by Aortstop Chris Speier.
League pitchers with more than
ball into center field. Ron FairMeanwhile, M'ke Tprrez
one year of service, compiling
ly then lofted a fly ball to cen- checked the Giants on nine
a .670 mark on 221 victories
ter field. Bailey held third, but scattered hits for his second
and 109 losses.
ANAHEIM AP) - Even 000, was to be examined today
Jorgensen went to second when
He had pitched 50 shutouts, Dave Kingman bobbled Ken victory in two decisions, lowwhen they win, the Boston Red by Dr. Jules Rasinski, the Anering his ERA
in 252-3
tops among all active pitchers. Henderson
Sox lose.
gel team physician.
's relay throw.
innings.
He
had
the
third
best
RACKING
earned
'MEM UP: Les Taylor (left), Carbondale, admires his trophies for being chosen Most
Rallying from a 3-0 deficit,
Throughout his brilliant caChicago's Ferguson Jenkins,
run average • in major league
the Sox caught California with reer, Yaz has managed to Valuable Player in the Ohio Valley Conference and Outstanding Athlete at Murray State University.
winner of at least 20 games in
history,
a
2.94
mark,
Coach
Luther,
Cal
is
With
him
behind
athletic
director
at MSU. Taylor is a junior.
three sixth-inning runs Tuesday avoid serious injury.
each of the past five seasons,
Walter Johnson's 2.37 and Gro"I _dual think I've missed
night then beat the Angels-on-a
hiked his record to 3-2, stopping
ver Alexander's 2.56.
pinch-hit single by Bob Burda more than 15 games in the last
Cincinnati on five hits. He lost
Now,
Marichal
headed_
is
for
in the eighth.
seven years,” he said.
his shutout on Johnny Bench's
his first losing season. After
That was Boston's first
run-scoring single with two out
shutting
out
Houston
5-0
in
the
triumph in four games and only
in the ninth.
Giants' opening game, he has
No. 2 in the last riine games.
Earlier, Glenn Beckert and
lost five in a row, including a 7But Carl Yastrzemski, the suJim Hickman drove in two runs
1
decisiond
o
Montreal
Tuesday
per star outfielder, severely
A baitcasting workshop will apiece for the Cubs and Rick
night.
twisted his right knee while
be conducted at the City Park Monday collected four hits, inElsewhere in the National
scoring the first Boston run of
League, Chicago trounced Cin- beginning Thursday May Ilth at cluding a homer.
the ga,me in the sixth. His
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. I hope so."
Dock Ellis, making his first
Winless Fritz Peterson was cinnati 7-1, Pittsburgh trimmed 6:30 p.m., according to Bill
spikes caught in the shin guard
Tidrow couldn't have pitched saddled
Associated Press Sports Writer
with his fifth straight Atlanta 5-2, St. Louis edged Wells, director of the program. appearance since being sprayed .
of California catcher Art KushThe baseball -strike has been much better. He had a two-hit loss as the TWins
The workshop will last for with mace in. Cincinnati 4ast
scored three Houston 2-1, and Los Angeles at
nyer and he was forced to
over less than a month but here shutout with two out in the times in the second
eight
weeks and cover the Friday fiight during an incident
inning on a New Ybrk and San Diego It
-SAN FRANCISCO - Tito comes Cleveland's Tidrow ninth when Lou Piniella hoin
leave the game. •
following areas of spin casting, involving a stadium guaril,
'walk,
Bobby
Darwin's
double,
Philadelph
ia
were
Fuentes.
rained
Francisco
the
Sob
put.
-Gi- starting work earlier so he can ered for-Kansas City. After a
_ "I twisted the heck out-of it,"
open and closed face casting, Worked seven innings and corn-.
an infield out, singles _by. Phil..
A complete' collapse by the
Yastrzemski said after the ants' second baseman, is the stick around longer.
walk and a single, Steve Min-- Roof and
fly rasting
and
bined with Bruce Kison for a
Kaat and Cesar To- Giants' defense in the sixth ingame. "It's pretty wobbly right same at anything he does.
That may violate the basic. gori came on to get the -last var's double.
This workshop is being
six-hi
tter in Pittsburgh's victoWhen
talks
ning
helpd
he
sports
at
bansaddle
Marichal
ñällfTëant tell -now had It
niles_4_.nnionispi but Tidrow out.
The A's exploded for the big- with his rifth consecutive set- conducted aia part of the Title I ry over Atlanta.
is. We'll have to see about it quets, he'reihaivescent.IVUen won't complain if Tiii pre- ---Tidrovraiscrcietivered-ii-twe- program to develop prospective
They got support from
gest- twang in then fivc-yeau -hee177
he attacks a meal, it's with an
tomorrow."
cuuhztzunl
enthusiasm that flatters the scribed earlier warm-ups en- out single in the eighth inning. history in Oakland-10 runs in
The
Expos had nicked MariYastrzemski, the highest paid cook.
When he plays baseball, able him to pitch better ... and Del Unser followed with a the fourth -ad crushed the chal for a run in the third on particular area of outdoor Dave Cash. •
- player in the Americap League 'he
longer.
homer
Tuesday
Cleveland
for
and
night,
the
runs.
the
recreation.
Former Astro Scipio Spinks
shows the same fire..
Brewers in their opener.
John Boccabella's triple and
with an ábnuàl talaky of
For information, interested pitched a six-hitter for St. Louis
• The 28-year-old Havana, rookie right-hander..C.0me•wilh• _Piniella's home nut ended a
Jim Slaton and Frank Linzy Tim Foil's sacrifice fly and ansZOTetest
inningirby were
Cuba, infielder is typical of the in one.out of his first complete stibig Of 34'
victims at Angel other in•-the- fourth on Beets persons may contact Bill Holt at in stopping his ex-Houston
i15-141
(-ot-76Z625t-breed of infielder needed to game in the major leagues as the Cleveland pitching staff.
- —teammates: • — •
Mangual drove in three runs
• The White Sox - also ended a with a double
play on today's synthetic fields. the Indians shaded the Kansas
and sacrifice fly
skein of 34 scoreless innings and Dave
He has last reactions. He's City Royals 2-1. Duncan drove in two
Elsewhere in the American ... by their punchless hitters, with a single.
quick as a cat. So is shortstop
The wild inning
feague,
Detroit downed the not their pitchers. The two runs included a wild
Chris Speier, his double play
throw by Limy
partner.
Chicago White Sox 5-2, Min- they scored in the ninth inning on a bunt
by winning pitcher
-We are both fast infield- nesota beat the New York Yan- were too little and too late to Ken
Holtzman and an ensuing
ers," Tito says,"and AstroTurf kees 4-2, Oakland swept a twi- prevent their third consecutive
wild
throw from right fidlder
is made for fast infielders.
;lighter from Milwaukee 10-2 setback.
Thurs., Fri„ Sat, & Sun.- May 11th, 12th, 13th, & 14th.
Billy Conigliaro enabling
(two
-If you're not fast, you don't and 3-0 and Boston edged CaliEd Brinkman's run-scoring basenumers and Holtzman
to
jar iirst
By4ikar
Janpe inBraile_
ndonfpotitre_e make your living on AstroTurf fornia 4-3. Texas and Baltimore single and pitcher Joe Colecircle the bases.
Jesse Ladd,77, Reidland, took because you can't move and the were rained out.
man's suicide squeeze bunt
George Scott and Curt Motton
the lead and held it all UWàj ball-is-going-to.-be_ through the
Tidrow, a 6-foot-4, 210-pound- gave the Tigers a 2-0 lead in. homered for
the Brewers, but
hole every time.
er who will be 24 on Sunday, the seventh inning;They added they were blanked
in the night- -Stitt% is- ib
.raCe at Keeling Stock track
rivetthe
Norm
eighth-on
in
on five hits by Blue MOO
Saturday night. Ladd also took consider myself a last infield- earlier than usual
Cash's
RBI single and two in Odom and Rollie
Tuesday
Fingers. The
..;7firSt in the iiuiners race and er, so we adjust beautifully to
the ninth on a single by Aurelio A's got
_
night
all their runs in the
tied with Paul Hogue, 88, AstroTurf."
"His
Rodriguez
problem
was
and
Bill
Freehan's
the
first
or
On paper, these words may
fifth on a three-base -eriiir by
Metropolis, for the top time,
sound boastful. The reader second inning," explained man- infield out.
left fielder Joe Lahoud, Bobby
both getting 22.45 seconds.
•
should not take them that way. ager Ken Aspromonte. "He
Minnesota
's Jim Kaat, the Brooks' infield hit and Mike
Junior Keeling, 99, Paducah, Tito is not boastful and when he never had that trouble before. American league's winningest Epstein's two-run single.
was the winner of the first heat talks about fielding his state- It had to be in his warm-ups. active pitcher, posted his 171st
The Red Sox trailed the Anments do not leave him in a So we started early. Spahn career triumph
and -Jerry English, 6, Brienwith help from gels 3-0--Bob Oliver homered
(pitching
boastful
coach
Warren Spahn) Wayne Granger
manner nor impress
sburg, posted his first win of the
in the ninth as for one California run-but tied
stayed right with him and he the
season in the second. Bill the listener that way.
Twins downed the Yankees the score with three in the
Vito goes on, explaining an- threw hard for 25 minutes end despite New York
.Duncan, 6, Evansville, was
homers by sixth, two on Carlton Fisk's
other interesting point. "You we brought him right into the
_winner of the third heat.
can be fast running the bases, game. Maybe that's the secret. Felipe Alou and Thurman Mun- double, and snapped their
son.
three-game losing streak on
and you can be slow in the field.
TUP TIMERS
Bob Burda's run-scoring pinch
-Chris
is-not
as
fast
running
the
Jesse Ladd, 22.45, Paul
single
in the eighth.
bases,
but
he's
fast
when you
Hogue, 22.45, Bobby English,
talk about quickness needed to
22.53, Bill Duncan, 22.90.
charge the ball and also the
range he's got.
FIRST HEAT
I wonder," he said, gazing
Junior Keeling, Bill Hay, Bob
-'Calhoun, Kenny Yates, Joe into the distance, when they
make all the stadiums out of
Sellars.
this turf, it's going to be very
SECOND HEAT
Jerry English, Melvin hard for the slow guys because
Woodford, Roy Rodgers. Jesse they cannot make a living on
it
Ladd, Rudy Collier.
-It took me a while to adLOSERS RACE
just." Tito said, referring to
Bill Duncan, Charles Jetts, 1971, the first year his home
John McElrath, Johnny Allen, Candlestick Park had an AstroWASHINGTON (AP)- Two
* Raymond Rodgers.
Turf playing surface. He found
economists said Tuesday it was
that -the ball comes to you
WINNERS RACE
By MIKE HARRIS
and you get this far, it's just impossible to determine how
Jesse Ladd, Melvin Wood- faster. and I always had the
ford, Jerry English, Bob tendency-to charge the ball. So Associated Press Sports Writer how you play the game, each much profit a professidnal basINDIANAPOLIS, Ind.(AP)-- game."
ketball team is making without
1 was charging the ball on the
Calhoun, Kenny Yates.
The
more detailed information on
home
AstroTurf,
court
and
advantage
it
didn't
work,
FEATURE RACE
Both coaches said the key to the club owner.
Jesse Ladd, Bobby Enash, so after one week and a half. I doesn't seem to mean much to
"Because of the differences
.One lean beef BURGER CHEF hamburger is very
Bill Duncan,Jerry English, Bob adjusted myself to wait for the the New York Nets and the In- ' Tuesday night's New York victory was the play of the rets' in practice among teams in
-Calhoun, Roy Radgers, Kenny ball and l_was successful after diana Pacers.
good. Add a lean beef cheeseburger and you've got
trim_
. .
guards, particularly Bill Mel- how the owners take their prof_,
Yates. Charles Jetts.
Both teams won upset vic- chionni.
a
santhtich that'awice as good.
-But I like to play on 'Astroits, -end 'beeause of the 'diffitories on their opponent's
Turf."
culties
with
Broil both burgers'IA el -an open flame.Top them
the
data,
the
stated
Melchionni, who missed more
Tito finds that not all artifi- courts to move into the Ameribook profit figures-are virtually
off
with
than
a generous helping of fresh lettuce and
a
month
of
the
regular meaningle
cial playing surfaces are the can Basketball Association
ss," Roger Noll and
BURGER CHEF'S special sauce. And you've
championship playoff, now tied season with a broken bone in Benjamin Okner
same.
got a meal
told the Senate
his leg, hit 10 Of 18 shots from
•.There is a difference in my at one game apiece.
of
a
sandwic
h.
antitrust and monopoly subOur
gig
Shef.
the
field
and
six
of eight from
opinion the one I like the most
The Nets tied it here Tuesday the free throw line to total -26 committee.
Come over and order a Big Shef today. Let
is Pittsburgh," Tito says, "beAppearing briefly to answer
night
with a 117-115 victory points. He scored 17 in the sec'BURGER CHEF prove how good a meal of a sandwic
cause Fiitsburgh is not really
h
questions on testimony given
AstroTusf. but it's a carpet. over the Pacers. The victory ond half.
..an
be.
week,
last
the
economist
s,
on
came*
despite
a
scorching
rally
The ball doesn't bounce as
Rookie John Roche hit eight leave from the, Brookings Inhigh. San Francisco balls in which Indiana scored 16
in OM In Ea MI
of 15 field goal attempts, in- Stitutien, said an owner's salabounce very high. Houston straight points.
----1
cluding a three-pointer and ry and the use of an automoTHE CLEAN
does, too. I don't believe Cinwound
up
with
New
18
points.
bile,
if
provided
the
series
by
the
moves to New
HAIR SPRAY
club,
cinnati bounces as high."
OUR BANQUET ON A BUN
should be looked on as part of a
THAT HOLDS. _ Artificial turfs help infield- York for the third game(Friday
Rick
Barry
was
the
game's
-night
profits.
team's
and
the
fourth
Monday
ers,
Tito
says.
Regularly 2 for 51 10
"The ball must
/„A GIVES YOU
high scorer with 29 points, inThey said most of the teams
take an honest hop to you and night However, neither coach cluding
2 lot
PURE HOLD,
10
in
the
final
period;
in the American Basketball Asyou can pick your own hop -- - feels the home court advantage
His
basket
with
25
seconds
reCLEAR HOLD
Pow
sociation and the National Bas"Before, sometimes the ball will be any more for New York
maining won the game. He
THAT DRIES
took a funny hop and you don't that it wa,s for Indiana.
ketball Association are making
added a free throw with three money,
know what to do Now, you're
CLEAN.
and only "a handful of
Pacer coach Bob Leonard seconds left.
more secure. When the hall
teams" in the ABA are in danviith this coupon
said,
"We're going to have to
comes to you, you know what
ger of going under. But these
Center
Bill
Paultz
13 oz
chipped
in
1310 Main St., Murray, Ky.
kind of hop it's going to take. go out there and win a ball 18 points and 15
rebounds for teams,they said, couldn't makc
You know if you can charge or game or two. It's a five-game the winners.
Coupon Good thro May 14th 19/2
money if the players played for
series."
play back."
free because of a lack of atRegular.
11111
11111
The problem comes in
NO 11111
111111
The Pacers were tell by Ro- tendance combined with high
He added,"Somebody's going
Extra Hold,
making
the change from ersatz to have to win
Unscented
ger
Brown
and
,overhead
George
.
three
out
of
grass to the real thing and dirt five.''
McGinnis with 22 each and
Sen. Sam F:rvin, D-N.C.,
infields .„
.
kredgie Lewis with 21. chairman of the subconimittee
The infielder undergoes an
Lou Carnesecca, Nets coach; Mcinnis, who had 11'
hearings an -a bill that
Erg
adjustment period and -by the said, "It's all even now, and I rebounds,'
got in foul trouble, would allow the two leagues to
YOUR KEV to vok
urne ysai make the adjustment don't see where going
home is early in the fourth period and merge, said the subcommittee
yrgi re leavina the city.- Tito
516 Main Street
going to be any big advantage. eat out the last 10 minutes of would adjourn subject
to recall
says
to us. When Lou play Indiana the game.
by the,11111111fitrt. -

Yastrzemski Injured
In Boston Triumph

Baitcasting
Workshop To
Be Conducted

Cleveland Downs Kansas City;
Fuentes Tidrow Nearly
Finishes Game
has lots
of fire

Jesse Ladd
Wins Race
At Keeling

Manager's Special
Special Good

Big Shef:
mealofa
sandwich.

Nets Tie Playoff

Series With Pacers

Economists
Testify On
Pro Profits
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Rangers Upset Bruins'
Plans For Celebration

Colt League Registration
•v

4

The Kentucky League for boys ages 10-12 will
hold registration at the City Park Saturday, May
. 13, according to Tommy Walker, president.
-1 Registration wilkbe heklat 10:00a.m.BoyamPt
meet the age requirements as of August 1, 1972.
was ptu•hit a
baseman
booted
Id, allowto store.
on an erSpeier.
Torrez
on nine
second
ons, lowin 25 2-3
Jenkins,
games in
seasons,
,stopping
. He lost
y Bench's
th two out
kert and
two runs
and Rick
hits, inhis first
sprayed
nnati last
n incident
guard,
and corn-,
n for a
gh's victort

from

pio Spinks
r St. Louis
x-Houston

Willie Mays Trade
Rumor Cools,Tuesdqy
NEW YORK ( API — Willie
The Mets said Tuesday that
Mays apparently won't be com- the San Francisco_ Giants' asking to New York after all—at ing price was simpty too high.
least not in a New York Mets
"They want players, not monuniform.
ey," said M. Donald Grant, the
Mets' b6ard chairman. "I told
them it was improbable the
Smith Wins In
Mets could provide the personBritish Teurney
nel they need."
Thusthe rumored prospective
BOURNEMOUTH, England
(AP) — Stan Smith stumbled deal for one of baseball's superthrough two sets at the start of stars was cooled in a day.
- his British tennis campaign beThe Giants reportedly asked
fore settling down to take com- for infielder Ted Martinez and
mand in the tiirst round of the one of two pitchers, either John
British Hard Courts champion- Matlack or Jim McAndrew.
ships.
The Mets wanted to give the
"I found it difficult to settle Giants money instead of playdosvn to the pace of the court," ers.
said the soldier from Pasadena,
Grant, however, did not comCalif.
pletely close the door on a posSmith had to ge to 7-5 to beat sible trade.
Alan McDonald in the first set, "I asked Giant owner Horace
then lost the second 7-5. But Stoneham to set up a meeting
America's hope for the Wimble- with Mays, himself, and our
don-crown then found his form people," Grant said. "He promand finished off the former ised to do so. He said he will
Australian junior champion 6-0, call me as soon as he reaches
_6-3 Tuesday.
Mays. So, I won't know anyWhile the men played. their—thing- untilWednesday:'
rain-delayed first round, the _Grant said that he "wanted
women moved into the second to make sure that Mays wants
round, with Wimbledon queen to come here. The most imporonlof Australia tant thing to be developed beXvonne
6i-ef foreallylurther-talits are-Will...
an easy 6-1, 6-4 victorMaria Guzman of Equador.
ie's reaction to coming to the
Britain's top-ranked women's Mets and the conditions atplayer, Virginia Wade, ousted tached to such a move."
Patti Hogan of La Jolla, Calif.,
Mays said he wouldn't mind
6-0, 6-0 in another second-round closing out his playing career
match, but Winnie Shaw, anoth- in New York, but was annoyed
er Briton, forfeited to Mrs. at the way the situation has
Jaime Pinto-Bravo of Chile at been handled.
5-1 of the first set.
"I don't want to embarass
Sharon Walsh of San Rafael, the Giants," the 41-year-old
Calif., defeated Lance Rous- center fielder said in Montreal,
souw of South Africa 6-3, 641 where he was with the team for
and fifth-ranked Jim Connors of a game. "But it seems that
advanced with a they feel differently about it. I
Ileville,
44, 6-2, te4,,W,
think 1d_eserve a lot more retriumph over Stephen Warboys, spect from them than someone
teen-age memberpf the British else. That's how I feel. I don't
Davis Cup squad.
'know how other people feel."

THREE IN A ROW--BM Schweitzer, right, a junior at Murray State University, is presented a
certificate of membership in the National Rifle Association's MI-America Rifle Team by First
District Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield. Schweitzer has been named All-American for three
years straight. A chemistry major, he is the son of E.II. Schweitzer of 831 St. Joseph St., Lancaster,
Pa.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Ray Murphy Battles
To Recover From
Crippling Accident
-A lot of things that didn't
TULSA, Okla. (API — Ray
Murphy can't forget April 11, Seem important before do
now," he says.
1970.
The former Oklahoina SMte
"Anything," he said with
wrestling star, then a graduate
student, was competing in an smile. "Just breathing."
can breathe by himself
independent,
for only two hours a a
ment.
"I got picked up and put -The rest of his time is spent
down on the side of my head." with a respirator machine.
• But even that's progress.
Murphy recalls.
- He has spent -the last two -"That started from nothing"
years in bed—paralyzed from -Ray' Murphy Sr.,- -his - father,
•
the neck down—because of the noted.
'They said the longest anyaccident.
one had lived with the breath"I was never unconcscious. ing machine was 12 months
After they got me to the hospi- Then they started talking about
tal, they doped me up pretty 18 Months, then 24 months.
good, but I remember pretty
"He has broken all the known
much what went on."
records for breathing. So
Murphy fought hard to get maybe he'll break the others."
onto the wrestling team at OSU
Many who never heard of
and wound up his collegiate ca- Ray before have joined his
reer with a second-place finish fight.
in the 145-pound weight division
Somewhere in the neighborof the NCAA Tournament in hood of $50,000 has been raised
1969.
to defray Ray's medical exBut . he's battling a bigger penses—thought to be around
fight now.
8100,000 so far.

Complete Effects Of Baseball
Walkout Not Fully Known Yet

Signs For West _
LUBBOCK, Tex. 1AP) -Southern Methodist's versatile
Gary Hammond, drafted by the
New York Jets of the National
Football League, has signed to
play for the West in the
Coaches All-America Football
Game June 24th in Jones Stadium.

Rangers Greeted
NEW YORK t AP — Close to
_York Rangers at LaGuardia
Airport early today when their
arrived Irons
Boston after they beat the
Bruins 3-2 in the fifth game of
the Stanley cup FrockeY playoffs
Tuesday night. Boston leads the
best-of-7 series 3-2 with the
sixth- gaine"- 'here- Thursdify
gight.

—The beginning_of negotiations on new contracts will be
the determining factor in
whether the recriminations of
The past can be forgotten and
turned to future advantage.
—There has been a call, by
Minnesota owner Cal Griffith,
for an earlier beginning of contract negotiations, possibly as
early as June, so that the brink
isn't reached as quickly as it
was this year.
—There has been a call, by
Oakland owner Charles 0. Finley, to offset any damage to the
game by the strike with the institution of changes to make
the sport "more interesting and
entertaining."
The problem of the drop-off
in attendance is major, but an
optimistic outlook comes from
Commissioner _ Bowie Kuhn,
who uses measuring stick that
shows average per date attendance up 12 per cent.
"If you take the point where
the season started this year
and compare it with a comparable period last season (two
weeks into the season), at-.
tendance is up 12 per cent. And
that's despite some above
average weather problems."
No one, however, contends
there hasn't been a negative rection by the faas.
"The baseball public found
the strike distasteful ,and unfortunate," said Mike Burke,
president of the New York Yankees. "What the long range effect would be, I don't know.
But, if by the middle of June,
attendance hasn't picked up,
I'd be concerned.
That the fans have found the
Players off base—whether
rightly or wrongly—seems evident from several incidents,
such as the booing of popular
Brooks Robinson at Baltimore
and the Reds in Cincinnati.
Marvin Miller, executive director of the Players' Assocition, sees the fan response to

the players as a -natural reaction of_the owners' propaganda
during the strike.
"A number of owners didn't
realize 'til too late what they
were doing," Miller said.
"Where management runs its
players down in a normal business, it has no important effect
on sales of its product. But
when it runs down its product
in baseball—where the players
are Ihe product—I'd be surprised if there wasn't some impact."
Whether it's a reaction to the
players, poor weather or whatever, the fact is St. Louis, San
Diego and Texas have been
hard hit.
Cardinal president August
Busch has hinted at a possible
sale of the club. The Padres
have not been .averaging the
19,000fthey say- they need tilTre.
main in
an Diego., The
Rangers' attendance in their
new Texas home compares unfavorably with what they were
drawing at this stage of the
1971 season in Washington. "
Finley'is hopeful of a return
to normal—but even as the
Oakland owner hopes for that
he 'pushes for change.
"I think the time is ripe now
to make plans for 1973 for steps
to improve the game." Finley
said.
Finley's methods for winning
fans back include inter-league
play between the American and'
National leagues and the use of
a pinch hitter for the pitcher
without his being taken out of
the game.
What's on everyone's mind is
whether negotiations will be
conducted differently that in
the past, the past hopefully contributing to a sounder future.
"I would hope both the players' association and the clubs
approach negotiations with
greater care' and delicacy,"
Said Burke. "Both sides were
guilty of being rather Cavalier.

I would hope we are all a little
more determined to use our
heads and not get trapped
again, including Miller."

Major League
Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (35 at bats) To
Ian, Cin, .410; Cedeno, HIn.
.403.
RUNS—Morgan, Cm, it.
Bonds, SF, 18; Tolan, Cin, 17,
W.Davis, LA, 17.
RUNS BATTED IN--Kmq
man, SF, 22; Tolan, Cin, 20
HITS—Tolan, Cm, 32; Sang
uillen, Pgh, 30; Bonds, SF 30
ph,.
DOUBLES—Montarlez,
8; Tolan, Cin, 7.
3.
Co.
TRIPLES—Tolan,
Bonds, SF, 3; Kingrnan, SF. 3
HOME RUN,S—H.Aaron Aft,
6; Wynn, NM 6;"-Colbert. SD.
6; Kingman, SF, 6.
,IL
STOLEN BASES—Brock.'
_.9; Morgan, Cin, 9; Tolan c , r1
PITCHING (2 Decis,on'.'
J Ray, Htn, AO, 1 000, 276. Sot
G 42.
ton,
LA, 40, 1.000,
McDowell. SF, 40., 1000.45
Marshall, Mon, 30, 1 000 1 74
Matlack, NY, 3 0, 1.000 1 42
Champion, Phi, 30, 1.000. 2 I.3.
Cleveland, StL, 30, 1.000,7 77 .
Nolan, Cin, 30. 1000. 295
STRIKEOUTS Carlton.
56; Seaver, NY, 41

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (35 at ba..
Braun, Min, .417, P.Kelly. I.
367
RUNS--Harper,
Bsn.
12.
A.ROdrigue7. Det, 12, Jovar,
Min, 12.
RUNS BATTED IN Darwin,
Min, 20; Cash, Del, 15
HITS Piniella,
KC,
26.
Thompson, Mn. 24
DOUBLES D.Johnson,
Bal,
7, F4sk, Bsn, 6, Aparicio, Bsn,
6. Nettles, Cle, 6; Freehan,
Del, 6. Pinson, Cal, 6. Thomp
son, Min, 6
TRIPLES McCraw, Cie. 2.
Det, 2, Michael, NY. 2,
P Kelly, Chi. 2, Brye, Mn. 2;
Bando. Oak. 2
HOME RUNS Darwin. Min:
6. Cash, Det, 5
STOLEN
BASES D Nelson,
Tex, 8, McCraw, Cle, 6
• PITCHING (2 Decisions)
Kaat, Min. 30, 1 00(1,
I 71,
° R Woodson. Min. 3 0. I 000,
2 13, Locker, Oak, 2 0 I 000,
000

STRIKEOUTS. Coleman
Del, 40,'Lolich, Det. it

key came in the second period, Francis in the finale.
when the Rangers managed to
The little winger tied the 4:
brolie_olf_soston
spite a trail-_ score
maliiisadvimta
de.while
halt the Bruins ge
shot 1
routineFAdie
when his _nos_
2.1_
The Bruins enjoyed a 5-3 advantage in skaters for one nunute and 29 seconds but were
unable to add to their lead because of the defensive play of
Dale Rolfe, _Brad Park and
Bruce MacGregor and the goaltending ot Gilles Villemure.
Rousseau, held scoreless for
22 consecutive games against
Boston and kept on the bench,
except for power plays, for two
periods, was unleashed by

Johnston's left arm and
trickled into the net at 2:56 of
the
it period. Then he
scored &O game winner at
12:45, taking a pass from Ted
Irvine and beating Johnston on.:
a deflected shot,-

Pro Hockey
Playoffs

Bpys

ing

.Cavaliers 17, Lakers 14
Bucks 26, Cougars 26
Girls

Aztec Eagle

06.28aed
05 10-72
r077r czzceeee136
Pro Basketball Playoffs
By The Associated Press
ABA
Championship
Tuesday's Result
New York 117, Indiana 115,

the Aztec Eagle Tuesday to Avery Brundage of Chicago, president of the International Olympic Committee, for his services
to the nation in connection with
the 1968 Siiiiirner Olympics.

years, New York Coach Eniire---be5+1* Friday's): Game'- ‘—
Francis Smiled and said:
Indiana at New York
Monday's Game
-There's,
lacuortaw
AsjoKA, Minn (API —
for us. We have to win every
Irult"
Ta
huat
rsci
-Paie
y,
w—M
V4
a
;
k18
Trials for the 1972 U.S. Olympic
New York at Indiana
game. As for beating Boston
three in a row, see me Sunday
York,
"
4"
Indiattu;1
ewmil
:
i y, after
afternoon and I'll let you noon, if necessary, national TV Anoka High Schoollilate_ne_
month. Freestyle tryouts will '
know,.:'
Seventh -game. New York at
be held June 22-24 and Greco.
lloth -Franeis -. and - Boston.,_.
-WrestlIng
lianterain
. w • be bald
- at
:
k6-2
Coach Tom Johnson agreed the —pending

GIFT!

For First
Friday
To Come in

Abp.

Middle School
Intramurals

_
- — -Team Na-1,8,,Ne. _L6 _
Championship
Tuesday's Result
Tean No. 5, 12, No. 3, 10
New York 3, Boston 2, Boston
leads best-of-7 series, 32.
Thursday's Game
Boston at New York
Sunday's Game
MEXICO CITY (AP) — The
New York at Boston, after
noon, national TV,, if necessary
Mexican government awarded

A FREE

50 Mothers
Saturday
at

wanns Market
Bush's

Bush's

APPLE SAUCE
3 for 696
3 for 57'

All

"Green
Beans
lora*

4•11.•

By MIKE RATHET .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball has been damaged hy__the
first general•strike in its his':
tory—a fact reflected by a decrease in attendance and a corresponding lowering of the esteem in which the players are
held by the fans who foot the
bill.
But any complete analysis of
the effect of the strike on the
sport awaits two dates:
The first is the beginning of
June, when baseball weather is
guaranteed and post-season
playoffs in other sports have
ended, enabling all involved to
get a closer look at the reasons
behind a' dropoff in major
league attendance of more than
300
-cond date probably will
come after the World SAies,
but could come earlier, depending on when new negotiations
begin on both the sticky pension issue that provoked the
strike and the entire general
agreement.
The decline in attendance and
player esteem plus the question
of what happens 'in the future
were,the major points coming
out of Associated Press study
of the effects of the strike on
the game, its players and its
leaders.
That study showed:
—Major league attendance is
down 316,722 compared with the
-Same number of playing dates
last year; it is down more than
that in the American League
alone, with the National showing a slight increase.
—The attendance fallout possibly could affect the future of
three clubs: St. Louis, San
Diego and Texas.
—'The June target date will
more clearly show whether the
dropoff in attendance will be a
continuing factor, which naturally would cause considerable
concern. .
P

By DAVE O'HARA . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The stage
was' Set16-(11- tog- celebration.The champagne was well
chilled, the Stanley Cup presentation ceremonies were outlined, and cameramen were
warned to photograph "only appropriately dressed" players in
the Boston dressing room.
Then the New York Rangers,
playing a role of gate crashers,
ruined the Bruins' party, at
least postponing it for another
48 linuirs.- The Buins were within just 20
minutes, one period, of whooping it up and either sipping.the
traditional bubbly or dousing
each other with it. However,
the Rangers rallied and edged
the Bruins 3-2 on a pair of third
period
goals
by
Bobby
Rousseau Tuesday night, Sending the National Hockey
hi
fopr playoffs
Le
bacakgutell
o NCliaewmYPoi°rnsk
sixth
game Thursday.
Down 3-1 in the best-of-seven
series and virtually written off
by virtually everyone except
themselves, the Rangers
stunned the Bruins, although
out-shot by Boston by a 38-26
margin.
Asked if the Rankers, who
defeated Boston only once in
six regular season games,
c
ooui
w lrd fir
in_c
wisnt _tii
aap
row
. tr4'ee
in for
410ey
n

ASPARAGUS
79'
Del Monte
ALL GREEN

CRACKERS

1 -lb.

39'

303 can

CRACKERS

29'

Green Giant

Chicken of the Sea

3"
cans

TUNA

303 can

35'

Campbell's

39t

Keebler GRAHAM

PEAS

LIMAS

9

lire hero

Kraft Low Calorie Dressings

Del Monte

Green Giant

hnift Salad Dar,

All Jersey
LEMON or ORANGE
Gal

CORN
27'

DRINK 596
Reddi Whip

33t

Niblets
12 oz

'
$1

•

masa

27'
Colonial
Dinner Time
Butter

Colonial
Angel Food

49'
jar

—

1 lb

CAKES
49'

BISCUIT
39'

MEATS

TOMATO JUICE
TOPPING
6 pak
556
39'
PRODUCE —
Home Grown

Armour's Frozen

t 494
Hers
Bryan Canned
3 lb $299
Hams
MUSTARD or TURNIP GREENS lb 20' Leon
Indian River
Minute Steaks ib98;
ea 10'
GRAPEFRUIT
lb 674
1 4 Pork Loin
RADISHES - GREEN ONIONS - LETTUCE4 /
Matchless Bacon
COUPON
05

TOWARD THE PURCHASE
Of
3 Oz
REGULAR

WORTH

Lipton

INSTANT TEA

FROZEN FOOD

ONIONS,Chopped bag 291 MIXED FRUIT 448
Redeemapie only at SWANNS MARKET
RED RASPBERRIES 44' LEAF SPINACH
1,;r:ria 4m:42.1,9:***************1 BRUSSEL
SPROUTS 34'
19'
Limit one per family

t 14 if

hll

Churches develop
programs for aged

AID

TO AIM— Worker views brass gears made
for cobalt therapy unit at Cleveland plant. Such gears swing
a 2500 pound housing acid collimator to aim radiation.

Parks Department Won't
Lease Public Campsites
•

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - may be a complete change
of
The Parks Department will not
attitude."
lease campsites to private inHe disclosed that one of the
terests in the foreseeable fuboat docks at a state park
ture,
Commissioner
Ewart
which had been leased by the
kinnson said Monday.
GOP administration has rever"It's been Talirn7TeSsfutts•
isesorne states
. but _in Ken- operateeeLijust didn't pay their
tucky I just don't think _we're
bills."
ready for it," he said. "it'emy
Another 'operator -who
suggestion to Gov ( Wendell) son said acquired
his dock in
Ford that we remain as we
the regime's closing days simply' asked tlie .state to take it
Johnson, an official in a
back.
Democratic_ _ _administration,
Johnson
estimated the park
.
.
thereby officialle,took a view
system contains Ante 1,900
former Re- camping sites with
aPrmitP to that
widely varpublican Gov. Louie B. Nunn, ying
accomodations. He said it
who had endorsed leasing. of is too
late to build new sites for
sicksides to developers.
the coming summer.
In fact, one site-at Xentocky
The commissioner implied
Village State Park was leased a
that the previous adminisfew days before the GOP re- tration
had over-promoted or
gime ended last fall.
overpromised facilities for at
"1 don't think it's wise to get least
two parks: Big Bone Lick
Outside the control- of the parks in
Northern Kentucky and E.P.
system," Johnson said. -We Sawyer
Park in Jefferson Counmight lease it to ( someone r ty.
down thilleroad_ whn.ie not run"It's a terrible_ thing for _me
it rignto ... and we get to sit
here and say that not
black eye ... because much
exists at Big Bone Lick)
people say 'that's part of the now,"
he said. -It has one of
Parks Department ..."'
the lowest occupancy rates of
The commissioner acknowlany campground-! think 18
edged there have been some
per cent.
complaints from private camp"We've learned this much:
ing grounds owners," but our
campers won't say in any area
intention is to help them, not
if i there's nothing there to atput them out of business."
tract them. That's exactly what
Johnson recalled that private
happened to Big Bone."
industry became upset long ago
He said his agency is proposwhen the first state park was ing
a swimming pool and 'disestablished and now realizes
play of prehistoric animals. But
that without the state-operated
as for the projected display of
system tourism would not have
bones, "I'm told most of these
reached its current peak.
bones are in Nebraska."
He added the department
The planned boat marina will
does not plan to compete with
be dropped because it is too difor undermine private busaiess.
ficult to built and probably
"We're not going to sell
would not pay its- way, he said.
(reran our uarnpgrounds at a
As for the new Jefferson
cut rate price," he said. "If we
Park, Johnson said: "We're
haVe a hookup for water and
talking about spending a milelectricity at the site, you're
lion dollars like someone's talkgoing to have to pay more moning about buying a necktie" in
ey_foe
reference to previous designs.
As to how long the public
The Parks Department halted
campgrounds policy would conconstruction there-"it was no
tinue. Johnson commented durtrouble to halt, nothing was
ing a television interview:
being done," JoteiSon said-and
"Who knows what's going to
is expected shortly to announce
happen two years from now" It its
revised program.

a

Crossword Puzzle
' 1 100 000
-- rupees
.
Drminsit.es
9 Bone ni body
12 Time gone by
13 Wide awake
14 Period of time
15 Precious stone
16 Look fixedly
37 Container
18 Stroke
20 Numbers game
72 Shaded 'walk
24 Pronoun
25 Plaster
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about Social Security, retirement Atones, .and
nursing homes. The Church of
the Brethren, for example,
serves its elderly population
mainly through 21. homes for
the aging and two hospitals.
The Presbyterian Church in
the U.S. kSouth) has developed
34 retirement and nursing
homes and is building or planning 14 more. More than 11,000
older adults are housed in facilities related to the United Presbyterian Church, while 30,000
live in more than 170 Methodist
homes for the aged. Other denominations maintain similar„
facilities.
But such services reach only
a small proportion of the older
population.
With that in mind, and
spurred by the recent White
House Conference on Aging, religioue bodies are encouraging
their
congregations
to
strengthen local Programs of
ministering to.,the aged.
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FROM TfrfE KING OF VALUES

BODY SHIRT

97
Compare at
2.39

JEANS

33

Sleeveless nylon stretch body
shirt has crew neck, back zip,
3 gripper reinforced crotch.
New summer colors. Small,
medium, large.

Compare at
6.99

T-SHIRT

vonable doub e
needle or 10Y2-oz. bull
denim jeans with zip
closings.
button
Of
Flare leg, bisen pockets, belt loops. White
only. Jr. sizes 5-15

Compare at 2.49

Get in on the fashion rage
with a short sleeve grey cotton knit tee shirt flocked with
"I Can't Believe I Ate That
Whole Thing". S-M-L-XL.'
serassreaare-sew
-ve..es.-Wie___sse-orWe-_..oie--'sealele-as

e-sir4Pr-ose-eoe

NEW LEMON

SKINNY DIP

MAGIC

LOUNGE

DOUBLE KNIT BRA fs

CANVAS SHOE

91

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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21 Zest
22 Parent (co 00
23 Three banded
armadtllo
34 Possessed
26 Doctrine
27 Coniunction
29 Emmet

NEW YORK- -Do not cast
nit'oft in the time-of old aga;_ _
forsake me not when my
strength is spent. So even to old
age and gray hairs,0 God, do
not forsake me till I proclaim
thy might to all the generations
to come."
With that passage from the
71st Psalm as their text, American churches are slowly developing a -theology of aging"
that ranges from providing facilities for deck tennis to housing the sick and indigent in
nursing homes.
A Copley News Servite survey of major Protestant bodies
• disclosed that a- rising awareness of the fact that me can be
"alive after 65" has brought the
wider acceptance of older people in the decision-making
bodies of local congregations
and their broader participation
in projects that serve the entire
community.
Rather than being waited 081,
many are being given a chance
to help others in telephone ministries, baby-sitting, the production of handcrafted articles
for children in hospitals and
homes for the retarded, and activities that are more than the
traditional "busy work" designed to help old people "kill
time."
As a report issued by the
United Presbyterian Church in
the U.S.A. points out, however,
churches have still barely
scra
I
needsof the older generation. It
notes that the mark of a culture_
is the way it treats its older
people. With so many of the 20
million Americans over 65
struggling merely to subsist,
the report adds, "our time
must be found wanting some_
- - -what in understanding, compassion and ministry."
"We are on the edge of a major crisis which will affect older
adults and all of us in turn," according to a report of the
United Presbyterian Office of
Health and Welfare Strategy.
"The church is in a unique
position to insure that caring
systems are imbued with compassion, a sense of justice, a
concern to work with the older
person, and to develop a corn-munity lean year-to-the breeder needs of older adults."
It is the responsibility of the
church, the Presbyterians said,
to inspire "the wholeness of
man and the dignity and worth
of every life."
Thus, the Presbyterian ministry to the older adults begins
with encouraging their self-development without infringing
on their privacy. That means a
recognition of the fact that agtrig-members- of the population
have the same need as others to
share in church activities as
well as in worship and should
not be segregated from other
age groups.
At the same time, the Presbyterians - and others as well
- find there are some special
theological needs among the
aging. The older people tend to
be more concerned about the
meaning of the termination of
life. They fear dependency and
suffering more than death itself, and they often go through
a crisis of identity in a society
that puts so much emphasis on
yeetti and the world of work.
(-Many church bodies provide
vital services to old people "meals on wheels," advice
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Doesn't Bite
BALTIMORE( AP)- Ronald
Lapis pulliti his car up to a
stoplight '
downtown Baltimore. His large English sheepdog was sitting in back.
A map walked up and asked
if the dog bit.
Lapin, 30, said the dog did
not.
The man pulled out a pistol,
forced driver and beast out of
the car and sped off.
"lie's a good watchdog in the
house, but he's really not very
fierce," the victim told police.

Compare
at 2.49
Our Reg.
1.66

2-oz. lemon spray cologne.
Os- gas

position
Multi
vinyl
lounge- with
chrome finish steel frame and heavy
tubular vinyl wrapcovering.Avocado,
yellow, white.
.

Sturdy canvas uppers, cushioned innersole, non-skid rub-

Double knit brasare

designed for comfort.
Sizes 32-36 A Cup,
32-38 8 Cup, 34-40
'C Cup White

.
Compare j

•at 2:49

ber sole. Sizes: Infants 5-8,
Girls 121
/
2-3, Womens to 10 in
blue or white.

.

44

Programmed
Mfg. Sugg.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)Just as some people are destined to be tall or bald certain
individuals are "biologically
programmed" to be fat, a psychologist at the University of
Michigan suggests.
These people, suggests Prof.
R. E. Nisbett, have a higher
baseline of adipose tissue, or
fat cells, than others.
"In other words, obesity represents their normal, or ideal,
body composition," Nisbett said
recently.

A person with a high number
of fat cells ('ae neither increase
the number through overeating
nor decrease it through dieting,
Nisbett concludes.

24.95
Color pictures in one minute, black and white in
seconds.

SQUARE SHOOTER

ONLY $29.88

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1 6 Sundays

POLAROID
FILM
TYPE 88

44

di

1 44

f;
s41
Compare at 6.99
*24 inch grill. Adjustable grid allows
proper cooking temp• eiature control.

Compare at'
4
3.99

Bel Air Shopping Center
BANKAMERICARD

* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *

We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

753-8777

Our Reg. 1.97
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Unbeatable prices

Liberty
Open 7 Days A Week from
8 till Midnight for your
Shopping Convenience

Look atthe way we've cut prices and you get S&H Green Stamps,too!

Double Stamps
Tue. & Wed.
We reserve the right
to limit.

.It
et
ame

Unbeatable stamps

an

--29
re
omr
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Whip
Miracle
i 29 FRYERS
with coupon

TEENIE WEENIE

CORN

5 89t
c3a0n3s

SLICED PORK

DEL MONTE

TUNA

Betty Croc

2

White,
Yellow,
Choc.
Box

Cake Mixes
,
ATKINS

TISSUE

4-Roll
family 394:
pack

I PICKLES

Whole
Sweet
Qt

lb.
U.S. PRIME

STEAK

cans

Cut Up
Family Pack

lb.

69

STEAK

79'

39b;

Smoked
5 to 8 lb. Avg.

PICNICS
49,
COUNTRY STYLE PORK

CHUCK lb.

SLICED PORK

SAUSAGE b 39' LIVER

b.39'

Miss Liberty
Sliced,
Tray Pack

taro
Lynn

69!
23; BACON
CRACKERS
CRISCO PARKAY MUTTON I BACON
554:
454:
.19
3
31b 88'
65
1 4 Pork Loin
29 /
ince
1-1b. box

OLEO

Sticks

can

•

PINEAPPLE j

Fore
Quarter
lb,

lbs.

Ends and Pieces

Hind
Quarter
lb.

Rindless

Sliced
Center
and

DOLE
46-oz. Can

Cut

MISS LIBERTY

CHIEF CHUM

SALMON

BU NS

cra Inl

Hamb. or
Hot Dog

3

Old Fashioned

Smoked
89' JOWLS
Slab
39' BACON By the Piece

HOOP CHEESE
BOLOGNA By the Piece

8 to pkg.

lb

49'
lb. 49'

lb.

All Reg. Size
6-Bot Ctns.

39! HAMBURGER B":59;
DRINKS
CUT-UP CHICKENS
HAMS 9
BREAD
FLOUR
5-1b.
19
59$
1 9and
9c; LETTUCE
WAFERS
(1 Limit)

Tender Smoked
Butt. Por,..,
lb.

Miss Liberty

Mother's
Best

bag

t

16-oz. Loaf

Shank
Por.
lb

Reg. 29'

MIRACLE
WHIP

50
29'

Qt Jar

with this coupon and '7.50 or more additional
purchase, tobacco and dairy products excluded.
VOID AFTER MAY 16, 1972

S&H GREEN
STAMPS

100

DRUG RACK

VOID AFTER MAY 16, 1972

lb

89. GIZZARDS lb 39'

Large Heads

up

Liberty Coupon

RUSSETT

MED. YELLOW

S&H GREEN
STAMPS

50

with this coupon and the purchase of
3-lb. Pkg.

GROUND BEEF
PATTIES

VOID AFTER MAY 16, 1972 .

ONIONS

POTATOES'Illagb.
•
POTATOES 20 •
3Blabgs-

RED WASHED

-lb. bag

Liberty Coupon

with this coupon and '3.00 or more purchase
from our

lb

lb. bag 1

Liberty Coupon

100

lb
lb
lb

Fresh

Fresh

LIVERS

Iceberg'

LARA LYNN
VANILLA

Liberty Coupon

I

59c
496
556
106

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS
NECKS & BACKS

SAVE

10'

ON HART'S BREAD

THIS COUPON WORTH 10' ON THE PURCHASE
OF ANY SIZE LOAF
— Good Only at Liberty —
VOID AFTER MAY 16, 1972

WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS DOUBLE ALL DAY TUES. & WED.
* We Gladly Redeem U.S. Gov't Food Stamps *

4
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,OSES
For The Lady With
A Slightly Fuller Figure ...

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

LADIES EXTRA SIZE

Prices Good May 11-14

SLACKS

LADIES 100% POLYESTER

PANT SUITS

DINETTE TAB

•100% Stretch Nylon
•Stitched Crease -

The new nautical look, anchor trim,

•Your Choice of 4 Colors

rope belt, short sleeves, flare leg slacks.
Red or navy with white accents.

Waist Sizes 32-38

Sizes 8-16.

Reg.

12"

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
Special Purchase!

LADIES DRESSES

60 Inches Wide, Machine Washable.

Large assortment of cottons, polyester

Reg. '3"

Weaves and Solids.

knits in several flattering styles. Sizes 8-18

Give Her...
Lingerie
Starduit

LADIES BE...
FREE

PANTIES

SEWING
CHEST

•Pecan Finish Tabletop
•Floral Design Chairs

3995

4 ik
Chair $
Set

•Strong Plastic
•Lift Out Tray

Regular '3.47

6
Chair
Set

SWIVEL
ROCKER
•Sturdy Steel Frame

Save
at
Roses!

100% Nylon Satinette.
No bind crotch with 4-way
stretch. Sizes 5-10.

•Steel Ball

Reg. to 78'
\

•Extra Lea
•Sturdy M

Bearings

100% NYLON TRICOT
(Exclusive of Decoration)

Your Choice

• Contrasting color trim
.0 Back closure to waist
fastened at nape with
piping ties
• Elasticized waist

of Bright

Sizes S-M-L

PANTY HOSE

Reg. '5"

• 15 vents gove more steam
coverage,
• Switches From steam to
dry at push of
the button
• Extra hogh loft cord
• Ironing terhperatvre set autornafically
• Easy to foil spout

Reg. '9.77
SAVE
'2"

SWIVEL-TOP

Colorful Prints

VACUUM
CLEANER

or Solid Colors!

•Powerful GE motor lubricated for lifetime use
•Complete "lock-on" attachments for every cleanint chore
•Kinkleu hose for easy, long.lasting use
•Svrivel-top designed for effortless "all around" cleaning,

Regular '29.88

QUILTED TAFFETA

BEDSPREAD
* Use Your Bank Americard at Roses
*

NO IRON — FLORAL
Spring flowers in
brilliant color on
white.

,Special Sal. ngs On

50% Polyester

Lawn Fur -awl

50% Cotton
Beautiful floral designs in lovely colors to go
with any decor Full or twin

by Dan River
Twin Size

Reg. '2"

Huge %.3s ings if you
buy the
set Sturdy tubular
Altinnnum frame %lib
durable
plastic %ebbing in green
and
%shire or pumpkin and
white
Folds neat and flat
for
storage
LiOtt. easy to
carry

-11111 LEDGER & TIMES —

dilate
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The Newest In Men's Slacks ...

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. — MON.-SAT. — 1-6 SUNDAY

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
SLACKS

4eo

E TAB E & CHAIRS

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

MEN'S TERRY KNIT

SHIRTS

•Wide Belt Loops

SPORT
SHIRTS

Popular mock turtle
or V-Neck. 100% Cotton,
machine washable.
Stripes and solids.

•Jaquards, Stripes and Solids

•Permanent Press
Polyester and
Cotton Blend

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Sizes 29-42
Regular '12.97

•Fashion Prints
•Newest Colors

9

Regular '2.97

Color pictures in a minute, black and
white in seconds. The new Model 420
presents many features at an
economy price. Focused flash
capability, electric eye, electronic
shutter, easy loading and adjustable
carrying strap.

•Extra Leaf
•Sturdy Metal Construction

95

•Sizs 14Y2-17

5994

for $5

POLAROID 420 CAMERA
MEDITERANEAN

Regular s57.88

$47"

1
1114

Ch6air $
Set

_
, 4

I
G. E.
HAIR DRYER
Frame

with amber, red or green

Reg. '4.57

base. Approx. 32 inches

Black wrought iron look

$ 62

POLOCA:rarftlanCADDINIIM
r

Lowers
•4 Heat Selections

•Chrome Finish

HASSOCKS

Similar to
Illustration

$692

20-Piece set.

Asstd. styles in decorator colors.

Reg.
:599

Elegantly Designed!
Reg.
'1 1.44

lors!

GLAZED

9

ELECTRIC PENDULUM

$99

Reg.'4"
Reg. '1588
'

$1088

97

Reg. s6"

088

$388

WEST BEND or WESTMARK

30 CUP ELECRIC

Magic Lounge
Folding Aluminum
Chaise Lounge

()dal Sac ngs On 3 Pc.

•
n Fur nture Sets

288

PERCOLATOR

•High Dome Lid

Mil

•Two Way Faucet

13

Beg.
814.88

•Temperature Guide
•Aluminum Cooking Surface
•Automatic

•Avocado, Poppy or
Aluminum

Reg. '1888

Reg.

s12"

GENERAL ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC SKILLET

Accurate Water, Coffee
44 •Easy,
Measuring

Tubular
Plastic WebBing For
Strength and Comfort

Fabulous eye
catching wall clocks
in 4 different styles

Several Designs

Reg. '1488

•Antigue
•Blue - Green or
White

ASSORTMENT I

Also Vegetables

Wall clock in polished
woodtone, has antique look dial.

PITCHER &
BOWL
Look

CLOCK I

ARRANGEMENT

(Similar to Illustration)

$444
1

FRUIT

CLOCK

EARLY AMERICAN

22

VINYL COVERED-

Reg. $997

Ironstone Dinnerware,

$1

Save More at Roses!

•Two Slice
•Automatic

DINNERWARE SET
Similar to Illustration

13-oz. Size
Reg. sl.72

$1097

TOASTER

$1888

ou buy the
ilar Munn h durable
green and
and white
flat for
• easy to

ADORN
HAIR
SPRAY

Reg. '13.97

•Hood Raises and

ints

$11 77

tall. White shade.

FOSTORIA
ELECTRIC

•Professional Type

Reg.
24.88

Reg. '2.37

POLAROID
108 FILM
Cr*

HD
51

BRUT
SPLASH ON

TABLE
LAMPS

88

Save
Now!

$1

488 kK,6
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No union
should be
dictator

DIRTY MONEY

Coins and bills really are filthy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
term "filthy lucre" long has
been -used- to describe-mow,
but a study conducted here has
given the expression new emphasis.
In fact, research by two University of Louisville doctors
has shown that money not only
is filthy, but that it also can be
contaminated with diseasecausing bacteria.
The two doctors, Betel L.
Abrams and Norton G. Waterman, cultured a random sampling of coins and paper money
and discovered six different
kinds of potential disease producers.
"A significant number of
coins 113.3 per cent i and a

aft

Ry FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
Tony Boyle of the United
Mine Workers has been convicted of giving large sums of
his union's funds to political
parties. It's my belief that all
unions do this and Boyle Just
got caught. probably because
of the Yablonski murders
.But shouldn't unions be free
to help a candidate who could
help them"
Gab A.
Dear Gab:
A labor union represents the
worker, and the worker subnuts to its direction, only in the
limited area surrounding his
job — wages. working conditions and the like. It does not
represent the worker in every
aspect of life even though such
things as choice of school. tellon, political party extrinsically affect the good of the
union.
Its responsibility and expertise lie in one area only. It must
not assume totalitarian authority, but leave the'Worker free to
seek other helps in the other as_peels of life. Moreover, the
truth which the worker T[ñdsTri
the other spheres is his check
on the supposed truth in union
policy. He knows, for instance,
that any union which treats
management as a_natural, irreconcilable enemy cannot coexist with the Christian view
that labor and management
should be a partnership serving
the interests of the community.
as well as of themselves
Thus. worker's political freedom is basic and must be respected Yet, because the .
choice of candidate or issue can
be an extrinsic influence on the
union, it seems to me the union
leadership may make a recommendauon but only in the manner of a simple announcement
and not of an arm-twisting
flood of propaganda. Besides
being allowed his political freenot he
be used to aid his opponent.
bear Father Lester:
"In Colorado a sex offender
who had victimized hundreds of
little girls asked the judge to allow him to be castrated. The
judge did and the man was castrated and hasn't been in any
trouble since. But the local association of psychiatrists is
horrified
What's the morality of it all'
N.R.
Dear N.R.:
The offender was not free to
have hunself castrated simply
as a means of avoiding temptation Castration, though, could
be imposed upon turn as punishment — even at his own suggestion
Inasmuch as legitimate authority has a right to cut off a
criminal's hand in punishment,
it can also excise lesser parts.
Dear Father Lester:
If management is faced between squeezing the wages of
its workers or lowering the expected dividends to stockholders, does morality say that one
comes before the other'
Taylor G.
Dear Taylor:
Wages are closer to the neressiht;s of life,' Hence, the
worker s right to the - necessities takes precedence over
another person's right to 4.iffiuenee whaih stock di\ idends
usuaik i,n.otify

greater amount of paper
money (42 per cent) were
sbown_to_he CWT. Y011_potential
pathogens (disease producers)," the two reported.
Additionally, the study revealed the presence of several
other contaminants,.inclading
fungus and yeast cells.
Interestingly, the research
indicated that the smaller the
coin or bill, the more likely it
was to be contaminated.
"Pennies andliickels had a
higher rate of pathogens than
dimes and quarters," the two
doctors said. "Ibis was even
more true with paper money.
-This," Abrams and Waterman said,"can be logically explained by the rapid turnover

and frequent exchange of smaU I
coins and bills."
In their study, which, the two
doctóri1nw1edged;- -was
conducted as a lark, Abrams
and Waterman 'tested 150 coins
and 50 bills in a laboratory at
the university's School of Medicine.
The money was swabbed
with a cotton applicator, which
then was inserted into an enriched broth, used as a medium
for bacterial growth.
•'It really didn't come as any
surprise," the two said, "but
we found that money truly is
dirty."
Nor were the _findings a surprise to other health experts.

PAGE ELEVI

"Our study," Abrams said,
"''ShOtild in no- twaybe-constroedas an attempt on our part to
point to money as a hazard.
After all, the„same bacteria
found on the money normally is
found on the hands and in the
nose and mouth. And, even
when it's there, people rarely
come-dovm with.disease."
Dr. Murray C. Brown, health'
And to emphasize that the
commissioner of Chicago, saw study haCin no
way deterred
no reason to be concerned by him /rom the attempt to make
the study's findings.
money, Abrams concluded:
"Whether one becomes ill
"I'm not at all concerned
from any pathogen depends on abouChandhng it. In fact, I'd
the dosage and one's resis- like to get my hands on more." .
tance," Brown said.

YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS BELONG TO YOU! I
AMONG THE MST—Mrs.Remedies B. May,seated, will be
the first Murray State University graduate to receive the Master
of Science degree in home economics with an emphasis in
dietetics. Originally from the Phillipines, she now resides at 1650
Ryan Ave., Murray. Five others will receive Bachelor of Science
degrees in the program, which qualifies them to enter the field of
dietetics. Advisor is Dr. Alta V. Pressor' (standing), home
economies professor.
1Phatehy WilsoaWaalley)

YOU CAN MAKE IT

You have the right to have them filled anywhere
you want! BEGLEY'S WILL FILL ALL YOUR

PRESCRIPTIONS at
'WHOLESALE PRICESII

You can help
black community
sion may hurt his feelings —
then say or treat him the way
you would Like to be treated.
Perhaps you have tried to do
What can white folks do'.'
something and have been unLast year I wrote: "You can successful; perhaps you have
do whatever you do best." If offered to share your life with
you teach, then teach; if you someone not as' fortunate and
play music, then play music; if triey.have refused; perhaps you
you sing, then sing.
have gone to the ghetto and you
Many letters have come to have been humiliated and ridiiteldns'et trivetver--- -atterhtegtheretc5-yettimd-eonto
ment in the black community. to help.
•
Here are some tdhas: .
I
can
only
say In-thest parIf you are involved in the Boy
Scouts, the Brownies, or other ticular cases if you've gone for
similar activities, then your ex- the right reason these people
pertise is very much needed in would allow you to come back.
If you have food and clothing,
the inner-city programs in our
country. The Boy Scouts of books or household items, a few
America have been a most suc- from your shelf would be a lot
cessful institution in the upper- on our empty shelves(and inciclass communities. The black dentally there is a great feeling
communities have recently es- in sharing1.
tablished an upper middleForm block clubs in your
class level lacking the ability to community. You can choose a
involve themselves in this type block in the black community
of activity for their children. to work with, Have monthly
If you have a swimming pool, meetings with 'parents and
it might be a nice idea to invite have monthly cookouts or picsome of the black kids from nics that involve the whole
across town to swim and play family. It's very difficult to diswith your children. Chances like an individual if his barbeare they won't have a way to cue is good or if his veal scalloget to your home, so go and
pini is tasty:.
pick them up. The battle will be
I want you to apply pressure
won or lost in the next 10 years on your churches, not to give
among our youth If they are less money, but to begin to
taught to swim and play togeth- practice what they preach. I
er as children, they might not have serious doubts about a
be afraid to grow old together church whose congregation dewhen they become adults.
nounces a man,because of his
If you are a businessman, color
and want to make a special efIf you are a policeman or
fort to find a black person who fireman:vie have a number of
can use your guidance and ex- young men and women who
perience, riot only because would appreciate your help beUncle Sam says do it, but be- cause it is very difficult to pass
cause your conscience feels these tests If •you have any
that it should be done, if you i.ra-rticiular thing that you would
are a businessman who feels like to try and you need names
sincerely' that you cannot fair and addresies,-drop rile a line
and identify .With a person; if in care of.yoUr local newspaper
you feel that the words may be and I will make every effort to
the wrong ones or your expres- try and help.

-44r
Heaven Sent
Eau de
Perfume
Mist

r

By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service

Intimate
Tear Drop
Spray Mist
Ora lot
whoish lisa
the clinger spray enkleshos
the wildly Femme"
Fragrance thst weal Mt.
Re

The adventure: is
bertum by Se
Rubenstein

Wind Song

Cologne
$300

BY PRINCE MATCHABELEI
Cologne Sorey Mist ler dazzling days
If.50
Value

.41111r-'
$310

Chanel #5
Spray Mist
Every woman anrve
mints Chanel No 5

r

Susan Leigh
Bath Oil

kw ise

32oz
Value

$1.09
I

81°

2!::'•

$600

Swag .e'r.

.SrI.:T._.,

Emeraude
Spray Mist

Susan Leigh
Milk Bath

91°
Eye-See
Makeup
Mirror
The new three way eye
make up mirror

$500

G.E.
Can Opener

1

Amity Flair
Billfold

smelt.
No eins-61. foul
Saves tiles and tremble!

OMNI cams in

$600 Value

Value OM 96

$351

$951

Amity Flair
French
Clutch

Buttoneer

Performa
Panty Hose
$3 98 Value

IF YOU GROW

Multi-Purpose
Decanter

$499

$2 98

Perrot Green (3 Or
Sauce Pot w/Cover.
20e Sauce Pan, I at
Siete Pan 10' Fry Pan

$225

L 1151

Vous

$147

Aluminum Cookware
Set

4w. Vet

Ile 95 Volute

SOYBEANS IN THIS COUNTY

Boutique Decanter Just
flip the lid and it hecomes
a grateful Flower Vase
OF Candy Diet

41.

*351

latest
110 ,0cs
and shadet

$700 Valers

*551

$4 99 Velure

CHOCOLA TES

Quantity Rights Resented
Prices Good thou 6116/72

32oz
81 49 Value

By Cori,
The Telt pro cicative
fragrance The I,. and
tiair of the iewei Itself

,

0

ake Mom Ruin er.
4
1

Mom Has Been Number 1 At Begley's For 51 Years

\

11

$350

SUNDRY IS MOTHER'S DRY

Iii one q f• -0 one
ever'
,charges

Flo

,01

$661

FREE
GIFT
RAPPING
With • $1.00 or
more pal rth

11"-111 co4;tif
f

in LOROX country soils avnrage' to 4°, organic matter,
and 'nal s
herr
, Do Pont
LOROX linoroc
our
performs othcr
hu.irtin
, anr,wit
id(.s It crjr-itr,,I,
•
r•
o,,isses .11 leds!

trolled when you apply LOROX
preemergence. And you pay as
little as $2 per acre for LOROX
handed on a silt loam soil with
2'6 organic matte- Broadcast
treatment Costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
too—LOROX for spray use or
LOROX
for granular apolfcation.
1.1 any r hpm.ral,

•./

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W Railroad Ave

For example, in Chicago,
Richard Morrissey, a bacteriologist and director of the
StalePublic Healthfiberatones, said, "It should not
come as a surprise that money
harbors germs.
-Germs are found on every
known surface that is not
bathed in ultraviolet light,"
Morrissey said.

"If the bugs are to harm a
person, they must first get into
his body through his mouth.
"Even if someone handles
money all day, that transmission can be stopped simply by
washing the hands thoroughly
before eating."

Norelco
Styling Dryer

Remington
Princess Shaver

Clairol
Kindness Custom
Care Hairsetter

TYr specie , brush ariecarve- •
I'd 'NU., an, flora comb,. no
leas,/ h
01 and ,n1I

Contoured shaumg heads Super theta
blades Smooth gentle share

Sets Moitturites
Dote
Conditions a woman's is,,

P17 89 Value

$11 95 Value

034 95 Velure

$1388

$951

Clairol
Kindness Shaver
thilettere
Show stilt Undersell Cardillo's%
'

Colithiees Kmulemis

$14.011 Value

$2395

8
"

$

Phone 1531933
• es

BEEF
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Fresh

Chestnut

BACON

PoTeT*

39;

lb

BEEF

Swift
Proe

Ob*
PoTe—n
''1130

ROAST

N

lb

lb.

79

8-oz.

10-oz.

39'
2/49'
2/45'

RED POTATOES
LETTUCE
LEMONS
CANTALOUPES
ORANGES

Doz. in Bag
Each
Doz.

49t Strawberry Presentes49;
PICKLES
49'

4/$100

ch
.1w

ose
-

PIC_1111
inrcins

Or .1U11
,1 becalms'
sr Vass

"U.

12-oz.

29'

Richtex

PIN
• CI 00 or
rob***

SHORTENING

2 Rolls

Kt
MUSTARD

29'

Qt
Del Monte
Tomato

45
PEPSI
7-UP

Scotts Leader

OR

Catsup
32 oz

59t 4/$100

3 lbs
.
.
1 1PEP‘m
11
Johnson's Coupon

51S 4 a

KING SIZE

$129
WITH THIS COUPON
AND PURCHASE OF
15,99 OR MORE

Scotts Leader

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising.

save 12'

WASHING
POWDER
Reg. Size

25'

Johnson's
11111111

11111111 czo

KING SIZE

with this coupon when you buy
A 1-1b. Bag

29

99t

10-lbs.

johnson's

SAVE 30' 2

chONeer

SAVE

Joy

'MAXWELL HOUSE'

ONLY

Coffee

Goon

GOOD

°14r Johnson's

WITH THIS COUPoN

COUPON EXPIRES

5/16/1

25 lbs.

gap 1111111.

29

25-oz.

Ajax

DOG FOOD
$1"

Johnson's Coupon

ONLY

39'

46-oz.

Throw Away Qt Bott.

DIVIDED VEGETABLE

65

12-oz.

Del Monte
PRUNE JUICE TOMATOJUICE

EE
FT

, mlotertow,

CHEESE

Lady Betty

1

ver

fiSSUE
TOILEfelsge

12-oz.

ch

r

Kraft American Single Sliced

Red & White Sweet Gherkin

Golden Bake

20-oz.

39'
19'
39'
29'
39'

Large Head

18-oz.

Bama

BREAD

Flair

*
10-lb.

COOKIES
1

lb 89I

* PRODUCE
12-oz.

Orange Juice
Broccoli Spears
Cut Corn

ROAST

ROAST

* FROZEN FOODS *

14-oz.

59;

Swift ProTen ARM

Swift ProTen
M Center Cut CHUCK

59

lb

Keebler Pitter Patter

Beef

REAL TENDERNESS FOR BEEF LOVERS

Swift ProTen 1st Cut CHUCK

Round
Steakol);

us

10 19724!

PURE

aking Hens Ground

1 lb 59

lair

r

Prices Good thru Tuesday, May 16

t the

erred
make

1,1

'I

011111SONS
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Johnson's
LB. Bag Only
AT

OFFER EXPIRES 5/16/72
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

One Coupon

per Fan,I, ntler F wr es

(3nY

WITH
COUPON

6/ 3/72

Johnson's

Expires 5/16/72
LIMIT, COUPON PER PURCHASE

F= FEU

25'

E
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By Abigail Van Buren

A 'bridge' of paternalism
is iii danger of c()11apse
DEAR ABBY: We, as a group. would appreciate your
viewpoint on the following:
I belong to the establishment group, agewise. ft am 65.1
A judge in Los Angeles recently addressed our group and
stated that if we would communicate with the longhaired
young people, and compliment them when they had it coming. it would help to bridge the generation gap.
Last week I did just that. We were dining out, and at
the table next to ours sat three young men with long hair.
They ,ere well-scrubbed, quiet and courteous, yet their
attire was typically mod.
On leaving I stopped at their table and complimented
them on their neat, scrubbed appearance and said I hoped
that they were furthering their education to become useful
citizens in the world. They smiled and thanked me and I
left. Question. Was I wrong? On relating the incident to
other young people. I was criticized foe my actions.
I would appreciate your opinion. LEISURE WORLDER
DEAR WORLDER: You can bridge the gap better with
unprejudiced, common sense evaluation of other people than
by impulsive, contrived compliments. I'm sure you meant
well, but the kids may have thought you were bending too
far backwards.
DEAR ABBY: Is my husband crazy, or am I? He has
worn glassers for years, and says when he 'takes his glasses
off, he can't HEAR? Do you think he should have his head
examined?
ABE'S WIFE

PAGE THIRTEE

George III image differed i n coloniesand England
A villain of the American
Revolution known to every
American schoolchild is
George 1.11,king of England for
half a century.
For good reason, George III
has been desa-ibed as a tyTant
In the U.S. history books, but
for qualities less familiar to the
schoolboy, he was a ruler esteemed on the home front.
His bullheadedness had
helped to precipitate the rebellion in the Colonies, but unlike
some other despots both before
and since his time, George was
neither bloodthirsty nor callous
to the ideal of freedom.
A sensitive man and gentle,
George admired and encouraged scholarship and exploration. He patronized the arts, became a student of farming and
generally wished to advance
the well-being of his subjects.
The young king, taking over
the throne at age 22, was personally attractive, well tutored
and well mannered, respectful
of his seniors — too respectful
of one in particular. It was Lord
'Bute, his head tutor and an ambitious Scotsman, Whose influence over his protege thrust the
ti-own into trouble both at home
and abroad. George would have
been spared some ill-fated confrontations had he followed his
own inclinations and had he
taken a more flexible approach
in his royal duties.

DEAR WIFE: Not necessarily'. But it wouldn't hurt to
have his EARS examined.
DEAR ABBY: In reference to -Stay-At-Home Wife"
whose husband had been seeing a widow he had known 40
-years before: At that time the woman turned him down
because- he was going to have his foot amputated and she
"couldn't bear the thought of marrying a man who couldn't
dance."
In 1948 I married a man who had lost a leg in World
War II. Altho he is a fine dancer [Widow has a lot to learn
about amputees, there were days when he couldn't dance.
Since one dream of my life was a good husband, not merely
a dancing partner, I didn't think this disqualified him.
Six years later an accident ended MY dancing days,
and left me permanently operating from a wheelchair.
Sipe one dream of my husband's life had been-a -good wife,
not merely a dancing partner; we coped with this, too, tho it
was surely an unpredictable -worse" of the "better or
worse- of ou'r wedding vows.
With dancing partners separating all around us, we are
still happily together. He who refuses understanding burns
the bridge over which he may some day need to pass."
I would like to ask Widow where she thinks I would be
- today if 17 Years age my husband "couldn't bear the
thought of being married to a woman who couldn't dance."
NO TWINKLETOES: WALNUT CREEK
CONFIDENTIAL To "EMBARRASSED OVER BLUSHING:" There Is no cure for blushing. most blushers blush
more from knowledge that they are blushing than from the
original embarrassing incident.

Especially was this true with
regard to the dispute with the
Americans, but the course of
events in his contest for monarchleat powers-at home led 4e-disaster overseas.
George was 13 when his father, Prince Frederick, died after a tennis accident. It was a
sad experience for the son, and
the boy immediately became
pawn of those who sought control of a future king.
While his grandfather,
George II, still reigned, it was
plain that the old monarch's
days were numbered and that
the young George was destined
to rule.
His mother, Augusta, with an
eye to her own financial wellbeing, tried to dominate the boy
in a manner that became a
publicscandal. She complained
that he was "shy and backward," but she kept him on a
leash, fearful that to lose him
would impair her own security.
The young prince found dose
compani6hship with his teacher. Bute, who trained George in
sound theories of government
but taking care to assure his
personal hold on the king-to-be.
George acquired a respect
for learning and for Christian
morals, keeping clear of the
profligacy that peppered the
social life of the times. His blue
eyes fell longingly on lovely

women, but he conducted him- age exercised by the ministers.
He was not strong enough to
self with bashful restraint. He
became enamored several impose upon Parliament a
times and developed a self-con- ministry of his own choice, and
fessed "boiling" love for the he wanted the crown to hold the
beaufaLLady Sarah 1.Entior, ----patrenage-prerogati_
whom he wished to make his
The people's esteem for him
queen. It was a stirring ro- was working in George's favor.
mance, but the prince was a To swing the balance his way
clumsy suitor who never could he needed to associate himself
quite find the words and the with a strong national feeling.
The opportunity came on the iscourage to propose.
The death of his grandfather sue of taxing the Colonies.
made him king 15 years before
It was a popular notion in Enthe American Revolution. gland that America should
Cruel maneuvering by Bute share in the expenses of the
and by his mother shunted war with France. After all, the
Lady Sarah aside, and a mar- Englishman reasoned, the vicriage was arranged with the tory was in America's interest,
eligible but homely Princess and Canada had been freed
Charlotte of Germany. With a train the French.
poignant lover's sorrow,
There were many of George's
George gave up his heart's de-. subjects who could see no reasire and buckled down to the son why a Parliament that
duties of being a ruler.
could levy a tax on tea in LonThe new queen proved a don could not do the same in
Boston.
"fruitful" wife, as he had
The king was conciliatory on
prayed, and she bore him 15
children before she was 40. The the Stamp Act so repugnant
offspring mostly, lacked the to the Colonists. He joined in
the move for repeal, and this
qualities of their father and
pleased the London merchants
were described by one observer
of the day as an assortment of anxious for continued trade
with 'the Colonies. But the
rogues, laggards, fools and
whores. One son, however, king's insistence that it was the
was to be father of Queen Vic- first duty of the Americans to
toria, of 19th Century fame.) obey, that the Colonies should
be submissive to the mother
George believed he had an country was an idea
shared by
appointed task to break the the English rank and
file. The
power of property and patron- voices in
Parliament remind-

FT'S

tag that the true spirit of English government was to be
representative were eloquent
but in the minority.
While George seemed to be
-gainlliginittlstubborrrfight4er a strong crown, the turn of
events in America was signaling defeat in the war. His own
ministers, seeing futility in trying to do battle with the Colonies and France at the same
time, began to resign. Top men
in the cabinet quit in 1779 to
avoid blame for the ruin. Even
Lord North, amiable and subservient, made clear to the king
that he retained office well
knowing that defeat was inevitable.

George Ill continued to reign
for three decades after the
Revolution, attracting much
popular support.

Hog Market

Federal State Market News
Service May 9, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Report Includes 9
Market
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1019 Est, 900
Barrows and Gilts 50 cent
higher Sows steady to 25 cents
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.25-25.75
The surrender at Yorktown US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 24.75-25.25
in 1781 brought North's resig- US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 24.25-24.75
nation and the treaty was' US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 23.75-24.25
signed with America.
Sows
The king took defeat in U$ 1-2 270-350 lbs., 20.80-21.00
stride.
US 1-3 300-500 lbs., 19.54-20.0a_
"Sir," he said to John US 1-3 500-650 lbs., 20.00-20.50
Adams, first U.S. minister ac- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 18.50-19.50
credited to him,"I wish you to Boars 17.00-19.50
believe, and that it may be understood in America, that I
TWO CITED
have done nothing in the late
.Two persons were cited by the
contest but what I thought myself indispensably bound to do officers of the Murray Police
by the duty which I owed to my Department on Monday. They
people. ... I have always said, were one for public drunkenand I say now, that I would be ness and one for driving on
the first to meet the friendship expired license, 'according to
of the United States as an inde- the citation reports.
pendent power,"

0

of our most popular
dresses—fashion
perfect in every way.
Latest styles, colors &
fabrics to choose from.
Dresses designed to
make Mom look & feel
like a queen.

MiEr S
CHOSE the STYLE

Fib-aloes Polyester

BUY 2 and SAVE

SAFARI
LOOK

DRESSES

aYa.,

Famous Rawson Square and
Other Poplar Stands

k

4"

BLOUSE

DRESS i•I

Select from Solids, Jacquards. Broad Range of Sizes.
Short Sleeve and Sleeveless Styles.

ift $5

E-Z Cara Patron 4 Cotton Chad

Popular Sport Colors

.1c3%-a1)1(b
Sandal foot. Sheer to waist.

1

$
Reg. $1.29'

Collection
of 94" Dresses
only $14 till May 14

cut out
For Lie
ading 100L

'tido

Italian

HANDBAGS

SANDALS

11

It'

SHOE STORE

Popular: Straws
399.

THE VOGUE LOOK. Latest
import styles Soft AMALFIO
cushion insoles Closed and
open styles of thongs, cross
straps, and sling.

2" 599

Vinyls

599

Reg $3.50

2 for

FOR MOMS WHO LIKE TO
SEW -THEIR-OWN

DOUBLE KNITS

11 Ounce MIL LIKEN and TEXFI
QUALITY. Beautiful texture solid
pastels and two tone fancy spring
colors. Machine washable. 54 to 60
inches wide. Cut from bolts Other
Double Knits to $4.99 yd.

DOTTED SWISS
Dacron cotton blend. Dots woven
and tied for longer wear. Crisp finish needs no starching Summer
colors' Contrasting dots 45-Inches

tç

•

For Practical Side Of Mom
VACUUM
ELECTRIC &
CLEANER WIND-UP CLOCKS
With Attachments
Genuine 'GE' swivel top
Wall clocks in round shape.
cleaner . . . does oil your
Attractively designed table
cleaning chores with litclocks. Attractive faces.
tle effort Lubricated powSweeping second hand.
erful GE motor, for lifetime use. Kinkless easy.
LUX QUALITY
use long-lasting hose.
Deposit will hold on Lay-Away

2650

27

choosis from

2" 3"

55°

89c

_Free Gift Wrapping

BLOUSES
Eash care fabrics .
styles and colors.

Limited time. Style 749. Fiberfil padded "Total stretch"
Bra with adjustable stretch
straps. Fiberfil padded lace
cups. Sizes: A 32-36; B
40; C 34-40.

•

Summer

4-;

ADAMS

89cpr.

To Complete
Mom's Ensemble

sd.*0

Pr.

Basic sheer. Popular fashion
shades. Petite/Medium and
Medium Tall/Tall Sizes.

Reg. $1.19

PERFECT GIFT

BEST SELLER
BRA

PANTY NOSE

By HERB
Copley N

-Purchase Area

FIT FOR A QUEEN....

ERMANS
PRESENTS
Hundreds & hundreds

Good
ahea
Len

2"

Model C 14 I

PRESSURE COOKER
4-Qt. $800

R C.
M
M A1 I

LERMANS

•

FOR PRACTICAL GIFTS
Free Gift Wrapping)
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Good year
ahead for
Lennon
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

News
a Hog
es 9
at 900
cent
cents
25-25.75
.75-25.25
.25-24.75
.75-24.25
.00-21.00
.00-20.50
.50-19.50

by the
y Police
y. They
drunkenlying on
rding to

me, Mr. Astrologer. Check
John IRnnon's horoscope and
tell me what you see."
Answer: With a little help
From my friends the stars, we
can work it out. i How many
titles of Beatles songs can you
count in this article?
Born Oct. 9, 1940, John Lennon is a Libran. Natives of this
Zodiac sign are famous for
their diplomacy,good taste and
romantic qualities. They have
a keen sense Of fair play; when
it is aroused, they become
fierce fighters. A good example
was Libran Dwight Eisenhower.
Today, the tumult and the
shouting of Beatlemania are
ended. No longer do fans gather
in screaming thousands, no
longer do Beacles recordings
top the polls. That was yeterday.
Yet no history of the sixties
will be complete unless it includes the Beatles, for they
gave the era its special sound.
Now, in the aftermath of Beatlernania, we can study John
Lennon.
John was born with Gemini
rising on the eastern horizon.
This meant that the natural
shyness of Libra would be
modified by the easy, outgoing
Gemini. The great engraver
Albrecht Durer was said to
have his Mercury in this same
Zodiac degree.
His Sun is at 15 Libra, a musical degree. John is strongly
influenced by women. In Yoko,
he found a_ wife Who is a creative artist in her own right.
An astrologer's eye is *runediately drawn to one startling
feature of this horoscope. Dominating the chart is a blazing
Grand Square involving four
planets and his Moon. We
should pause here to explain
that a Grand Square consists
of four or more planets all in
hostile aspect to one another.
This same aspect is sometimes called the Grand Cross
and it can quite literally crucify
the native. Charles Manson has
such a Grand Cross, but was
unable to cope with it.
Lennon hat been autelt4,1

50

had

saying he was crucified for loving Yoko; as the press blamed
her for breaking up the Beatles.
Because the planets in John's
Grand Square rule his fate, his
wealth, his universal consciousness and his public, it
would be difficult to exaggerate
the importance of this aspect.
It tells us his climb to the top
was a long, hard struggle. In
retrospect, how does he view
success? "It's the going for it
which is the fun. ... We were
just a band who made it very,
very big. ... But we sold out."
Pluto opposing his Moon was
a warning that John could fall
from public favor. The position
of Pluto tells us that John is a
very deep thinker. His Moon,
placed exactly opposite at 4
Aquarius, means that Lennon
loves his friends in the highest
possible Platonic sense.
Venus is in cool Virgo. John
would be shy with women on
first acquaintance. All he needs
is love.
Neptune

his inspiration

Bush
GREAT NORTHERN

I5-oz. can

OCKS
nd shape.
ed table
e faces.
hand.
ITY

2'9

BISCUITS

TOPPING

5/49c

39c

Lge. 4-oz. box

Charmin
BATHROOM
SHOWBOAT

Fresh
Grade A
Large

SPAGHETTI
With Tomato Sauce & Cheese

„„,„„. . . . . . . . .‘,„ „ ,‘„,„,
PlarpART

Eggs.
with $5.00 or more purchase, excluding
tobacco and dairy products.
(Limit: 1 doz.)

OF EVERY MEA.

Yellow Ripe

Pure

range Juice
• th Gallon

IVORY
LIQUID

Fresh Texas

C

1-lb. Cello Bag

arrots

1.0

Yellow Tender Sweet

Corn

6 494 j39f
Ears

▪ .........---""......-r"",.....

TRASH
BAGS

.....

.....

5,,,,

Giant 22.-oz. Size

4

10 Bags - ,59
Fits 30 Gal. Can

ry

Jelly

555
.......

A, Apple
Apple-Grape
Apple-Strawberry
Apple-Plum
18-0z. Glass

fr

Lean, Almost Boneless - BOSTON BUTT

Pork Roast lb. 49

is

a literary degree of Virgo,
where Samuel Johnson had his
Sun.
Tireless Mars provides energy for John Lennon. He can
work to the rioint of exhaustior
when he believes in what he is
doing. How does he regard creative effort' -Pain IS what
we're in, mOst of the time. It's
no fun, being an artist.We can trace his genuine
sense of social Justice to the
North Node, which is at lO
Libra. John really hopes to
-It's getting better all the
time."
Mercury is in Scorpio. whek
Alexander the Great Ilad his
Moon. Lennon is an intensely
mental per"gon He might well
become a paperback writer.
Saturn and Jupiter form a
heavenly poweehouse at 13
Taurus, from 'which—they oppcise his Mercury. These two
make him at once practical and
ambitious.
Saturn rules his religious
views. "If there is a god, we're
all it." We believe he is echoing
great teachers who said, ''l am
God, but you are God, also," in
the sense of being part of a
much greater whop. .
What lies ahead for John?
Baby, he's a rich man. And
wealth gives him the luxury of
choice.
in

rOM

DREAM WHIP

BEANS

Free Kittens
Kittens, seven weeks old,
house trained, are free to
persons for pets. For further
information call 75341726.

BETTY
CROCK ER

POTATO
BUDS
i6i2oz
box

59t

SLICED

JOWL BACON

• a

2-lb. Pkg. 89

E

_
.
• --

Gt 22-oz. Size

IVORY
LIQUID

.
_

9 lb

ONLY
ra.
=
, co°4`i° Parker's Mkt. WITH THIS COUPON
111011
•
-E_ ir
i
op
—
AT
Price Without
_
514;
..
1 Coupon
OFFER EXPIREs 5/1 7/7c ,.
LIMIT I

Thighs

Wings
and Backs
15'
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

COUPON PER PURCHASE
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ATTRACTIVE THREE Bedroom
frame house On South 7th Street Large kitchen - carpeted living
room and master bedroom -BE A TOUR LEADER!
Quit cussin that lawn mower or tiller, thats hard to
Property landscaped - Look it
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tar&
Are
you
a
teacher,
John Randolph Realty & .
over
installation
a
preacher?
.
Phone
Are
753-7850.
TFC
start, bring it to "KNIGHTS SHOP"for minor tune up, or
you
M16C
FOR QUICK Sale a lovely four Auction Co. 753-8382.
natural
a
born leader that can influence as
I'm not responsible for any
complete overhaul. Liar satisfaction guarenteed also
few as bedroom brick home, in nice
debts other than my own after
neighborhooil, fully carpeted, BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
5-6 people to travel along with you to Europe or
this date, May 10, 1972.
dishwasher, disposal, walk-in large family room, living room,
broken frames repaired, wkeels replaced, quick service,
the Middle East, or to the Carribean? Low
Wilburn E. Dickerson
closets, two baths, paved double kitchen-dining room, 1% baths,
prices.
Route 2, Mayfield
drive. Phone Joe Emerson, 753- utility room,carport, two storage
quality tours!
1275.
MIIC buildings, patio, carpeted,
KNIGHT SHOP
.central heat and air. Phone 753Mr. Collins will be at the Holiday Inn,
9658
TFC
Turn left at Lake Stop Grocery on Hwy.94
LOOKING FOR a profitable
room 110, Wednesday, May 10. Call or come by business on the lake? Call for BY OWNER: Three bedroom
and first road on left. Look for sign
more information. John Ranbrick on omit landscaped lot, 1617
Phone 753-4035.
dolph Realty & Auction Co. 753- Kirkwood.
from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Call 753-5986
Large living-dining
8382.
MI6C room. Spacious kitchen
with
celebrati
We're
our
1st
ng
Birthday in Murray!
built-in oven, range and dishKELLN"S iERMITE And Pest END YOUR battery troubles for
washer. Carpeted throughout.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South the life of your car with VX-6.
If You
• During the month of May you can:
Utility and carport. Phone 75313th Street. -Every day you only $2,98. Money back guarantee
Miss
ROOM furnished 'I WO BEDROOM unfurnished 2331.
THREE
delay lets bugs have their
MI2C
• at CrOw Cycles. 101 East Maio.
-SAVE MONEY ( reduced rates for Shapemakers and
apartment, newly carpeted, -house on South Ilth Street.
way.-TFC ,phone 753-9958.
M13C
$65.00
Health Club. t.
Phono."
private entrance and private per month. Phone 753-1509 or 753FIRST OFFERING - Modern 3
-See our New Health Club
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sirbath. Couples or single only. 1513.
• MlIC bedroom brick, family, room,
-Register
For Free Prtzes to be given away May 31
vices. Box 213. Murray. Ky.. CM
MlIP
Phone 753-5351.
-Come Visit us with no obligation.
cari5ort, disposal. Excellent
Before 5:00 p.m.
Sanders, phone 382-2468. FarFor a quick lunch, try a
TWO -BEDROOM trailer, fur- location. Priced to sell quickly.
delicious 18 cent hamburger,
Mington. Kentucky..
TF('
Of
nished; electric heat., air con- Act.now, tomorrow may be too
• a-19<entosder_oltreactsines_...
and a 15 cent coke. Tot. 52
ditioned. Four miles from late. John Randolph Realty &
PRIVAT
E
FURNIS
HED
SPRING-PAINTING-We have
61.00-wan,,-thru.._
Murray. Ky.
cents. Curb, take out, or
kaportment _bar college boys for Murray,Phone 753-4683 after 3:30 Auction Co.,753-8382.
dining room.
9:00 p.m.
Latex wall -paint from $2.95 per
M16C
May. 94 East, 3,2 Mi.
Summer a,nd Fall semester, at
Between
6:00
p.m.
Sat.
gallon up. Hughes Paint
8:00
a.m.-12:00
Noon
TRIANGLE
INN
,53495
711 Chestnut. Phone 753May 29t:
Store.
7:00 p.m. In The 6546.
•
MIINC ONE BEDROOM furnished BY OWNER, 3 bedroom brick
Evening
apartment, couples only, no pets, with kitchen and dining room
If you know your route
gas
heat. $80.00 per month. Also combination. 2 baths, utility and
THREE BEDROOM brick, on 312
boy's
number,
please
nice
call
all electric mobile home, no carport. Located 'near ColdIT'S RIDICULOUS TO
,
Irvan. Phone 492-8283:
MIX
M12C
him first. If you get no
CAN'T THROw AtE OUT OF twf OWN
pets. Couples only. $75.00 • per water. Phone 489-2399.
140arei 411-41LE LiC1J RE 5-111.1.
results then call Jehn
month. Available June 1st. Phone
EFFICIENCY ROOMS for girls, 753-1203.
THROU6N THE AIR'
Pasco , Jr. at the above
M11C KENIANA SHORES $10.00 down
for Summer and Fall semester.
number during the hours
- and $10.00.per month will buy a
Private entrance, carpeted, FOUR BEDROOM apartment, large lot with lake access. All
listed
central air and heat. Phone 753- upstairs over Crazy Horse. Come utilities
including
water
2377.
MlOC by or phone 753-9167.
MIIP available. Phone 4164320.• M13C
WANTED home to board Bassett
Hound while owner is away.
VACANT 12' wide modern mobile NICE PLACE in The country
Phone 753-4574.
MlIC UNIVERSITY MEN; the lower home, private lot. $85.00 per Only 2 miles from town. Call for
level of an apartment building month. Phone 753-8333 after 5:00 details. John Randolph
Realty di
WOULD YOU
WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed will be available to 12 students p.m.
M11C Auction Co.,7534382,
MI6C
RATHER TAKE )
floor
covering and carpets. beginning of summer session,
ME QuT
<
ROOM
3
furnished.
apt.
Phone
Hughes Paint Store.
,
May 29C $40.00 per student, includes air
D(NNER
M12C LAKE HOME - carpeted,
conditioning, heat, water 753-1238 after 5:00.
electricity, kitchen facilities, TRAILERS AND apartments, fireplace, lakeview, quality
private entrance _aiaL,parking. furnished. Both in Murray area. construction. -John Randolph
1626'2 Hamilton:.If rented to a pboile Fithytfutralm-72913,eally iSi Auction Co. 753New sh4:,rnent of baby wfts
club, president or manager, rent
MISC
C.fts wrapped FREE!
will be negotible. Phone Mr.
Alexander, 753-3827 in p.m. for an
BY OWNER; three bedroom
appointment,or contactAirs. Joe
brick, newly decorated, near
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak
University, two additional rooms
Park,111. 60302 or phone(312) 383with private bath and entrance
9264
p.m.
May12NC
in
carpet.
for extra income. Phone 753-7408
M11P
after 4:00 for appointment. TFC
THREE
BEDROOM, two
Pc.'i CALLING JP222
ANCIE PATPOL frebaCy,ARI-EP
r-- 4E,s,
COIDNEL, GET
WANT TO BUY electric utility bathroom, fully carpeted ranch
LEXINGTON,. KY.- FARM LAND - 53 fertile acres cALLING TP222
commaiteo? AL THE FAC1.5
PCI, THIS 15 4 wow, THE
pole,60 Amp or more. PhOne 492-- 1626 Hamilton. Available to Spindletop Research's National Produce year after year. Skip
wHo Is HEV You CAN ON,..-,
1P222. wE
CcAnteAk,pER's
-rgE Ca.
8620 after 6:00 p.m.
M1OP qualified person. Interested in Area Development Institute and a hop from city limits. John
.,E.ekR IOU.
SIGNAL! PUT
TANKER ----'
ftte Of. 'THE
managing lower level which will (NADI) has been awarded a Randolph Realty & Auction Co.,
AFFArR
COLONEL 5
house
12 college students. Rent research contractt by the 753-8382.
MI6C
PHONE!
WANT TO BUY used living room
Protection
suite, with end tables and coffee negotiable. Write Mrs. Joe Environmental
table in Er American or Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak Agency • (EPA) to improve THREE BEDROOM
brick home
Modern. Al dining room suite, Park, Ill. 60302 or phone 13121 383- water quality m management in with central heat and
air, carpet
nonmetrop
9264.
olitan
America.
May12NC
Early American or Modern.
Spindletop's president, throughout, built-in appliances,
Phone 753-6666 between 5:00 and
Theodore R. Broida, stated that blacktop drive with chain link
9:00p.m.
MI1C THREE ROOM and bath apart- the new project stems from fence. In the city school district.
ment. Privatedriveway,one door Spiadletop's pioneering work in Priced to sell. Phone 753-4516
M11C
WANT TO BUY 8 week old from college campus. No pets or area development and in after 5:00 p.m.
allowed.
Couple statewide and regional water
Cocker Spaniel female puppy. children
preferred. For information phone planning.
Phone 753-5532.
Ml2P
WANT INCOME Producing
753-3264. Available May. 15. TFC
The new project will analyze
Property? Just listed exactly
I Si-1001.2
the impact of guidelines
what you might need. Don't call NiEVEIZ HAVE
WANT TO BUY used bedroom TRAILERS; we have some for proposed by the Environmental
come by and let's talk it over.
TOLD Tt"g. sale
Protection
suite,
also.
must
See
Agency,
be
in
and
good
Brandon
will
condition.
Dill
after
GENERAL .1'
John Randolph Really & Auction
Phone 498-8749,
M12P 4:00 p.m. and all weekend at identify the relationships with Co.
ISOU.NT A P•lew
-1111 Sycamore.
MI6C
Dill's Trailer -Court -at Murray other governmental programs.
iKIP
Drive In Theater Entrance.. TFC such as those of the Farrners
WANT TO BUY young, spirited
Home Administration, the
ONE OF the nicest homes in
horse. Will train. At least 3 years DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five Economic Development. AdMurray. Completely landscaped,
old, under $200.00, preferably rooms and bath, central-heat and ministration, and the Depart- 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal
gaited stock. Phone 753air, carpet throughout, extra ment of Housing and Urban living and dining room.
Special
3616.
Developmen
t.
large master- bedroom, range.
features - swimming pool,
Nortmetropolitan preti have
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
tearaced
patio, unlimited
after 5:00 pin
TFC Most of,: the water quality storagg, expanding sub-division.
Oroblems
(gammon
to urban
•
areas plus those associated with Beingitansferred. $31.500. Phone
'753-9556.
Ml3P
FURNISHED APARTMENTS. agriculture and mining. Their
WANT TO RENT two bedroom living room, kitchen,
counties
and towns -often lack
bathroom,
cabin, near Kenlake or Jonathan with shower and bath.
One or two the financial and technical CHOICE COMMERCIAL &
Creek areas. Phone 753-4885 or bedrooms. Zimmerma
n Apart- reseurces to undertake water subdivision property for sale.
7534724.
MI1P ments, South 16th
Street. Phone, quality
improvement flidiway 641 North, John Randolph Realty & Auction ('o. 753753-6609.
• M12C measures,
WANT TO RENT Small clean up
The three-month, $15,000 8382.
- - shop, phone 753-2930.
will also produce
MI2C TWO BEITROOM apartment, study
furnished or unfurnished at the recommendations on how the NICE
_
THREE bedroom brick.
Embassy Apartments. Married Lnvironmental
Protection $2500.00 equity and
assume loan.
cougle preferred, others will be Agency can work most ef- less
than 10 years to pay. Phone
WANT TO RENT Two Bedroom
considered. No pets. Phone 753-' fectively with state agencies
492-8264.
house near Murray. Phone 489- 4331
TEC
or 753-6985.
M12C and substate districts in
2286 after 5 00p in
M12C
achieveing water quality obt'ctives.
Armed Robbery
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
Broida said that the project
CINCINNATI, Ohio ( API house for rent. Fenced in back will be
AL7110.
JO e,FAT ME, FAfl-2 AN'
headed by NADI's Albert Lewis was walking l• V )v1 T FLAT '10.(NYNY DON'T YO'
to
yard
and
air
conditionin
SC)LJARF,CO'
g.
L ADIEO
$135.00
DAM,
Research
MAKi
ESEST(Y
Director, Edwin W. work at the Gibson
Greeting
Phone
ME WIF IS
E,ARE-KNOCVLF SOCIETY
753-6661,
1..)F_CENCY TO LI.AVt
e,H KY A(ii4OST, PANSY
MI6C Webber,former staff director of Cards Co
when two men in an
EAL)E1-?9-1IP 0'DOC.31;k>TC_Ii
,
1 AAH LATE
MU ru I l* J. JOY
YO'DON'T V-IAF TA
the Serial Intergovernmental expensive late
WIFE,
KY WAS ALIVE-Tit' TITLE.
-model ear pulled
11011SE TRAILERS for rent and
W(.31-tRY 'ItkitiT FN.)
Relations Subcommittee, with onto a driveway
PANSY!!
F-410)-4 COST
ahead of him.
sale at 641 'Super Shell. Murray, assistance
from specialists in
-Give us the paper
Gf LIVIW!!
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753water planning from Spin- man said, pulling bag," one
a gun and
9131.
ITC dletop's staff.
nodding at the bag Lewis car.NAD1L was established two ried.
years ago by Spindietop with a
Lewis told the men what was
FOUR BEDROOM house, fur- grant from The Ford Foun- inside.
"Give us the bag,•' the man
nished, near University: Boys dation to promote sound
only. Available Summer of development of 'rural areas, iesisted. Lewis complied.
Summer and Fall. Phone 753-3895 town, and smaller cities in the
The men made their getaway
contest of balanced national with, some work
pr 753-3482.'
clothes and a
MI2C growth.
..
ham sandwich.
.
•
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
2 gallon containers, $12.00.
Hughes Paint Store.
May29C

Travel Free and Earn Money Too!

AUCTION

OVERCROWDED-A good buy on
this 4 bedroom aluminum siding
house on North 7th Street. Lot
80'x450'. John Randolph Realty &
Auction Co.,753-8382.
MI6C

I
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Office.
wash s
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Ft SALE

Bedroom
th Street Led living
.1droom - Look it
Realty & .
M16C

bedroom,
ing room,
134 baths,
No storage
carpeted,
Phone 753TFC

bedroom
ed lot, 1617
ving-dining
chen with
and dishhroughout.
Phone 753M12C

• Modern 3
nily room,
Excellent
ell quickly.
may be too
Realty &
M16C
•

Iroom brick
lining room
utility and
=near ColdM12C
9.

$10.00 down
h will buy a
access. All
water
ng
M13C

he country own. Call for
doh Realty &
M16C

- carpeted,
,ew, quality
in Randolph

Auctioneers: Jimmy McHride-336
Jimmy Cooper 500

cest homes in
ely landscaped,
hs, den, forrnal
room. Special
:mming pool.
),
unlimited
ig sub-division.
. $31.500. Phone
Ml3P
IF:RCIAL &
ertN- for sale
"tli John Ranaiction ('o. 753MI6('
)edroom brick.
id assume loan,
; to pay. Phone
TEC

7
Ohio AP
Fas walking to
lbson Greeting
two men in an
Wel car pulled
ahead of him.
aper bag,- one
ng a gun and
)ag Lewis carmen what was
bag." the man
omplied.
their getaway
clothes and a

Check Our Lowest Price of the Year!
Zenith's Famous

CIRCLE of SOUNlie

AUCTION
SALE

LAW AND
IF WE'RE GOING TO HAVE JOE AND HIS
BIG
,
TOWN
ORDER IN THIS
FAMILY HAS To GO,"
FOR SALE
197t-ICA-WASAK4-400-ATvail-iiioss.
Good condition. Phone 7534044
M12C
afteti5 p.m.

every
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
refrigerator, older model, $30.00.
Good -condition.. Phone 753-7884
M12NC
after 5:00p.m.

Friday night, 3 miles north
of Paris on Hwy. 641. We
have two good loads from
St. Louis this week. Glass,
dishes, furniture, odds and
ends Of allkinds: 6.

WO FORMALS, size 7 -and 9'
worn once $8.00 each. Phone 753M12C
6555.

Shorty McBride-247
James E. Travis-278

KOSS WATERBED, queen size
with pad, liner and frame. Phone
M12C
753-2930.
SERVICES OFFERED

BALDWIN GRAND pia-nor-used,
superb condition. TWO repossessed Baldwin pianos. New
Baldwin organs and pianos.
Practice pianos. Rent-ToPurchase place. Lonardo Piano
rompan,V, across from Po t
Office. Paris,Tennessee. MI

EXTERIOR 8/ INTERIOR
painting. Contract or hourly rate.
Phone 492-8581 after 5:00 p.m.
MI1C

INTERIOR EXTERIOR • painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
TFC
Todd,753-8495.
FOR ALL your home additions
alterations,- remodeling, etc., .
Free Estimates. Phone 753TFC
6123.

SNIPER SCKEEN
CHROMACOLOR

25"
Unbeatable Value!

FOR SALE

ALUM INU
PLATES
23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

Murray Home & Auto
Sales and Service
753-2571
* Easy Financing

* Low Payments

GE stamp machines,
CABIN CRAFT,gold area rug, 9' 8 WEANING PIGS, 7 weeks old. 10 POSTA
es in use. All in
machin
new..8
like
lly
Origina
.
x 12', used 4 months
Phone Noble H.Hurt,474return on
good
ns
locatio
good
M15P
E190.00. No place to store. Will
inyestment. For inyour
Phone
offer.
best
or
,
sell $125.00
fOrrnation, tall day, 753-5177, or
M11C
753-8855
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', night 753-8507.
M12C
fully carpeted with 20,000 BTU
Joho
phone
,
unFIVE GOATS
tfi conditioner and
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
Call at
McIntosh, Hazel, Kentucky 492- derpenning. Located at Jim
Kentucky. No increase in
in
14411P
8•792
Washer's, I mile South of prices. Country Boy Stores,
Kirksey. Phone 489-2321. -MlIC Army Surplus, 9 miles from
SAIL BOAT, 19' 6" Celebrity,
St
4th
N.
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
103
needs repair, all mahogany. PIGS; 45 Hampshire Duroc
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
MIIC
6.
753-878
Make offer. Phone
Cross, 40 to 60 lbs. average. 4:00p.m.
Murray, Ky.
M12C
820.00 each. Phone John D.
MIIC
Calhoon,436-2368.
BEGINNERS SET Lady's left
CARPETS AND life too can be 12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
one
on,
conditi
good
oner,
Lustre.
conditi
Blue
handed golf clubs, used twice,
use
you
beautiful if
4:00 75 YARDS BURLEY tobacco $60.00. 8 pieces and vinyl bag
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big owner. Phone 753-4148 after
MIOC bed.$75.00. Phone 437-4328. MIIC with cover) Phone 753-7374 or 753K,Belaire Shopping Center. M13C P.O
M12P
7781.
REDUCE SAFE I fast with
MUST SACRIFICE 1968 BSA
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
Firebird Scrambler 650 cc.
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
M101'
Excellent condition. Call anytime
South 4th.
from 9:00 a.m. till 9:00 p.m. 753Ml2P
7374.
DOUBLE DIPPED GALVANIZED
G.E. TAPE Cassett player recorder. ,Like new. Also have
Heavy Duty Rotors 829.95 with sale of tower
several tapes. Phone 767mm Cannon QL 19, excellent
TEN(
2655.
- CHECK OUR PRICES condition. Must sell, $55.00.
M12P
Phone 767-4775.

25' each

- Ledger & Times

NOTICE

+ft

rSMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS,
307 N. 4th 7534091
I
RADIO, TELEVISION,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
I
SAL Es 8, SERVICE
Repair on small Appliances

and

lrB&W
PORTABU Tv

FS,et 0fl4.bee.
0 IV? b, Ubabd

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
3544138, or 354-8161 alter 6:00
TFC
p.m.

Producing
listed exactly
ed. Don't call
talk it over.
alty & Auction
M16C
e.

View

t,
wardrobe, day bed, sofa, period and Victorian antiques in walnu
r
,
coppe
brass
r,
,
pewte
mahogany, cherry and pine. Lots of glass, china
hand
rs,
platte
and
plates
blue,
and iron. Bowl and pitchers, one in flow
e
painted, fine vases, china and crystal, china and pressed glass, cooki
al
sever
sets,
r
tea
pewte
piece
three
,
dishes
ed
jars, tureen and cover
s
pieces of plated silver, brass spittoon, brass fireplace tools, two child'
iron
bed,
n
ball
canno
ice cream chairs, smoothing irons, rass and iron
baby bed.

ree bedroom

FM brick home
ind air, carpet
n appliances,
ith chain link
ichool district.
'hone 753-4516
MI1C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Saturday, May 13, 6:30 p.m., Henry Auction House, next door to Post
,
Office. Furniture of many kinds; beds, dressers, chests, commodes
lamp
,
g
tables
s,
dinin
stand
night
e
tops,
marbl
wash stands with plain and
inlaid
tables, rockers, chairs, cupboards, sideboards, china cabinet, fine

WILL MOW any yard, mower la
furnished. Phone 753-6200. M12C

fertile acres er year. Skip
ty limits. John
lc Auction Co.,
M16C

Another

0•0****411)

AUCTION SALE

Mtge

orated, near
iitional rooms ,
and entrance
Phone 753-7408
ritment. TFC

AUCTION SALE

AUCTIONSALE

AUCTION SALE

•
j
Call
753-1916•

Are Now Being Accepted
at the

Garage Sale
Saturday
May 13
Starting At
9 a.m.
at the
Janice Compton
Home

Buy Your
ELECTROPHONIC STEREOS

BUY THE BEST!! ...

ROHN TV TOWERS
TV Service Center

WAITRESS WANTED. Call in
1970 YAMAHA 350. low mileage,
at Ken Truck Stop Cafe, 5
Shopping Center
Man.
person
Fix-ItAL
dealer serviced. Phone 753Mr.
CENTR
JOHN THE
. Talk to
TFC.
3597.
Home Repairs-electricial, car- miles South of Murray
Phone 753-5865
MlOC
pentry, roofing, painting, door Mrs. Earl Cooper.
screens and plumbing. Call John
bull.
FOR SALE
the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
OLDS 442, transmission
AVOCADO ELECTRIC range, REGISTERED ANGUS
EXPERIENCED DINNER or 1966
4365
Phone
15,000
753-762
oner.
old.
or
deck.
years
conditi
tape
p.
to
air
three
.a.m.
500.
Complete 55-Gallon
Frigidaire
t'be -neat; -ef- 'factory air; -stereo
We are
sale.
the
after
tylie 2434.
-May31C Fry Cook: -Mus
chest
ser4ice
M15P
foot
cubic
9.
15
nights.
get
BTU,
753-171
an
Phone
you
to
where
ficient, dependable and able
freezer, kitchen table with '6
EXPERIENCED WORK in furnish good references. Steady 1961 DODGE , good condition.
Factory Authorized Servicing Department
only
the
HAY, RED Clover, Orchard
hairs. Phone 753-5596 or 753(
Complete 29-Gallon
of
years
45
to
landscaping, mowing, planting, work. Prefer lady 30
$150.00. Phone 753-8142 or 753N110C Grass, in the field, 60 cents per
3992.
some
area.
this
with
in
lady
flower
of
need
M15C
making
Also
the
age:
AQUARIUM
and
g
prunin
1715.
bale. Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
MlOC food experience to train.in salad
1970 HARLEY DAVIDSON
- Also beds. Phone 753-605,1.
MI5('
motorcycle. p.m.
department. Good working 1969 DATSUN WAGON, good
Sportster XLCH
KINDS of FISH
ALL
4,200 miles. Phone 753-2486. MIIC
COLLEGE STUDENTS to do conditions. No phone calls. Apply condition. $1275.00. Phone 753Mobile
TA
SPAR
2x50'
.F
Jones
Dan
1969-1
•
sbord:
or
Daily
Smorga
.
Colonial House
laWnworking Or mowing
MIIC
.
8407:
owner, ver)
MI1C
for the summer ..Phone 753MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes home, one
753-8399 or 753-4894
7 or 753Ml2P
from 13-16. Frosted blonde shag reasonable. Phone 753-852
1689.
1972 P()NTIAC Grand Prix,
4MIIC
1950.
MIIC
wig,$5.00. Phone 753-4909.
factory air, stereo, one month
GOT A SHAGGY DOG? Be proud
the early
of it again. All breeds groomed, LOST BEAGLE hound, 5 years old. Phone 753-7606 in
her
Montgomery Ward
MOTHER'S DAY; give
MIIC RIDING MOWER. 8 H.P
BABY BED with mattress, air NEW
g collar. Lost in afternoon.
PI.YMOUTH garden
ete; Bird
Poodles „clipped. Melody-Ayre old, male. Wearin
9,800 BTU, lady's tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
8329.95. 5 H.P -26" something to last-Concr
4
oner,
cut,
speed,
Van
conditi
and
East
94
of
y
vicinit
Kennels, near Kentucky Lake,
flower boxes. Larry's motorcycle helmet, child's potty,
1963 FALCON 4 speed, excellent cut, 2 speed, $239.95. Brigi; Se Bath.
engine with forward and reverse
M16C Cleave Road. Phone 753901-247-3345.
10 percent off all Returned
-Lawn Craft. Highway child's playschool riding airte
Saks,
Concre
MI1P condition. Best offer, $275.00, but Stratton engine. Roby
8081.
$139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68.
600ds Sale. Wednesday only
MI1P
Phone 753-9953.
East.
MIIC
94
8.
Ken767-425
527.
Phone
Phone
Benton
00 P M
day.
flit
68,
phone
y
Open
Wednes
plane.
ky,
by
Highwa
must sell
Benton, • Kentuc
WILL DO ironing,-15 cents each
MI9C
TFC
M1OP tucky.
I2.
767-203
9368.
M12C
piece: Phone 753-1733.
H.P.
FRIGIDAIRE
12' ALUMINUM boat and 6
55
WANTED TRACTOR mechanic,
s, BErroNE FACTORY fresh
sell
Will
.
Cheap
in
ATOR, good con- PART TOY Collie puppie
let
Apply
IGER
Chevro
1960
REFR
motor.
ed.
EXTRA SHARP
Phone
WILL KEEP elderly man in experience preferr
MX.
Shelty.
250
Good
red
HA
1971.
registe
r.
YAMA
hearing aid batteries for all
AK('
is
togethe
436mother
Phone
or
ble.ely
dition. reasona
Stokes Tractor & Impala four door sedan with 348
N1121) separat
Wallis
home near hospital. Phone 753- person to
Phone
or'7677.
males.
753-778
$5.00
s,
1
make bearing aids.
female
753-864
MlIC $3.00
,.
M12P
Industrial engine. phone 753-4438.
condition. Phone
2381.
M12C Implement Company,
MIOC
1851.
M10(' I /rugs.
MlONC
3.
753-997
M12C
2205
R 9ad.
1972-65
,
trailer
1971
plows;
AND
BOAT
CASE 430 tractor, 2 14'71 DATSUN 1200, 25,000 miles air
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
USED REFRIGER ATOR, TV
753cAtirrrs look dull and drear.
oned, white vinyl top with H.P. Johnson motor. Phene
SS '& XB Restaurant disc, drill, two row cultivator. 6' stereo console. Phone 753-6434
conditi
all work guaranteed. Free pick
ENNIS
for
R
TAKE
spots as they appear
WANTED CARE
1\110C
remove
00
6:
E1263
p.m.
after
753tape player. Phone 753-6501 after
up and delivery. Free estimate.
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 1 rotary mower. Phone
MD('
p.m.
5:00
after
Mount Carmel Cemetery. Please
Lustre. Rent electric
Blue
with
MI1P
'Ml2C
Antique or natural finish. Jerry phone 489-2111.
per case ; 100 books. Sold in Catie 8795.
M11P 5:00 p.m.
shallip110er $1, Begley Drug
Office
es
"S'Tini
June IC
GARAGE: SALE
McCoy, 753-3045.
lots onty Lellact
AQUARIUM WITH stand and Store. Central Shopping ('en1965 GTO BI.ACK with black
Saturday, May 13
Supply. 103 North 4th Street.
GLASTRON Tri-hull boat fully equipped. Phone 75317'2'
M13C
ter.
HOME REPAIRS. Dripping
TEN(
and
NM('
9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. ' t
with 125 H.P. Evinrude. Boat, 4725.
FOR SALE OR TRADE interior, bucket seats
.
faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged
8450.00
automatic transmission.
1218 Dogwood Dr., Murray
motor, trailer and accessories.
AIR CONDITIONER truck load
sink or drain? Phone John the
M19C
Phone 753-9581.
TI1REE bedroom Phone 753-4148 after 4:00 p.m.
'
-12'x55
1969
12'x65'
PARK
Y
641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of sale, Mule-they last. Thomas A.
HOLL
1971
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
Portable
lloy.:1
Port-A-CribMIOC
Phone
iobile home. Phone 753Murray. Irish Setter puppies. Edison. 10,000 BTU. $161.88.
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625 mobile home, unfurnished.
M12C
4. 1959 CHEVROLET for $50.00 call Typewriter -Blond Wig
11O08
753-927
Spaniel Puppies. Tily 17.000 BTU. $186.88. 20,000 BTU,
nights:
0,
Cocker
763428
days
C
May31
nights.
M12C Ampex Tape recorder and
3.
753-724
NC
Mayl9
.
fish and supplies, $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88.
Courts
s,
Poodle
See at 8 Riviera
s
NEW AND used lawn mower
speakers- Fireplace set
and birds. Special on 26.000 BTU. 5261,88. Roby Sales.
ers
hampst
conAll
AIR
AU l'OMOTIVE
sale.
1968 FORD F'airlane two door Clothing-Men, Women,
bike, one and tillers, for
race
Phone 753-1862 or -Highway 68, Benton. KenOSSA
5,
341.00.
,
1972-17
•Neons
ssors,
753ditioning, rebuilt compre
guaranteed. Knight's Shop,
plus hardtop, -factory air, straight Baby and maternity
June8C tucky
M17('
place trgret7131Torie 753TFC -753-9457.
Freon. R. C. Evans-Gbrage, 400 14' BOAT, 717 H.P. motor,
MIONC
or trade for motor- shift, one owner Car. $900.00 OTHER EXCITING ITEMS 7474.
$400
trailer
6
75$497
Phone
Street,
4th
North
MI2C
MloC Phone 753-3665.
may22p cycle. Call 753-3170.
or 474-2748.
•
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Ace McReynolds, Murray Business

Graduation
(Costinued

Man, Dies Suddenly On Tuesday
Ace McReynolds, prominent
Murray business man, died
suddenly Tuesday at 8:50 p.m.
at the age of 59. He was stricken
ill while he and his wife were
visiting friends and was rushed
to the Murray-CallomPhy County
Hospital where he was
pronounced dead on arrival.
Mcheynolds, a resident of 205
North 10th Street, Murray, had
been in the men's clothing
business at Corn-Austin on the
north side of the court square
for thirty-four years. He was in
partnership with H. C. Corn and
the late A. B. Austin for twenty
years, before he and his
brother, Harold McReynolds,
Ace McReynolds •
became paitnets about fourteen
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.'J.
years ago.
The Murray man was a D.Wilson of Murray Route Two,
member of the First United Mrs. Dewey -Orr of Murray
Methodist Church, where he Route Seven, and Mrs. Linda
had served on the Board of Morris of Kuttawa; four
Stewards for many years. He brothers, Elwood McReynolds
was born January 11; 1913, in of Henderson, Joe Pat
Calloway County and was the McReynolds of Mayfield,
son of the late O.P. (Print) Charles McReynolds of Graves
and
HaroldMcReynolds and Ehna Morton County,
McReyno
lds
Murray;
of
two
McReynolds.
brothers,
Orvis
Survivors are his Wife, Mrs. half
Frances Brandon McReynolds McReynolds of Mayfied and
of
205 North 10th Street, Hafford McReynolds of Graves
-County; _several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. Samuel
R.Dodson, Jr., and Rev. Morris
Galloway officiating.
Members of the Board of
Jim Byrn, age 90, Mayfield
Route Three, died 4 12:10 a.m. Stewards of the First United
Tuesday at the Murray- Methodist Church are asked to
Calloway County Convalescent serve as honorary"pallbearers
at the funeral services.
Home.
Interment will be in the
A retired farmer, he was a
• former Chief of Police of Murray Cemetery with, the
arrangements by the J.H.
Mayfield.
•
Sumvors include his
wife; Churchill Funeral Home where
Mrs. Gracie Byrn; three frieni• may call.
daughters, Mrs. Mayme ConThe family requests that in
nor, Wingo Route Two „Mrs. lieu Of flowers that donations be
Elmer Cecil, Mrs. William made to the Calloway County
Parker, both of Graves County; Heart'hind, c-o R. L. Cooper,
12 grandchildren and four treasurer, Box 229, Murray,
great-grandchildren. .
Kentucky.
Funeral
services
are
scheduled for 3:30 p.m.' Thursday at the BYtn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Rev. H. M. Early Morning Tempera
tures
Suthard and Rev. Cloys Bruce Nashville
45
officiating.
Paducah
47
Burial will be in Maplewood Bowling Green fog
41
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Louisville
43
Friends may call at the Evansville
45
funeral home.
Cape Girardeau
52

Jim Byrn Dies
Here Tuesday

Temperatures

Kentucky Roundup
WASHINGTON AP)—Air.National Guard officials have indicated they will reconsider plans to reorganize the unit in
Kentucky, Sen. Marlow Cook said Tuesday.
The Kentucky Republican said he had met.with a number of
Guardsmen and expressed his opposition to a change in aircraft
and a reduction in manpower in the Kentucky unit.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lAP.)—Bellarmine College's Board of
Trustees named an. acting president Tuesday and said a committee of trustees, faculty, students, administrators and alumni
will be appointed by the end of the month to find a new president.
The board accepted the resignation of the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Alfred
Horrigan, who has been president ofthe college since its founding
in 1950.
The acting president, The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Raymond Treece, is
presently executive vice president of Bellarmine and has also
been with the college since 1950.
The board said applications will be taken from both church and
lay persons for the new president, who will be named before June
1, 1973.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API—According to reports filed with the
Kentucky Registry of Election Finance, Robert Gable, R-Stearns-, has spent more Money than any other candidate for U.S.
Senator so far in the campaign.
Gable's campaign committee report indicates he has spent
$104,868 and raised $18,839 in contributions.
Former Gov. Louie Nunn is a distant second in senatorial
campaign Vending so far, with his report soowing total
campaign receipts of $30,595 and total expenditures of $9,807.
Reports show that Walter "Dee" Huddleston of Elizabethtown,
ruining in the-Democratic primary, has had campaign income Of
$10,493 and expenditures of $6,127.
LEXINGTON; Ky. ( AP i—City commissioners and various
department heads are slated to. explain their money needs at a
public hearing next Monday on Lexington's proposed payroll tax
increase, city Public Information Director Randy Myers said.
Mayor Foster Pettit said last week the commission was considering raising the tax from 1.5 to 2 per cent by June 1 in order to
*maintain the present level of services.
LONDON,
LONDON, Ky AP The body of an 8-year-old boy who
drowned while riding home from school in a boat was recovered
Tuesday from a branch of Sinking Creek.
Police said Robert Lee Shepherd, along with his father and five
brothers and sisters, Was in a boat.that capsized Monday. The
others managed to get ashore safely.
A foot bridge normally u.sed by the children was covered by two
feet of water in the rainswollen stream.
LEXIN(;TON, Ky. ( API—A 23-year-old Lexington man was
sentenced to life imprisonment Tuesday for the fatal shooting of a
fellow ,resident last November.
The Fayette Circuit judge sentenced Larry Johnson after a jury
found him guilty of murder in the death of Randall Andrew Terry,
37.
- Terry died of a hullet wound in the chest after he was shot with a
.22-caliber rifle following an argument between the two men. .
CORBIN, Ky. ( AP i--The Kentucky Jaycees have endorsed
their president Jim Vernon for vice president of the national
organization.
The election willtie held in week pf.June 18-in Atlanta.
s
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Lyles, Symsonia; Ingrid
Mueller Quertermous, Princeton; Linda E. Russell,
Calvert City.
Joan Elizabeth Smith, Silver
Springs, Md.; Philip Kim
Smith, Murray; Matta—
Stevens Turanski, Casstown,
Ohio; Donald Dean Tyler,
Fancy Farm; Philip Everett
Ward, Clinton; and Susan Ann
Elicit, Paducah.
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Magna Cuin
Ann Lochridge Allinder,
Madisonville; William Dwight
Armstrong, Kuttaivat Connie-Sue Bickett, Morganfield;
Jacqueline Willett Blagg,
Paducah; Ina Ruth Boggess,
Greenville; Martha Stagner
Bowen, Murray; Charlotte
Louise Brown, Morganfield;
Carol Sue Connor, Tell City,
Ind.; Jan Erwin . Cooper,
Murray.

Vicki Elaine DeWitt, Murray;
Sheila K. Eckstein, Valley
Station; Joseph Dudley Gray,
Princeton; Sharon L Gumtow,
Calvert
City;
David
Harrington, Mayfield; Marcia
Rudd Hayes, Murray; Marie
Barger Hicks, Murray', William
Henry' Hodge, Jr., Marion;
Mary White Hopson, Murray;
Elizabeth Eleanor Huff,
Elizabethtown.
.„.
Robert Cecil Johnson, Jr.,
Paris, Tenn.; Katharine
NDON (API — The Soviet ion's most important paper, Koehler,
Kevil;
Mary
ppess continued to exercise cau- again refrained from direct Fewwman Litchfield,
Edon today in reporting Presi- comment and published Tues- dyville; Craig Larnont
FALLS TO DEATH
dent Nixon's orders to cut the day's Tass dispatch from Wash- Boaz; Howard Gregory
A woman identified as Marsha Hildbrand,:I,of Portland, Ore,clings to railing left, of downtown
Madsupply of Soviet war materials ington, which called Nixon's dux, Salem; Pamela
' Ann Portland department store, where she stood for 40 minutes before falling, right, to her death, from
to North Vietnam by 'mining step "naked acts of aggres- Markham, Madisonville; the :2111 floor.
(AP Wirephoto)
the North Vietnamese harbors. sion- and a "violation of norms Shirley-- Ann Cochran
Martin,
Pravda,the Communist patty of international law."
Murray) Robert Allen - Mason,
newspaper and the Soviet UnThe paper, the only one pub- Morganfield; Susan Kae Nance,
lished today aftet a three-day Murray; Penny Bridges
holiday marking the end of Oakley, Cadiz.
(Gleamed from Page I)
,
World War II, also carried
Victoria
irnntinisoti mom page 1).
Gayle
Ogg,
gency decrees since 1963 and it
Tuesday's Tais, dispatches on
was not immediately known
viet, ,British, French and U.S. antiwar demonstrations in the
Greensburg,Ind.; Dianna Lynn '
how the new order would affect
delegates in a round of sessions United States, the bombing of
By JACK MAYNE . . existing rules.
on Vietnam and declared "the North Vietnam and the liber- Stuart, Greenville; Robert Dale
The 'Calloway County Clean
Taylor, Metropolis, Ill.; Glenna
ation
Earlier the U.S. Command
of
areas
of
South
Associat
Vieted Press Writer
time has now come when the
Teens held their last meeting of
Jane
Tosh,
Sturgis;
and
announc
Ernest
ed
the
• KELLOGG, Idaho (AP) —
loss of four air- the school year
full machinery of the United
in the Biology
The caution in the govern- Wayne Williams.
Two survivors of a mine fire craft since Sunday.
Nations should be used" to
Department of Calloway County
Laude—
Cum
Gary
ment-con
Stevens
One
trolled
was
press
a
U.S.
that
seemed
killed
Army
more
heli- High School with the presiden
than 40 of their
bring a halt to the fighting.
t,
Adams, Brownsville, Ind.; coworkers emerged
. Britain and several other 'al- to indicate that the Kremlin
smiling copter that crashed 20 miles Gary Potts, presiding. The
Kathryn
LaVerne
Allbritten, from a week's entombment in northeast of Saigon today, killlies expressed hope the act had not yet decided how to deal
National Wildlife Creed was
Mayfield; John Bishop Andre, the smoky depths
of the Sun- ing 32 American military men. read by all members.
would hasten the war's end, With Nixon's direct challenge to
Sturgis;
Sharon
Elizabet
the
Soviet
h
leadersh
Bale,
The
command said the cause of
ip.
shine silver mine Tuesday
while France and the ScandinaThe speaker was Sid Easley,
India joined Communist gov- Louisville; Janice
Long night.
that crash was not known but
vian countries were critical.
.County Attorney. His topic,
Bergeso
n,
Elizabe
ernment
thtown;
s
today
the
condemn
in
ing
helicopte
r
was on an ad- "Legal Aspects
South Vietnamese President
The men: Torn Wilkenson, 29,
of Pollution,"
Garnett Biegert,
Nguyen Van Thieu described the mining of the North Viet- Donna
and 28-year-old Ron Flory, ministrative noncombat mis- was a most informative and
Bricktow
n, N.J.; Wanda Faye
sion.
Nixon's move as "a strong de- namese ports while America's
were swamped by friends and
-thought-provoking
program.
cision to show the determina- allies continued to support the Billington, Murray; Suzanne
relatives as they were helped to- A total of 36 American heliDuring the business meeting
Vaughn
move.
Birdwel
l,
Grand
tion of the United States to help
ambulances that took them copters and 34 planes have tt wasreported that$75 was sent
"There can be no justification Rivers;
Gideon
Jeffrey away
the South Vietriarnese people
from the mine that a been lost since the start of the to the Nature Conservancy.
for this escalation," Foreign Branford, Hickman, John
fight communism."
North Vietnamese offensive Correspondence was read from
Minister Swaran Singh told the Weaver Brazell, Clinton; week earlier had been swept by
Kissinger predicted the sea
March
fire.
30, the command said, Gov. Winfield Dunn of TenWilliam
Alaric
Bryant,
quarantine would have no ef- Indian Parliament. "Hundreds
Flory was the first man to with 64 Americans killed in the nessee. It was announced that
of thousands of human lives are Murray; Rose Mar Burton,
fect on the current fighting in
reach the cavernous two-story crashes, 62 missing and 18 pollution slogan bumper
being lost and more are being Paducah.,
South Vietnam during the next
room
at the top of the main wounded. This includes non- stickers were available for sale.
rendered homeless and I am
John
Tyler
Carnet'',
three weeks. But he said the efsure this house will join the Paducah; Kevin Patrick hoist shaft, on the 3,100-foet lev- combat as well as combat loss- A picnic was planned for May 25
fects of Nixon's action should
at earis Landing State Park.
government in condemning this Cherry, Geneseo, III.; Dianna el. Asked by rescue workers es.
have some impact afterwards if
Radio
Hanoi
claimed
there
that
whether
he
wanted
to go
latest escalation."
Jean Colson, Benton; Sarah
the mines interdict shipments
New officers elected for t“.
North Korea's Communist Marie Wells C,outu, Hopkin- on to the surface, he replied, nine Arnertlian planes. were
of arms and war material:party newspaper, Nodang Sin- sville; Ray Jean Crittenden, "No, I want to. wait for my shot down in the Hanoi area to- 1972-73 year were President—
In the Senate, debate flared
day, three in the Haiphong Randy
Williams,
vicemum,called Nixon a "war ma- Murray; Kathleen Morris buddy."
up again on whether to cut off niac,...
Crick,
Earlier, the rescuers reported area, and two in Yen Bai, the president—Karen
a truculent warmon- Forsee, Louisville; Mary Jo
money for U.S. combat forces
ger, a murderer and vicious Fox, Madisonville; Linda the survivors had told them province northwest of the capi- secretary-treasurer—Amanda
in Indochina after the Dermy
enemy of peace."
Reynolds Gentry, Owensboro; there were seven bodies behind tal through which the railway Hoke, reporter—Laurel Guy
crats voted in 29 to 14 caucus
and Historian—Debbie Crick.
The Polish press said the Deborah Henderson Gladish, an iron door used to shut off a to China passes.
for -disapproving escalation of
The
broadcas
The meeting was adjourned
t
charged
that
Pentagon hawks had persuaded Murray; Phyllis Hobbs Gordon, section of the mine in which a
the war in Vietnam as anventilation problem is reported. the raiders did great damage to with the reading of the ConNixon to escalate the war and Murray.
nounced by the President."
increase the "barbarous" air
It was deadly carbon monox- hospitals, schools and residen- servation Pledge.
Darla W. Griffin, Wingo;
On the House side, Rep. Bella raids
over North Vietnam. David Charles Haas, Mayfield; ide gas and smoke from fire tial areas in Hanoi and caused
Abzug, D-N.Y., said several However
, the article avoided Cheryl Hughes Heavrin, which erupted a week ago that many casualties.
other representatives would pehonal
attack on Nixon who Paducah; Peggy Faurest caused the deaths of at least a
i Continued from Page 1
join her in introducing an im- is
scheduled to visit Poland lat- Heizer, Elizabethtown; Karen dozen of the 40 known fatalities.
The west exit of the hospital
peachment resolution.. The
er this month.
If the seven reported by Flory
R. Hendershot, Madisonville;
street has a whale of a hole.in it.
militantly antiwar congressThe Cairo newspaper Al Joy Dalrne Hendrix, Marion; and Wilkenson are confirmed,
(Continued from Page li
We hit it yesterday and bounced
woman- labelled Nixon's deciGomhouria, the organ of the Helen Frishe Hodges, Frank- the toll will be raised to 47.
sion a "high crime.-the
-new Democratic adminis- about ten feet in the air.
ruling Arab Socialist Union, ac- fort; Rebecca Hohman, BrookThat would leave 44 miners
Elsewhere, antiwar protest- cused
• Nixon of "pushing the port, 111.; Jerry L. Hoover, missing and unheard from tration, Watkins nonetheless reers poured into the streets to world
Randall Patterson sends uj
served his sharpest words for
to the brink of war to Paducah; Paula Lou Horn, since the tragedy began.
pamphlet on the cost of food,
register opposition, clashing win re-electi
the GOP camp.
on."
Greenville; Judy Faye Kelson,
Asked how the _two men were
with poliCe and causing some
"I think a lot of ( our game which gives some revealing
Australian Prime Minister Murray.
able to survive at the 4,800-foot plan) was
property damage. Two persons William
lost when our last facts. It took 22.2 per cent of
McMahon said his goy,
-Andrea
Kay
Kemper, level where they were found, a Republican
in,Albuquerque. N.M., suffered eminent
candidate for gov- your paycheck for good in 1950
"understands and sup- Murray; Robert S. Kimbro, , Bureau .oil Mines spokesman
gunshot wounds after Polite ports"
ernor
came
out for gutting the and in 1971 took 16.3 per cent.
. Nixon and' ',Strongly Clinton; MarrThomas Kotter,, said whose bodies they,said
used tear gas to clear protest- condemn
sales-tax,": he said..
s" North -Vietnam and Mayfield,- Joy Reynersoni were behind the iron door.
ers from an interstate highway. its allies
It 'takes an -American six
The reference was to Tom
but opposition leadet Lentz, Murray; Jeanne Allen
Flory and Wilkenson were exjust west of the University of Gough %%Mem
minutes to earn a Pound of said: "It brings Lieb, Hardinsburg; Patricia' amined by a doctor in the hoist Emberton, who last year called
New Mexico.
for removing the 5 per cent white bread. In France it takes
the War to a stage of direct Ann Walker Loar, Mayfield; shaft
from .a half-mile under- sales tax on food,
A number of windows of confrontation
a position 11 minutes. Russia 12. Brazil 46
with the Soviet Mary Duff Matarazzo, Murray; ground, then breagiit .out to
American business offices were Union. Presiden
t NixOn's deci- Paula Sue McGregor, Nor- their relatives , and rushed off taken up by Democratic Gov. minutes and Japan 27 minutes.
broken when 1,200 demonstra- sion is
Wendell Ford, approved by the In Canada it takes four minutes.
fraught with peril for tonville; James Stephen Mills, for hospitalization.
tors I I arched through the world peace "
genfral
assembly and schedMayfield; Rebecca Austin
streets of Frankfurt. Germany.
The two men were found on uled to take effect Oct. 1.
It takes an American 24
Mitchell
, Paducah; Patricia the 4,800-foot level of
. Rocks and potatoes were
minutes to earn a pound of
ttie mine
Watkins
indicate
d
the
ineviGayle Morgan, Louisville.
and brought to the 3,700-foot table result was that the statt sirloin steak. It kkes
hurled at Vice President Spiro
Regenia • A.
Munday, level for physical examination had to search
Ti,Agnew's limousine in Columfor other sources minutes in France, 1:12 minutes
Hopewell, Va.; Brocky Allen before being carried
bus. Ohio, with one n'bject hitto the sur- of income to make up the reve- in Russia, 118 minutes in Brazil.
Nicely, Murray; Judith A. face. The mine's general
ting the rf,ar window. Agnew
man- nue loss - such as from a 269 minutes in Japan and 27
Orten,
Morton's
Gap; ager Marvin C. Chase. said.
vvas not injured.
higher corporate income tax minutes in Canada.
Richard
H. Peek,. Jr.,
Agnew told a GOP fund-raisChase, said earlier Flory and which has been imposed"
Smithla
nd;
Royalyn
Diane Wilkenson were "in good
ing dinner, Your President Federal State Market News
The American Farmer is the
Referring to a bitterly satiricPhillips, Benton; Ginger Lynn health" when
will not pefThit this nation, Service May 10, 1972
they
most
were
found.
al
efficient of farmers. He
letter
he
sent
to
all
legislanearly 200 years old, to IR de- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Reddick, Arlington;
Chase said the four men wha tors in the final days of the ses- feeds himself and 47 others
Lee
Linda
Ritz,
Salughters;
graded or demeaned. Ile is go- Market
Report Includes 9
sion. Watkins called it a "face- through his efforts.
Steven F. Seltzer, Paducah; found Flory and Wilkenson
ing to stay with this problent, Buying Stations
would
be
brought
out
of
the tious little tidbit that may have
and he is going to solve it
Receipts: Act. 1051 Est. 100(1 Susan Elizabeth Sills, Dover, mine two at time, and a fresh looked rash to you . really
Tenn.;
William
Clyde Sutton,
On the economo Er'jilt. an- Barrows and Gilts Mostly
four-man team would be sent we had nothing to lose by using
25
nounceivient of the military of. cents higher Sows steady to 50 Murray; Judith Ann Swinny, down to continue the search
a sarcasm."
Murray.
American stock cents higher.
mile
beneath
Although such an approach
the
surface
in
the
Elizabeth
Joe
Terns,
prices Tuesday to plummet- in US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.50-26.00.
A sponge cake bought by a
nation's deepest and richest sil- always is risky, •Watkins said.
LouisVil
Audra
le;
Reibel
the sharpest one-day de# line in 1:S 1-3 200-250 lbs.,
it might have helped in favor- housewife in Brighton, Enver producer.
25.00-25.
50
Thoma,ss
Louisvill
on,
Joyce
e;
six
ths. The Dow Jones av- US 2-4 240-260 Ihs„ 24.50-25.00
ably amending an unemploy- gland, had more in it than she
L. Thurman, Marion; Mary
erages of 30 indusirials fell US :3-4 260-280 lbs., 24.00-24.
ment compensation bill passed bargained for and it cost a bak50 Betty Treas, Benton; Ronald Shelley in top role
12 72 points On foreign ex- StPAS
ery $75 in fines and put a conon the final day.
H01,1.1iWtX
it
I
Tyler,
Gene
Fancy
Farm;
changes, gold soared to record US 1-2 270-350 lbs , 20.50-21.
The session at a Frankfort siderable dent in its reputation.
25 Janice K. Vance, Murray; Shelley Winters. with two
high prices ;54 an ounce .in US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 19.50-20.
The flap was created when
motel is one of several around
50 Sandra Kaye WalIce, Murray; thwart to her credit. signcd for
the
I ondon While the dollar ((Alin US 2-3 450-650 lbs., l8.50
woman's husband discovtop
n#Ip
in
Poseidon
-The
a
the state to acquaint AIM mem-1U0 Ray Darrell West, Murray; and Adventu
ered a rat's foot in the piece of
re- for 200 Century- bers with a
relation to other currencies.
Boars 17.00-19.50
,
*
"legislid
ive "over- apzige cake
Stpehen A. Williams, Lola.'
Fox.
she had put in his
view" and future trends.
•
lunch.
JUNIOR MISS—Lydia Anne Hodson, right, Kentucky's Junior
Miss from Lexington, was selected America's Junior Miss
in
competition completed last night in Mobile, Ala. Lydia is shown
receiving the award as 1972 Kraft National Hostess which
she
won
in an allied competition with the Junior Miss Pageant
Monday. She will receive a $10,000 scholarship to the
college of
her choice.
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By Dwain McIntosh
Dr. Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State University, and
Max B. Hurt of Kiritsey joined a
small and select circle Saturday
evening when they were named
as distinguished alumni of
Murray State University.
Announced by 15r. Harry M.
Sparks, university president, at
the annual alumni banquet,
their selection brings to seven
the number of distinguished
alumni chosen by the Murray
State Alumni Association for
recognition.
Hurt, now retired, was a
member of the second
graduating class atjdurray
State in 1927„ Doran, class of
1932, was unable to attend. His
plaque will be presented to him
next week at Morehead by Mrs.
Martha Ellison, the new
president of the Murray State
Alumni Association.
Both Doran and Hurt have
Today, the piano is finding increasing favor in combos where it gives a served as president of the
Alumni Association—Doran in
highly contemporary flavor to the newer sounds of rock and blues.
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Today's liberated woman may be marching band on a trip to Japan.
your 8-year-old daughter who wants An assistant director of the Purdue
to play the drums like her big band is a woman, who also teaches
brother. Or she may be the 16 year percussion.
old who strums the bass in her high
At a recent regional music eduschool jan group. Or,perhaps she's cators conference, where 10,000
in college taking tuba lessons.
amateurs performed, more girls than
Whatever she's doing, she is prob- ever before were playing tubas,
ably reflecting the "Lib' movement Sousaphones, drums and large
away from old customs in all fields, cymbals.
including music. According to a reWomen are beginning to break
search report by the American Music into the previously male-dominated
Conference, women are now taking
field of jazz, and AMC estimates 15
up formerly "male" instruments. per cent
of all players in high school
leading bands, even tooting along
jazz ensembles are girls.
with the boys on taboo preserves
In the past, the sexuality attached
like the football field.
to instruments by society was an
Purdue University offers just one important
factor in establishing a
example of the expanding role of
pattern of who should play them—
women in music. Women play tuba, men
or women. The harp, for examtrombone and percussion instruple, with its graceful shape, was
ments in the university's band. In
considered "feminine." Drums were
a "first" for Purdue, women instru- thought to
be "masculine" along
mentalists went along with the with
trumpets and other brass in-

Your Individual Horoscope

Before becoming president of
1939-42 and Hurt 1931-32 and
Morehead State in 1954, Doran
again in 1968-69.
Doran, a native of Graves had served as a teacher, coach
and principal of secondary
County, has been a leader in
schools in West Kentucky for 15
education at both the state and
years and headed die division of
national levels. He has served
on several national corruilittees, teacher education and cerincluding the National Ad- tification in the Kentucky
Department of Education from
visory Council on Education
Professions Development 1952 to 1954. He earned the MA.
degree at Murray State and the
during the term of former
President Lyndon B. Johnson. Ed. D. degree at the University
of Kentucky.
Recognized in 1970 by Murray
State University with an ' A former president of the
Kentucky
honorary Doctor of Laws
Education
Association, Doran also made a
degree, Doran took the national
mark for himself as a state
spotlight a year later when he
legislator. He served four terms
became the fourth Kentuckian
in the Kentucky House of
to receive a Horatio Alger
Representatives, including one
Award.

struments. Pianos and organs were
considered appropriate to both
sexes.
The gender attributed to an instrument was not neceSsarily based
on its weight and size, however.
Throughout musical history, brass
instruments have been ,associated
with the military, so they have had
the additional image of ,men carrying them off to war.
The problem with women deciding
to take up a broader range of instruments in music has nothing to
do with their mate ability. Studies
made 'by music educators suggest
that girls ,.are even quicker and
more adept than boys in learning
some musical skills.
In terms of natural talent, men
and women are equally capable of
becoming excellent professional or
amateur musicians, regardless of
the instrument they choose to, play.
At- last, women have freedom of
choice in eusic without being
branded "unfeminine"

session in 1950 as Speaker of the
House.
He was named "Kentuckian
of the Year" by the Kentucky
Press Association in 1959 and
received the "Distinguished
Kentuckian Award" presented
by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt,
Jr., in 1966.
Hurt, who operates-a farm in
Calloway County, has had a
varied career of service as an
educator, assistant postrhaster,
Chamber of ornmerce official,
banker, and executive vice
president of the Woodmen of the
World.
His contributions to Murray
State and to the community
have been ,noteworthy. He is

currently serving as a member
of the steering committee that
is planning the Golden Anniversary Observance of the
university.

One of the reorganizers of the
Bank of Murray in 1932, he has
saved the bank 40 years as a
director and about 20 years as
secretary of the board. Hurt
For a number of years Hurt was also one of the original
taught in the Calloway County stockholders of radio station
schools. He served as the WNBS, which went on the air in
principal of Kirksey and New 1948.
Concord High Schools in
A gifted speaker, Hurt had
Calloway County and of Water
duties with the Woodmen of the
Valley High School in Graves
World that took him to many
County.
parts of the United States to
During the 10 years he served fulfill speaking engagements.
as assistant postmaster in
He has also been active in
Murray, he reorganized and several agricultural
extended the RFD service. As organizations and the Methodist
executive secretary of the Church, as well as several civic
Chamber of Commerce, he was organizations—Red Corss, Boy
instrumental in getting a Scouts, Rotary Club and the
Tappan Company plant located Calloway
County
Fair
in Murray.
Association.

DRESS UP YOUR CAR
FOR SUMMER AT LOW
COST ... SAVE NOW!

igger control.
Adjusfake spray.

46-100.6

\\ rm. uk, ii iitu.
like a vlo‘t. F“,
I ii , t•ate (11, ,
, ‘1, „

All the comfort and styling of
custom rn,ide covers. Soil and
tad('
Full set (:honse
iit
0%.

OSCILLATING
SPRIN

.12

sure manner. Details may not
be crucially important, but are
still part of the pattern.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Kilf100A great deal of patience may
be needed now. Some business
matters may be in a state of
confusion but, with your innate
good judgment, you should
solve all.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi4
A fine day for making advances — especially if you are
progressive in your thinking
and don't try to operate with
outmoded methods.
• AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may find it easier to do
things yourself instead of
depending on others who do not
wish to cooperate. In any event,
don't force issues.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
The first few hours may be
the hardest part of the day but,
once in your stride, you should
make time count splendidly. Set,
a lively tempo for yourself —
and maintain it.

r .

Metal Hose Nozzlak,
Triple -0" ring...67C.

Frances Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ellr.rtl
Your intuition and selfreliance stimulate now. And
both will be needed if you are to
solve some possible "tricky"
situations. Don't yield to
anxiety, however.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6
Better-than-average influence.s, yet there is good
reason to pull in the reins a bit,
tighten control of situations.
Use your perspicacity, and
DON'T procrastinate.
GEMINI
i,May 22 to June 21) 110
9
1Not much planetary help here
but, with your know-how and
ingenuity, you can still make
satisfactory progress. Just be
sure to plan well before acting
and DO use care in handling
details.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
A splended configuration of
your planets encourages all
your efforts and interesti now.
This is a day in which to
capitalize on all your skills and
give your finest performance.
IX()
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Good solar influences. Seek
opportunities, obvious or not;
they are around for the
claiming. Especially favored:
Scientific and technical pursuits.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas, changing maneuvers
which could affect your endeavors and strategy. This will
be important to outcomes.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Your innate poise and balance
in the face of obstacles should
be a wedge against day's,
possible knotty problems.
Strengthen projects which are
on the way to success.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meet"'
This is a day for aggressive
action. Aim for goals ma swift,

e

KLER

1)1.11
L11.\ 1.1 11151,11. \ 1

turstit I , eirn

46.11 --6

j' ::11'

txe( king
:hole ,it olors.

EASY TERMS

Matching Rear 2-pc. Cover.
Also tits pi( ku1 iiLei
.444
.
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COLONIAL STYLE Utility BUILDING
NEW - GAMBREL ROOF DESIGN

10-Ft. x 10-Ft.
approximate
outside
dimensions

Many women are blowing up a
storm in jazz ensembles and combos. This young clarinetist finds it
relaxing to practice in her room,
away from other family distractions.
Toy safety
W ASH I NG TON 4 Li PI I -A Food and Drug Ad-.
ministration 4
.1)45 proposal
would require all electrically
operated toy sewing machines
to be designed in a way to
eliminate the possibility of a
child's finger being pierced by
a needle.

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility
-- especially along creative
lines; are independent and
Another proposal on the toy
extremely self-reliant. In using
your many talents, you always safety front: play pots and
express yourself originally — pans and containers for
often brilliantly. Painting, holding hot liquids must be
designed to prevent accidental
writing and musical com- spillage
and must have inposition are your greatest fortes sulated handles
but, as a lover of the outdoors
and all living creatures, you
could also succeed as a botanist,
horticulturist, landscape
gardener or veterinarian.
Traits to curb: obstinacy and
lack of concentration. Birthdate
Television has become such
of: Irving Berlin, composer;
Salvador Dali. surrealist an addiction among West Germans that 184 people sacrificed
painter.
money rather than renounce
"the tube."
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR Ian
tocitcomo a Petalled cloy
The Munich Society of Naby day forecast, complete quid, to
tional Psychology paid couples
10VP endIMKI.41190, and • Corn
• prehensiye character analysis
is
81.40 and single people .70 cents
now aye/table For your personal
forecast. send SI 00 plus 25 rents in
a day to abstain from watching
can for pottage and handbag to fhts
for a year. Ninety per cent renewspaper. (ME of itortiscOPe Book
Department, Bow In, Oki Chelsea
turned to normal watching
Station, New York, N Y 'MIT Print
yOur NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP. and
within four months, the rest beDATE OF BIRTH
fore six months. -

Charvng re.th freeze
12, Hose and D,
Prt'slog
valve.

4 77

NI)"l'hed
Nr,
` 17"'l dc`"111 .1(1(1`
01,11" 1115
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r
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PLYWOOD FLOOR KITS

Includes steel floor supports
ond pfywood floor Avoidable
for most buildings
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YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL 1AYWR L. DAVIDSON

•

BOB TAYLOR, Rt. 5,!Murray, is presented an award as Outslendisg Male Physical Education
Major Sunday at Murray State University daring the annual Homers Day preplan. Making the
presented°. is Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the department of health, physical education and
remotion at MSU.

he
when
identification
registers, such as birth certificate, social security account
number,driver's licence,school
or college activity card or a
credit car.
Registration will consist of
filling out a registration card
ind a new .registration
questionnaire. The questionnaire can be taken home for
completion, but it must be
within 10 days.
returned
registration
new
The
questionnaire requires. the
names and addresses of three
persons outside the registrant's
immediate family who would be
expected always to know his
names,
address. The

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
quotation, "There is nothing
new under the sun," could have
to, draft
applied
been
registration for more than a
quarter of a century, but it no
longer holds true.
The Selective Service System
now has new procedures for
draft registration, designed
primarily to make registration
more registrant-oriented and
draft board operations more
streamlined.
Under the new provisions, a
young man must register with a
draft board or registrar within
the period 30 days before to 30
days after his 18th birthday. He
must bring some official type of

relationships and addresses of
all the young man's family over
age 16 also must be listed.
In addition, the form includes
questions inquiring whether the
young man believes he qualifies
for a hardship deferment, for
status as a conscientious objector, for a sole-surviving son
draft
exemption or for the
deferments and exemptions.
Every drafy registrant must
list a place of permanent
residence as well as a current
mailing address. The draft
board serving his permanent
residence will be the young
man's permanent board
regardless of where he
registers. Once a valid permanent registration within the
continental United States has
been established, it cannot be
changed. •
After a new registrant has
completed the registration
card, time permitting, he will
be issued his registration
certificate along with his Notice
of Classification stating that he
adplaced
been
has
ministratively into a holding

classification, Class 1-H.
new
all
Practically
registrants will remain in Class
1-H until after their lottery
drawing, which will be held
early in the calendar year in
which they reach age 19. For
example, a young man born in
1954 will receive his lottery
number in 1973. Those who
receive low lottery numbers
will be considered for
classification out of Class 1-H.
Finally, young men become
draft eligible provided they do
not receive exemption during
the calendar year in which they
reach age 20.
These procedures should
streamline board operations
and make the initial Selective
Service processing more
palatable to men when they
initially incur draft liability.
'Oklahoma Crude'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Stanley Kramer_ has signed
Oscar-winner George C. Scott
and Faye Dunawa to star in
'Oklahoma Crude' which he
will produce and direct for
Columbia Pictures.

TOP MAN—

J. Paul Aus-

tin is the new board chairman
of the

Rand

Corporation, the

nonprofit organization that researches
security

problems of national
and

domestic

affairs.

SUMMER FUN

OTASCO OUTDOOR DAY
Gr

OUTDOOR DAYS. . . that special time of the
year for relaxing and enjoying nature. Stop
by today and see your OTASCO man for all
your camping and fishing needs. Your next
camping trip will be more enjoyable and you'll
save money, too!

TIMOTHY FANNIN, Murray, was recognised as the Outstanding Freshman In the biology
department Sunday at Murray State University's annual Honor's Day lie Is the son of Mr.and Mn.
Talmadge Fallahl of Panarama Shores. Dr. Hunter Hancock, MSU biology department chairman,
made the presentation.

I.G.

IHERMOs

ICE CHEST
with Stow-away JUG
Bc 14111,irt
heq
97

For Camp Stoves,
Lanterns and Heaters

each
ORIGINALS
• Hellbender
• Hot Spot
• Thin Fin
• Gay Blade
• Assorted
Rebels
1-916 2. `JO...,

Gallon JUG
Fiberglas insulation

4. 91'
918-'
2
,
;4
924 920-1, 929;

1.1 2

TOPS IN ART SOCIETY-44m B. Lovins,114 North 7th Street, Murray, was honored as the outstanding member of the Murray Art Students Society during the annual Honors Day program at
Murray State University April 30.Shown making the presentation is Dr. Gordon Plummer, right,
chairman of the Department of Art at Murray State. A juniO7,Levine is an art major.

ENTRAL

* Free
Parking
* Courteous
Service

ENTER
Hwy. 641-N

DOUBLE
MANTLE

LANTERN
Special 1199

.Colemone

C

•

...
2-ft. HI ROD. St.iir111,
/
B. B1
strel sztlides 61,11;

2-Burner

STOVE 1299

fl

5 Ft. Rods. its‘4,11e(1
hl H In
1.99

10-Ft. x8 -Ft.

•

Idr.11

II/I 1,111111\

416

1,1111 \

4' 1114
1114o111 111,
1111' I/1"4 .111,

•Kroger
•Roses
•Big B Cleaners
•Begley Drugs
•Cooks Jewelry
•TV Service Center
* 5 Big Adult Rides
* 5 Kiddie Rides

idatir
t-,1

CABIN TENT

Family Size

--.
1'1=

2 PRICE ride tickets from the
1
Get your /
following participating stores:

C. 5-h. ULTRA UTE SPINNING ROD

2-ft. SPINCAST ROD
/
D. 61
outdc,

is
tairLIFJ
Lori
''111;,siii-u,
4

I.G.,
I•G•4

.1

THROUGH MAY 14
"41
;

Dic

EXCLUSIVE "GOLDEN 50" RODS
A. 7-ft. SPINNING ROD
:11.1(tc, ‘.,rk

Murray, Ky.

Located On The Parking Lot at Central Center

I.G.A.

CAMPER'S DELIGHT

* Easy
Access
* Open
Late

RIDES * RIDES * RIDES

Kraft

‘
1•"11.
1•11' '•"11.1 ) 11111

\ i"

Nylon
Screened
•
Nylon
Screened
Windows
•
In
Door with
Full Length
Zipper
12-Ft x 9-Ft. Cabin Tent.

Easy Terms

91,1111KAM1111111C1010

Bel-Air Shopping Center

.1)Johnson
CENTURY

69.97

ZEM REEL
tss

SNP
WORMS

By Stembridge

753-8391
each
9-6 Mon.-Sat. 41114"
Closed Sundays
it

111

0

Ftiptart Worms by Stembridge

•

111411,

74

I't1,11 lint!,in. .‘11
\I 1.11 (
\ (1, f.1 1111f

4.27
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JIM ADAMS 10 A

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT PRICING!!
U.S. Choice

U.S. Choice

CHUCK

58!

Roast

Family Pak CUT-UP

SWISS STEAK
MATCHLESS BACON

78'
lb 59'

lb

Fryers623

All-Meat

BOLOGNA

,691

One Quarter

TENDERIZED HAM

* First In Fine Meats *

lus choiceltib Steak 98!

,69"

* First In Fine Meats *

Wieners

Field's

1-1b. pkg.

591

9 Bread

Greer

RC COLA

Peaches opIT,
No 2

Sliced

I.G.A.

16-oz 8-Bottle5
Carton

can

20-oz Loaf
e)

IG A

White, Yellow. Choc

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Cake tii)
Mix no
Kraft
I.G.A.

Just Low Prices!!

Dick George

PEANUT miat
BUITTER I

6t

Dishwasher Detergent (SAVE 10')

CrP

I.G.A. Sweet Midget

Shortening

sno
Kreem
TREET

PICKLES
Van Camp

69,

.3 lb can

6RAPE
Smucker
Armour's

CASCADE

Med. Doz.

I-lb box
I.G.A. CRACKERS
266
I.G.A. SNACK CRACKERS 12-oz. box 296
8-oz. can
I.G.A.BISCUITS
8c

I.G.A.

JELLY
12-oz. can

12-oz.

39

PORK &No 300 canl5t
BEANS

Tony
lOG

FOOD

5-lb 4-oz.

LETTUCE

19it

each

39;
19'

White Gold

19

Sugar
10 lb Bag

296
196
43;

I.G.A. PAPER TOWELS
SOLID OLEO
I.G.A. ICE MILK
No 2 can

Ripe, Yellow

Iceberg

Large
Head

12-oz can

8' Pie
0.vi tl;
Filling

DETERGENT

49'
59'

I.G.A.

ORANGE JUICE
POT PIES

Wilderness Cherry

can

GAIN

2iiabr.

10 Lb. Bag
I.G.A. Frozen

Big Chief
2-lb. jar

89;

Mea

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

MACARONI DINNERS 7°z 19'
2-lb box
PANCAKE MIX
394

Eggs

Martha White

Each

BANANAS
CARROTS

Cello Bag

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Craft Fair Set
For May 25-28

DOW11

--\
—r
-

The event, in its sixth season,
is expected to bring together
nearly 100 of Kentucky's finest
artists and craftsmen--all
members of the Kentucky Guild
of Artists and Craftsmen.

State Network
Expands To 81

Clean-up Campaign
Helped By Clean

Along with musicians and
puppeteers, the artists and
craftsmen will fill tents and the
surrounding grounds with a
festive mixture of color and
sound.
Demonstrations will show
dyeing with vegetables dyes,
ironwork, weaving, "throwing"
pottery (on the wheel), quilting,
broommakingt spinning and a
variety of other arts and crafts.
Free musical programs will
be presented daily in the amphithater. In its special tent, the
Summer Puppetry Caravan will
present daily programs, appealing to children as well as
their parents.

NEW YORK AP.) — Assemblyman Andrew Stein of Manhattan says New York, Cit3,,s
running out of taxpayers,
The ratio of taxpayers- employed here by private enterprise Jo the number of welfare
recipients is
2.6 to I, he
said Sunday , in contrast to a
ratio in 1960 of 9.7 private-sector taxpayers to each person on
welfare.
-Simply put, we're running
out of taxpayers,- the Ikiliocratit state legislator- said
It we are to avoid fiscal
,self-destruction." he added.
'the rester atom of our tax base
clearly merits top priority.-

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WE RESERVE THr RIGHT

EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE

I
1.!
, of '\ ational
%sk for a .
raffic "slut s
fligliw a)
Admini4tration'. booklet.
-V. hat to Bo) in Child
Restraint S., sterns.- The'
Igioklet showss,,ii bow to
weigh the effii al of )arious
restraint li!,,ALPAIS and points to
eon‘i(ler in e‘aluating a
purrhased car seat.

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
ednesdny..
Sci le Stcr.s
Ends Saturday

Murray

River Canoe Race, c-o
Lawrence Eastham, Stanton,
Ky. 40380, or phone (606) 6632439.
May 27-28: Governor's Cup
Regatta, sanctioned by the
North American Yacht Racing
Association. Sailboats (small
boat classes) on Kentucky Lake
at Kenlake State Resort Park
near Hardin. For further information, write Pollard White
P.O. Box 2, Hopkinsville, Ky.
42240, or phone (502) 885-5377.
June
7-H:
Ownesboro
Regatta, -settetiortett-trthe
American
Power
Boat
Association. Unlimited
hydroplanes on riverfront at
Owensboro. For further information, write Ron Nelson;
Chairman,. Owensboro Regatta
Inc., P.O. Bor1425, Owensboro,
Ky. 42301, or phone (602.) 6832471.
June 10-11: North-South
Championship Boat Regatta,
sanctioned by the National
Outboard Association. Outboards ( all classes) on Lake
Cumberland at Somerset. For
further information, write
Linville Tarter, Route 2,
Somerset, Ky. 42501, or phone
)606( 678-4195.
June 11: Derby City Drags,
sanctioned by the Southeastern
Chapter of -the National Drag
'Boat Association. Flatbottoms-,
hydros and outboards on Lake
Jericho at New Cast*. For

further information, write
Charles Meyers, 6643 Iroquois
Park Road, Louisville, Ky.
40214, or phone (502) 366-5213.
June 24-25: Salt River Cano
Race, sanctioned by the United
States Canoe Association.
Canoes (all classes) on Salt
River at Shepherdsville. For
further information, write Joe
Medley, 2006 Marilee Drive,
Louisville, Ky. 40272, or phone
502) 937-5673.

47:

.4, .4,
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BY 'IRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
This is one year that I am glad water gives it all the necessary
to see April pass out of the elements to make it grow.
picture. It has been an
My Somerset has begun to
unpleasant month with stormy open Borneo(itsdainty buds.This
winds and rain and chilly days, oneis theSomerset Daphne,with
so that I welcome May. I feel a subtle sweet odor to its pink
like Chaucer when he wrote sprays. This is the season too for
"May, with alle thy floures and the Kolkwitsia or Beauty Bush
thy grene, Welrncome be thou, to put on its show of sweet
blossoms.
fair fresshe May."
But alas, May is also the time
This is a month- of outdoor
work. So many needs present to get out the spray gun. Aphids
themselves, that it is hard to are already invading the roses,
decide what to do first. Annuals and flowering trees have an
to be planted,roses to be worked insect that seems to enjoy
and sprayed. Dead wood to be making a meal from the leaves.
cut out of shrubs, weeds to be So there's no rest for the weary
cut, grass to be mowed, and on, but I still say that there is no
ad infinitum. But isn't it a satisfaction like seeing a job
satisfactory feeling when you well done and enjoying the
complete a task, to survey the results. It increases, your
results. Nothing is so enjoyable pleasure to know you have
as a feshly weeded bed, or a earned the beauty that follows.
As we drive around town, we
trimmed plant..
This is the season of surprises enjoy the gardens of other
top. I had forgotten I had people and we know just how
planted a small group of hard they have worked to have
Sprekelia bulbs its the corner of such beauty. Let's enjoy it and
a flower bed last fall, until they leave it for someone else to
popped up like magic lilies, a enjoy also. An infallible
bright red, oddly shaped flower. gardening rule is to never cut a
It is one that would be beautiful flower or pull up a plant without
In a Japanese arrangement. the owner's persmission. Plant
some of your own and you will
Rich loose soil and sufficient understand why.

GE
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WI 1'I
TIOP
TO'
ANY
MEN
MAN
APPI

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

9

(Murray Only)

9

it Reg• BoX
$1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

RU
RO

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Ktlitmcky fried ekicken.

HI

N

U.S. G(

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101

Cubed

4i'Crest,

SOFT &
DRI

4111C...a,
CreSt

CREST

TOOTHPASTE

Choice of Reg., Mint Flavored
Family Size 634i-oz.

Reg. '1.25
Sale

Reg. '8.95

'PO
RO

NOXZEMA

SKIN
CREAM

Shampoo
Family Size
111
/
2-oz.

ARTHRITIS STRENGTH

BUFFERiN
Analgesic Tablets

Medicated
Greaseless
6-oz. Jar

Reg.

Bottle of 40

Reg.'1,.356 Sale
GILLETTE

BUBBLE DOME

5 oz

681

See thru Vim!. color
coordinated handle
and trim. Keeps )our
head and .shoulders
dry. The ideal Gift
for Mom.

Sale

•00.-API
0

SHAVER

Sale $695

Sae

TABLETS
Anti-Gas
Antacid

Choice of regular,
super hold, unscented
super unscented.

$169

$788

•

Anti-gas Antacid
Choice of 12-oz.
Liquid or BOX of
100 Tablets

28

ELECTRIC

.1 1 12
, ;
10
2

TERI
TOWELS

9
:
00
2Z.61.4
3
7 6

Nylon Reinforced
4 Layer

Huger tip control
Pig,rces cans v%ith

ModeL EC-18

DIGEt

Sale $
Reg. '2.10

Can
Opener

Model CL 50

MISS BRECK

HAIR
SPRAY

Tt)e Family Deodorant
7-oz. can

G.E.
Electric
Customs

REMINGTON
PRINCESS

1

RIGHT
GUARD

Dusting Umbrella
Powder
Color

in Beautiful Wood
finish, removable
tray, velvet lining
",Makes a nice gUt
for Mother"

K.C. S
U.S. G(
Boston

'

POND'S
Dream Flower

"Assorted
Boxes-

U.S. GO

JEWELRY CHEST

Prell Liquid

Choice of Reg.
or Unscented
5-oz.

Round

MUSICAL

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

GILLETTE

411C.Nriewgi.

now

I, 1(11. ("Sr seat tips
_
W ‘SIIINGION
If yiu purchased children's car
seats before April I of last )ear
and want to know if what ,you
has.- is safe, on ma) send 21)
cents to die Superintendent of
Government
D ocuments,
ashington.
Printing Office.

Several Boat Races Are Held In Kentucky

.

US.

Sale
Reg. '1.09

Low Ratio

MARSHA ROBERTS, Murray, received the Donald R. Harris Award in radio-TV Sunday during
the annual Honors Day program at Murray State University. Making the presentation is Tom
Morgan, assistant professor of speech at MSU.

Kentucky's waters are
paddled, churned, and host into
Mg trailing- plumes during the
various types of highly competitive boat races that are held
annually throughout the state.
Since Kentucky boasts more
An educational exhibit area, miles of navigable streams than
The Clean Teens of Calloway
featuring the finest work of any other state except Alaska,
County High School was one of
Kentucky Guild members, will its waters are ample to acthe many active groups that
fill one section. A separate tent commodate
the
canoes,
participated in the Home Town
will display work
from sailboats, hydroplanes and
Clean-up Campaign organized
members unable to be present other speedboats that come
by the Home Department of the
at the fair.
here to race.
Murray Woman's Club last
November.
Hours of the fair have been
The following paragraphs list
-changed trath---pr-i-er years. some of the boat races-Mit will
They have made a follow-up Opening day, May 25, hours will be contested
on Kentucky's
tour over a small portion of be from noon to 9 p.m. On rivers, lakes and streams
territory covered at that time. Friday and Saturday, hours are during May and June this year.
In approximately one hour ten from 10 a.m. til 9 p.m., and The list will lengthen as summembers filled a large number Sunday,the gates will open at-10 mer comes on, but these dates
of litter - bags.
aim and citise at 6 p.
are the ones that can be verified
Admission is $1 for adults, 50 now.
The Clean Teens and the
May 13-14:, Goyernor's Cup
Home Department of the cents for children. Special
Murray Woman's Club wish to admission rates are available Regatta', sanctioned by the
North American Yacht Racing
call attention to the Murray for groups of 15 or more.
The sponsoring organization, Association. Sailboats (cruising
residents to help in keeping the
the Kentucky Guild of Artists class) on Kentucky Lake at
environment' clean.
and Craftsmen, is a non-profit Kenlake State Resort Park near
Because of the fine work done
membership group of over 400 Hardin. For further - inby such groups as the Clean
'Kentuckians. Formed in 1961, formation, write Pollard White,
Teens and by the citizens of
the Guild's primary purposes P.O. &az 2, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Murray and Calloway County to
are to preserve, develop and aid 42240, or phone 15021 885-5377.
improve the local environment,
May 14: Red River Canoe
in marketing Kentucky arts and
the Murray Woman's Club
Race, sanctioned bY the United
crafts.
received two outstanding
States Canoe
Association.
awards amounting to $500,
Persons desiring
further qanoes ( all classes) on Red
Oven hy the Shell Oil Co. at-the information may write titt 'ver, starting at Ky-77 bridge
went Kentucky Federation of Kentucky Guild of Artists and and finishing at Stanton. For
Women's Clubs seventy-seventh Craftsmen, Box 291, Berea, Ky. further information, write
convention.
40403.
Powell County Jaycees Red

Teens of Calloway

FRANKFORT, Ky.—By the
end of 1971, the state's air
quality monitoring network had
expanded to a total of 81
monitoring stations in 40 cities
and 27 counties, according to a
recent report of the Kentucky
Air Pollution Control Commission KAPCC).
The network, which excludes
--.J-4.4ouinvillo-:-btratine--separate
maintains
a
monitoring network and air
pollution control board, gained
32 stations last year.
Of the three types of pollutionmontioring stations-primary,
secondary and .tertiary-the
primary •stations provide
continuous monitoring of such
pollutants as sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, photochemical
oxidants, carbon monoxide and
non-methane hydrocrabons.
Wind speed and wind direction
are also recorded.
Secondary stations provide
intermittent weekly readings of
suspended particulates, sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and
photochemical oxidants, while
tertiary stations provide
monthly measurements of
dustbin and sulfation rate.
The statewide breakdown of
the 81 monitors by type shows
there are now five primary, 62
secondary and. 14 tertiary
stations.
Of the eight air quality control
regions covered by the KAPCC
network, the EvansvilleHenderson region led the list of
gainers with one new primary,
eight secondai;y• and four tertiary stationst` The Cincinnati
region gained 10 seconardary
stations.
One primary and seven
secondary stations were added
to the Huntington-Ashland
region, two secondary stations
to the Paducah-Cairo region,
and one secondary each to the
Appalchian, Bluegreass and
South Central regions, No additions were made to the North
Central region:
Last year, the Division of
Laboratories of the State Health
Department- received 8368
samples from the monitors and ,
performed 11,919 analysis from
them.

the

f(i74.74/S Garden Path

BEREA, Ky.—More than
20,000 visitors are expected to
attend the four-day Artists and
Craftsmen's Fair to be held
May 25-28 at Indian Fort
Theater near Berea.

Members of the Clean Teens of Calloway County High School
are pictured with the large number of bags filled with litter which
they collected in a clean-up campaign here. They are,left to right,
Gary Potts, Karen Crick, Krista Erwin, Tonya Bucy, Julia
Greenfield, Anita Butterworth, Amanda 'Joke, George Taylor,
Laurel Guy, and Randy Reshien.
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Sale

Lighted Dial
Easy -to-read
numerals, perfectly
styled for any decor

39

Reg. '5.95
•

Ingraham Monarch

ALARM
CLOCK
No 34 347

51

St

2!

St

2!

Sale $339

2'
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ri ht 1972 - The Kro r Co.

Co

LUX

3-LB. CRISCO

I

WESSON OIL

9c

YOUR
CHOICE

WITH THIS COUPON ANDES 00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUDING
TOBACCO AND IN ADDITION TO
ANY OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS. GOOD THRU TUES..
MAY 16 LIMIT ONE SUBJECT TO
APPLICABLE TAXES.

HAMBURGER
BEEF

COUNTRY CLUB
ALL
,EAU
FLAVOR '
PACK AGE OF
L14
APPROX

LB 99c
LB 69'

Leg 0 Lamb
Sliced Bacon

FAMILY PAK

Emiumft

98c
CHOICE

FRYING CHICKEN

LB

FAMILY PAK
OF
lBRST OTRS
3LEG GTRS
SWINGS.
2GIBLETS

BONE
IN
LB
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
BONELESS
ound Steak FULL-CUT
LB

Cubed Round Steak

LB
FRYER BREAST

R

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
K.C. Steaks
GRADED CHOICE
BONELESS

LB

Boston Roll Roast
F Pt

Sale

CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL
I.,
K por

LB.

Golden Shortening

LB

PORK
ROAST
1 IF

49c

MORRELL WHOLE OR HALF

Boneless Hams

CAN

I LB

ENGTH

IN
Is

140

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE
RIBPAKSTEAK
FAMILY
OFMORE
3 OR
STE ikKS
LB
U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICE
RIB EYE STEAKS
MORE

Cookies
BIG VALUE
Cookies

35c

SPOTLIGHT BEAN

$2'9

;EL
intacid
12-oz.
16Z of
Tablets

28
tIC
onarch

WHOLE

25

BONUS PI STAMPS

1
vy,th a 17 04 Can
CREW BATHROOM
CLEANER
60 eeth a 27 oz
GLORY LIQUID RUG
Sa.s.AriL IS
eeth a 7407
GLORY FOAM RUG
CLEANER
4
100 woh 12 packages,
KFIOGER ORINK AID
cEnI pk g
----110LOCREST CORN
NUGGETS
eeth 2 It's of more
GROUND CHUCK ROUND
OR CHOP•110 STEAK
50 ooth two pkgs
COUNTRY CUT U•
Fisv4PS
8
eeth any 1 lb pkg. of
SERVE • SAVE
SLICED LUNCH
MEATS
9
one pkg
MRS WEAVER S •
SALADS
any 14 0/ o z
10
FOX DELUXE
PIZZA
I
25 eeth two heads
LETTUCE

dr 50

50 wIh cme 49
50

Polk Shoulder

5

47

39

12
25 yy.th 3-lb bag
WASHINGTON APPLES

I -LB
PP( G

KROGER-BAKED

KROGER

GOLDEN
12-02
PKG

Pound Cake
Dinner Rolls

IZ CT
4 PKGS

S1

BUTTE RCRUST

White Bread

4S
DEODORANT
Right Guard

1 -PINT
2-0Z

4-0Z
CREST REGULAR OR MINT
117E-02
TUBE

Toothpaste

BREAD3
I LB
UL
LOAVES

MOUTHWASH

Scope

321-000AZVE1

'YEsor r SANDWIC11

89c VARIETY BREAD
59' STYLE wHrrr 3
LOAVES
69(

3

FARM
OR WHEAT. TEXASSLICED WESTERN OR
1 LB
BLACK FOREST
wyt BRE AO

Watermelons

Kandu Liquid

1

29'
0-02 39c

PET RITZ 9-INCH

3
3

PKGS
OF 2

BOTTLES

Si

21 02
CANS

1

POLAR PAK

CHATTER 79c
3 1-LB S.1 POPS PKGT
Oleo
KROGER
ICE
Longhorn Cheese
AMERICAN
BORDEN SLICED
CREAM
EATMORE

SOFT

CTRS
SLICED MIDGET
602 43(
PKG.

69'
EI-01 33,
0 34'

1202
PKG

Cheese Food

KROGER

Cream Cheese
KROGER

Buttermilk

CLOVER VALLrY

t) JNIPY CL uB

/1ititTattloTildsTiT),,..ie,
RA
-0
Stamps
2-

"ge
CRACKERS LBS.z
COUPON AT KROGER

KROGER

WITH THIS
.THEW TUES MAY If. LIMIT ONE
am
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

•Qqr

MARGARINE

5

itiOSSIMMIN
11117sr
11[XTRA Steamy.

KROGER BUTTERMILK
OR BUTTER -ME -NOT

FLAK

Si BISCUITS le
1,
`CCA34S 29c

7-02
PKGS
MINUTE MAID PINK LEMONADE OR

NS45
EGAiti
Bii
'i

Dairy Foods

10-02
PKG.

79C

PK G
4

PINK OR LEMON

Topping

EA

12 FOR 696

Juicy Lemons

69'
322-02 Si

Cascade

PET WHIP

FRESH

1-1b. $1
bxs. A

2-LBS 3-OZ

Strawberries

MELON

DELICIOUS

Crackers

KROGER

Limeade

PINT
HALF

FLORIDA

Honeydew Melons

4S
AI '

Onion Rings

I LB
B AG

BIG
ROLLS

ieMAKE
ORANGE
2€C. 55c

KROGER

5

si

TOWELS

CUT GREEN BEANS

Pie Shells

FOR 69C

KLEENEX

49' BABY LIMAS,
Si
29'

BROWN 'N SERVE

Apples
8
69' ONDelicious
TREES-1/2 Price
Si ROSEALLBUSHES
LARGE
$
49' AZELEAS La II 1 9
59'
For $499
or
59,
Radishes
29'
CHERRY
Tomatoes
;
9599

Aluminum Foil

4
CU1CORN OR MIXED65
VEGETABLES 2-LB
,
PKG

Country Style Rolls

7

QT

WASHINGTON RED OR GOLDEN

75-FT
ROLL

Frozen Foods

Baked Foods
Angel Food Cake

HAIR
SPRAY

15 12-0Z
CANS

HOME PRIDE

39e

LARGE

3

50
25 won
50 NIh

EA

/9c

LB.

Health Beauty Aids
AQUA NUT

1 -LB
BAG

3

Chili With Beans

(EXCLUDING BEEF & HAM)
11-0ZS.

QUARTER-SLICED

•
Pork Loin 1014MIXED
CHOPS

SI 99

3-LB BAG

496 CORN8EAR77
Si

14-0Z
BAGS

Kroger

LB 69c
LB 59c

Pork Steak

3

Choc. Chips

15c KROGER
Corned Beef Hash
59' KROGER MAYONNAISE OR
79' Salad Dressing

FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5-LBS

FAMILY PAK OF
3 OR

2-1b. pkg.

1512-0Z
CANS

8-0Z
BOX

HEAD

FRESH FLORIDA

KROGER

qt

CELLO
PACK

Cauliflower

BANQUET
DINNERS

DRUMSTICKS

6/89'
BC 39c
59c

Broccoli

19' Coffee

3-LB
CAN

KROGER

69'

Grapefruit

CANS

ountry Iven andwich

can

LB 39' Miracle-Whip
LB 99c Black Pepper
I;KO
GZ
.

OT /9c

Florida

CALIFORNIA

MORRELL'S PRIDE

Beef Wieners

Strawberries

CANS

69'
2 lbs. 79'

Corn
Fryer Quarters

CAifIFORNIA

2 lbs.

Salad Dressing

SPLIT BROILERS OR MIXED

10-LB 70(
BAG 1 /

Potatoes

20-oz. $1
" cans L.

KROGER VAC PAC

H Plf NI•INt f

US. NO. 1 IDAHO RUSSET

1 -LB.
CANS

Pinto
BUSH Beans
ChiliGreatBeans

5 S$1

CORN
KROGER

QR WHOLE
LEGS
LB
49t

US GOVT

BUSH

CALIFORNIA

rineapple
Clover Valley Strawberry
Preserves
Clover Valley
Peanut Butter

MIXED PARTS OF

15S

14-0Z
CANS

Bush
NMI,. Beans

—• Stokely

ORANGES

1 -LB.
CANS

Pork & Beans

69C

12-16

6
8
8
815-02
815-0Z

Peas
SHOWBOAT'

COOKED HAM
LBS
LB

59c

110 ., ICU

Bush Purple Hull

MORRELL'S SEMI BNLS.

Link Sausage Weiners

PORTION
LB

(301 ILL

FLOUNDER
FILLETS LB6S
•

OSCAR MAYER FAMILY PAK
12-0Z 99(
2-LBS
PKG.
OR MORE
KROGER ALL BEEF
12-0Z 69c
PKG.
MORRELL VACUUM SEALED

FLORIDAJUICY

,
24

CATSUP

FAMILY PACK

COUNTRY STYLE

Smoked Ham PORTION
Le

U.S. GOVT GRADED

Vol. 1...49 Others '1" Ea.

3$

OF 3 TO 5 LBS.
TENDERLOIN 0' CATFISH
TROUT STEAKS

BONELESS

LB.

RUMP
ROAST

1

OF TODAY'S
WORLD

ATLAS

SLICED OR HALVES,
1-LE1.13-02. CAN

roger

98

l•-•: A pi 1;

46-0Z
CANS

WITH THIS COUPON AT KROGER THRU
TUES MAY 16 LIMIT ONE SUBJECT
TO-A•PLIC ABLE TAXES

RAND /*NALLY

WITH

OT.

ROUND
STEAK
OR
BONE-IN

HUNT'S
PEACHES

FRUIT
DRINKS
ORANGE, GRAPE OR PUNCH

U.S CHOICE GRADE BEEF

STEAKSWISS

AND PUT THE WORLD Of TODAY
AT YOUR FAMILY'S FINGERTIPS

BIG K

LIQUID

OR

44c

SEE THIS FINE OUALITY DINNERWARE.

VALUABLE COUPON ,

VALUABLE COUPON

with each
$3.00
purchase

BUY SOME EACH WEEK BUILD A COMPLETE SET

WITH BOOKLET
COUPONS ... AT KROGER

GET 450 BONUS STAMPS EVERY WEEK

Iso the time
gun. Aphids
g the roses,
s have an
to enjoy
the leaves.
r the weary
there is no
oeing a job
ijoying the
ase* your
you have
that follows.
d town, we
s of other
ow just how
ted to have
enjoy it and
one else to
infallible
never cut a
dant without
=icon. Plant
ind you will

TEA
CUP

DOUBLE TOP
VALUE STAMPS
EVERY TUESDAY
AND WEDNESDAY

Bakery prices good thru Sat., May 13.
All others good thru Tues., May 16.
Limit right reserved.

DINNERWARE
FEATURE-OF-THE-WEEK!

01
AN
•

OC

, •••

Ise r.' I

lb

Spotlight Coffee
WITH THIS COUPON AT KROGE

BAG

LIMIT ONE
/OF (THEW TUES MAY I
EIsAT
U•11ECT TO APPLICA•LE
TAXES

,
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Um contest held at Calloway County High
SENIOR WINNERS—These are the seniors winners in the i-H Speech
Lee
Young,and Karen Alexander.
Ricky
Turner,
Scrogp,
Tom
Henderson,
Davis
right):
to
(left
School recently. Top Row
Bottomrow:Susanne Dunn,Carolyn Scott Vickie Taylor,Jamey Kelso, Melody Smith.
4-H DemonJUNIOR WINNERS—These are the junior division winners in the Purchase Area
(Left to right .
stration and Speech contest held recently at Calloway County High School. They are
and Patricia
top row: Terri Bugg, Gail Tucker, Ricky Sins, Teresa Cooper, Laura Lee Fones,
Cunningham.
Stone, Chuck
Third row: Terry Henderson Jeff Smith, Kilt Stubblefield, Bland King, Peggy
Williams.
Burgess,
Second row: Anita Taylor, Kendra Reed, Donna Jones, Debbie Elrod, Jill Terry, Becky
and Teddi Young.
Blakely,
Bottom row: Joy Kelso, Keith Overby, Mike Rogers, Laura Jarrett, Kathy Black, Shell
and Timmy Coles.

McGuffey Says Insurance TV Violence
May Be Cause
Laws Were Both Needed Bad Driving
Of

By Dave Thompson
Department examiners check
By WILLIAM HELTON
State News Bureau
each company once every four
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFROT, Kyr:— years, unless they feel the
HONOLULU (Ap) — VioInsurance Commissi_oner companies should he audited
• Harold McGuffey has praised more often. McGuffey said he lence on television may be- a
- the 1972 -(leneral- Assembly for has advised -examiners - and oause-ofresides:Amid irresponsits action -on insurance-related admission officers not to admit ible driving, a university of
proposals...and added he also is any company into Kentucky to Hawaii rills media researcher
pleased with some action not do business unless it is fiscally says.
_
He says that if you watch
• -taken bY the legislators.
strong -and can peovide
such programs as "Hawaii
Although several measures adequate coverage.
were introduced before both
"If not, we don't want them in Five-0,""Mannix,""The FBI"
odwCannon," you're more like
chambers, only two bills Kentucky," he said.
mcGuffey eonsidered essentail
Senate-Bill-184, a workmen's ly to be a careless driver than
were passed a bill creating an compensation plan also passed if you prefer Lawrence Welk,
insolveacy or guaranty fund during the 1972 legislative "The Courtship of Eddie's Faand rnactrnent of the FAIR session, creates inCreased• ther" or other nonviolent fare,
That's the conclusion of Dr.
property plan.
average
benefits for the
A bill calling for no-fault laborer, bringing the schedule KS. Sitaram, who says he
;insurance was placed into a in line with federal guidelinea. went two years comparing the
"further study" category and It will go into effect Jan. 1,1973. *levision viewhig -habits of
will probably be on the docket
"The plan will give more good and bad drivers.
Sitaram interviewed 293 bad
when the session convenes in benefits," said McGuffey, "boi
1974.
in giving more benefits, it will drivers who had been ordered
by Honolulu District Court to
"The General Assembly did cost more money."
right," said McGuffey, "in not
.The rates of payment into the take a safe driving course as a
taking action on the no-fault workmen's compensation result of traffic violations. He
proposal. We need the ad- special fund were increased for compared their Vtdtql—lItnes
ditional time to study meaures all employer contributors by the with those of 54 good drivers.
"Most of the bad drivers listadopted in other states before new law. The increases range
ed such programs as "Hawaii
we pass the law."
from 25 to 32 per cent.
Five-0," "Mannix," "Cannon,"
Five states passed a'similar
In addition, for cases of
irleasure in 1971 and Con- black-lung disability, the bill arid "The F'BI" as their favornecticut did so in 1972. shifted the burden of payment ite programs," Sitaram said in
"California has been working somewhat, setting the ratio of an interview. "People with safe
on no-fault insurance since 1958 payment at 75 per cent from the driving habits tended not- to
and still has nor solved the special fund and 25 per cent watch such programs."
Sitaram also found that the
problem," McGuffey pointed from the employer 1 the mine
bad drivers could remember
out. "Kentucky did right."
owner).
The FAIR plan (Fair Access
The increased benefits such character names as
to Insurance Requirements
provided by the law include "Hawaii Five-O's" Steve
makes basic property insurance raises in monthly payments, McGarritt and Mannix but
available to owners who cannot
ing the benefits payable for could not recall the names of
otherwise find coverage in the lifetime, an additional payment the actors playing the parts.
"This confirms my hyporegular market. The present increase for claimants with
burial thesis that they are living in a
plan expires on June 17.
and
dependents,
No additional monies or allowances more than double world of fantasy," he said.
"They act out the fantasies
personnel will be required by the present ones.
when they are driving. They
this year's legislation, although
probably-think they are Meninx
the Insurance Department is
or McGarett and are trying to
presently forming governing
imitate them."
committees of department
-There is a message in all
employes to draw up plans - for
this, Sitaram said.
implementing measures.
"People learn aggression
Senate Bill 91, the Kentucky
Guaranty Insurance Assn. Act,
from theAnass media, particuFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP i — larly radio and television,'; he
was the only really new bill
Wendell Ford flew to New said.
Gov.
aflegislature
the
by
passed
Monday for what his ofYork
fecting the insruance industry.
"first maThe measure establishes a non- fice described as his
to atventure
out-of-state
jor
legal
d
profit unincorporate
Kenfoinew
business
tract
entity to provide for the
payment of covered claims in tucky."
The governor planned to
case of the insolvency of an
meet with industrialists, bankANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
insurer.
bill also calls for ers and other interested execu- Two-year-old Sandra La FonThe
tsee has been released from the
assistance in the detection and tives.
On the agenda were two University of Michigan's Mott
prevention of insurer insolvencies and to assess the cost speeches and a series of confer- Children's Clinic afitt recovering from surgery which reof such protection among the ences.
Ford planned to address busi- versed the operation of her
companies.
of the heart.
''This is one bill the depart- ness and financial guests
Tuesnoon
at
Bank
(7hemical
Physicians said the rare,
ment really pushed,' McGuffex,_
to The five-hour operation April 21 resaid. "The bill assures that, in Ziay. then to speak
and sulted in the right side of the
the event one of the fire and Kentuckians," a business
of former girl's heart doing the work the
casualty companies becomes professional society
New left side had been doing and
insolvent, policyholders will be Kentuckians working in
York.
vice versa. They said the operpaid."
Accompanying Ford were his ation was necessary to correct
All fire and casulaty comfive state commissioners a birth defect that occurs only
panies will be assessed to wife,
aides—William Wester once in every million births—
and
two
guarantee payment. Present
and Thomas Preston.
the transposition of two main
plans call for the fund to be set
Don
are
The
cominissioners
leading from the heart.
arteries
recom_up similar to a model
of finance, John
Dr. Douglas Behrendt, head
mended by the National 'In- Bradshaw
Ross of Revenue, Damon Harri- of the operating team, said that
surance Commissioners.
of commerce, Charles prior to the operation, Sandra's
stir)
very
"Kentucky has been
of corrections and skin had a bluish color but that
fortunate in not having many Holmes
of parks.
Ewart
Johnson
after the operation she turned a
insolvent,''
become
'c'ompanies
adminchief
is
Ford's
Wester
more normal pink.
McGuffey said. -Moms, for
and Preston
Sandra went hon7e over the
example, has had three in- istrative assistant
his
press
secretary.
with her parents, Mr
weekend
years
five
past
solvencies in the
The group will return to and Mrs.-Douglas La Fontsee
and insolvendes in Tek'as have
morning. of Grand Rapids.
cost people millions of dollars.'• Frankfort Wednesday

12.5 CU. FT.
CAPAC7Y
CROSS-TOP
FREEZER
DOOR
STORAGE
BUTTER EGG
STORAGE
"Moist-Cold"
CRISPER

Ford Seeks New
State Business

P(

Operation Reverses

EASY TERMS
WE TRADE

Operation Of Heart

SAVE
$795
DELUXE
AUTOMATIC
ICE-MAKER

COMPLETELY
NO-FROST

•

ENJOY A BIG REFRIGERATOR
WITH AN ENDLESS SUPPLY OF ICE

. . . WITH
AUTOMATIC
ICEMAKER

PHILCO
16 Cu. Ft.Refrigerator-Freezer
WIN
LISS
WITH
TRADf

CHOICE OF
WHITE
AVOCADO
or GOLD

LOADED WITH FEATURES: ill" ‘tnit:
cl.ois 21 1) mill 014111m-ea
1 nil ‘,1(i111 oiiuI,s,i slivhirs .1r%%in
rliii, I 11,114Is ¼I, ii kerprr.
I i.•111 k,
oh
kcrper
And LIN I.0

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
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OPEN 8:00 AM.
12:00 P. M.

BELA,/ sHoppme aNTER

WEDNESDAY—MAY 10, 1972

7 Days A Week

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

U.S.D.A. Inspected
Whole

EGGS

BACON

HAM

30

WIENERS

BACON

Frontier

Fully Cooked

Shank
Portion

Lean &
Tender

Lean & Tender

I Lean Boneless
Boston

PORK CUTLETS ib 69cI ROAST

4
12-oz. pkg.

Lean, Boneless

STEAK

HAMS
Pkgs.

11 DINNERS
(Except
and ham)beef

22-oz. jar 59c

CORN

YELLO3Wlb

2-lb. can

(with coupon below)
COFFEE

69c

1 •1b. Can
Ult EASY

tr OR

$ 139

1

Expires 5-16-72
Good Only
At-Storey's

MERICARD

4.

•

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Folgers

SAVE

BABY
c COFFEE
FOOD log,

$139

Coupon
Limit 1 Per kamily

!ENO
PIZZA

13 oz.

49C

purchase of 10 jars

SPRAY
STARCH

39C

15 ).z. i ;o,

Expires 5-13-72
Good Only
At Storey's

Expires 5-18-72
Good Only
At Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family
Easy on

°°

5

-

. Expires 5-16-72
Good Only
At Storey's

;

sk-'•

Expires 5- I"

20s:zoez.

Log Cabin _ .

69c

Liiiiit 1 Per Faii»lN

('

it

6-Bot. Ctn.3

LARGE HEADea

c LETTUCE

$

Coupon

Limit 1 Per Fatiii1

li,,t

COKES

17 oz $1
cans I

19

Coupon

,q

5-oz.
a ns

10 Ounce

Cream Style

SYRUP

1
12 c

Op Kick

" DOG FOOD

Pride of Ill.

4

3-lb. can

Hem,

Doc

Hyde Park
BREAD

COFFEE

RICHTEX
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family

1.49

lb

bag 29C I CELERY

Folger's

•

Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Maryland Club

lb

129c
CAN DRINKS

Shortening

•
zer

PORK

Blue Ridge

POTATOES:Dib'bag 49c ONIONS

Chunk Style

STEAK
8!b

Fully Cooked Quarter, Sliced

mils$

CREMORA

Blade Cut

I
VI

lb

TOWELS 3
Borden

STEAK

CHUCK

Lean & Tender

HAM ,b.59

lb.59

lb.

Armour Testender

9;
BOLOGNA
8

Scott

Morton

ATOR
OF ICE

Country
Fry

ASST. B-B-Q SANDWICHES 4M B-B-Q PORK CHOPS
00 ASST. OF B-B-Q CHICKEN PARTS B-B-Q RIBS

4.Roll

Sliced Slab

Old Fashion

20-lb. avg.

Fully Cooked, Whole

17

lb 69°

Butt

Country
reAUSAGE lb 39c BONELESS
cn
HAM

Swiss STEAK

Family Pack

tib,
8

lb.

Armour Testender

TISSUE scot

49;
1191;

1-lb. pkg.

oh
Er
Cut CHUCK

Armour Campfire

Fa mily

FRYERS

with 5.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco
& dairy products.
Limit: 3 doz.

,
We Reserve The Right To Limit
Prices Good May 10 thru May 16

High

•

75 Ft. Roll

Coupon

Coupon

Limit 1 per Family
Ajax

RtYNOLDS WIND°W
WRAP 6sic CLEANER

nc

2t) Hz Refill

Expires 5-1f):79...
Good Only

Expires 5-16-72
Good.Only

Expir.'s 5-16-72

GI/I,(i ( )0).

At St(q- c)',

Al Stm.,'‘'s

At Storey's

At Storey's

( 1“,(1 ( if11,I

Coupon

Limit 1 per Family

King Size

Linn? 1 per l•-,iital

Giant

Si/1 11

FAB 99c VEL 49c
LIQUID
,) Itl 4

1..xpire

Hi

ho'k

0-1(,- ,_!

1 1.\01 CS .1- 1t 1- • --

(;1111(1 I 411 .

At Store, •

At StHre.,•,,
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This Coupon is good for 10%
Discount on any item in our
Jewelry Department.
Coupon Good thru May 14, 1972,

II
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t
=
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it

All of Her Favor,Spray
Colognes, Dusting Powders,

Ill

!I!
HI
III

!I!
ill

III

Cut
GLASS ITEMS

aede

For 'Her' Table.

BEAUTIFill. VASE
FOR 'Het' Flowers

ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES
PURSES
BILLFOLDS

4,

$388

1

$2.59 Value
4-Piece HARVEST 14-oz.
DRINKING
Carnival Glass TUMBLERS
$2.59 Value
Total Value $5.18

1 Tabu Dana Spray Cologne $
1 Tabu Dana Dusting Powder

411

Mother Pins
Summer Jewelry

•

•
OP

See yourself as
1 others see you!

fte•10
444

88

$
1288

5.00 Value

Regular 5 19.95 Value

KINDNESS
CUSTOM CARE
Instant Hairsetter and Conditioner

Corn Silk
It's Transparent!
A new concept in
face powder!

3 Setting Choices
Conditioning Mist,
Water Mist, Reg. Seto Model No. K300

Blue or Gold

III

WATCHES

!!!
HI

1688

ti
ti
fl

•

REMEMBER..

TABLE CRYSTAL SETS

goo'
And Bring the Film in For
Developing at Discount Prices

:E=:21 CEEB rEEE:?:

"
1
11.11

milm'S WILE E:12:2

Laurel cards
E:22:2 :II:2 WE 3:3 =:=1.1:35 :E=KE Le:Erz

SYLVANIA BRAND

FLASH CUBES
'109

3 Cubes $
'1.85
12 Flashes
Value
.
Wzritese's"1:21 u:s3 0:0

!!

III

9 MATCHED PIECES
Sugar Bowl, Covered
Creamer, Salt and Peppers, Butter Dish, etc.

Reg17.95 Val.
NOW
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Say "HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY" with
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Price
112
To Select Your Favorite Card Today(
i
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411
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COLOR
FILM
126 - 20 Exps.
This Week
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$1

14
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1.95 Value
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Teentowi

11
Regular 144.95 Value
Just In Time for Mother
!I
ti A Compliment
for Every Table
$
to

Food wa
and hot wt
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Fine Porcelain China or Stoneware

00,NDER

$

Values to $39.95

Ill

III

Regular
29.95

Ladies Westclox

‘T

III
III

III

Dishwasher Safe

rss

Postoffie
in 1971 arm
For the
Tennessee
1379,408.07.
$538,000.01
$182,296.83.
$362,172.51
nearly $33:
about $295,

III

45-PIECE SERVICE FOR 8 TABLEWARE

,

Reg
2.00
Value

III

!I!

Say-Rite's Low Price

$2.88
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ENSENADA

PRESSED
POWDER

Seer
Al
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was then
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kind, thoin
their dutii
sureness.

III

Bracelets
Key Chains

't

Dragging
Jonathan
located the
Gillson, 41,1
from his t
Tuesday.
The body
proximately
nesday, acc
County Sher
Calloway as
Rescue Squ
search.
Myers sal

Wife hor
things at
back to no

Necklaces Ear Rings
Mother Rings

4

Body
Is Re

i
This
barometer
corrununit3

WATCHES

true-to-IigIt II
LM2 by Clairol

TABU GIFT SET

WATER PITCHER

III

....j

1 Eaudel Toilette Spray Mist
1 Dusting Powder

Carnival Glass

TIMEX

-\-7

CHANTILLY GIFT SET
6.50 Value

III

!I!

t.

by Helena Rubenstein 41 il it,4,1
Wind Song Tabu
by Dana
4.r•
IV ;
/
by Revlon
Coty
Chantilly
Factor
by Max
-1 Ambush Heaven Sent
by Houbigant
and Many More Gift
by Prince Matchabelli
Sets for Your Favorite
by Faberge
Girl.
by Coty
Make her really happy
by Coty
by Coty
on "Her" Day!

f! Heaven Sent
••
v Ambush
p/ Intimate
v Hypnotique
v Chantilly
Windsong
v Woodhue
I L'Origan
it
Emeraude
it I, L'Amiant

Beautiful

GET YOUR KODAK FILM HERE

III

Ii'

at 1.0,1Ai Discount Prices
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VALUABLE COUPON ;

hi

This Coupon is good for
10% Off any item in our
Gift Department!
Good thru May 14, 1972,
Mothers pay

hi

Gift

Visit Our Gift Shop Where You
Will Find Just The Right Gift
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Don't Let
Mothers Day iii
Pass Without !I!
Remembering !I!
Your Mother IIhi
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
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